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CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

Family, kinship, inheritance system and production relations are 

often been suggested as clues to a clearer comprehension of the 

processes of change in the socio-economic organisation of the 

~:.oc:iet:.y at li:"::l'"ge. 

Kinship and Economy .:_ Linkaqes 

Labour Force Regeneration 

There are atleast two ways in which the kinship structure and 

economy are inter-related. In the modes of social or· t) .:-3.n i Si:l t. i. ems 

in lineage based societies, kinship structures dominate not only 

in the logical system of 

on the plane of e~c:onorn:i. c 

pr·odl.IC t: ion. GiVt';.H) th~\{: one of the:.~ functiorH.; fJf maf::.r·i.monial 

relations was the reproduction of labour force, 

legitimately deduced that physical reproduction was one of the 

m.:.:tjcw irnpe~l~itives that the clan had to ence~u.nte1r· :in thf'~ cow~~:;t;~ CJ·f 

its 12\tol uti. on. 

Proper·ty Rights 

G!.'.•c::on d 1 y, and perhaps more vital. than labour force regeneratton 

is the economic role of property rights. kinship patterns have 

a significant role in determining the control 

lc-md in pre~industrialised 

Situation-Specificity 

However, what concrete forms of socio-economic organisation have 

2 



been assumed by Kinship structures depends on the conditions which 

l:i.-fe~. Thus the method of devolution, whether patrilineal 

matrilineal and the rationale to be respected in- matrilineal 

an~angements, constitute the systems which mai nta.i n 

equilibirium between the produ~tive forces and the means of 

particular situation. 

Of central importance, in this context is ah analysis of 1. i nea.ge 

mo.\j cw system by 

anthropologists are, Patriliny - Lineage from Father to Son and 

Matrilin•,t- Lineaoe from Mother to -r~t·]~j•·r· H ::/ c: , . . '· , ~>'~ , • OW(-~V(-?r· , t:hE.~ 

h.o~ve 

shown diverse patterns. In this study, we would focus an the 

Caste Hindus in Kerala, the Kshatriyas. Kerala, as D.D.Kosambi 

( :1.9~:i4~ 22) has pointed aut, is a society that transformed itself 

into the plough economy at a later phase in history compared to 

other regions in India, which according to him eKplained the 

protracted existence of the system down to the 20th century. 

t-1atrilineal Kinship • The t<erala Case 

1 
Adc;pt:ion o·f Marumakkathayam a form of Matrilineal kinship 

to such socia- economic compulsions in specific point of times. 

inheritance system that ensures the succession of 

property through the female line. While in substantial part of 

::~ 



the world, matrilineal inheritance system has been substituted by 

patrilineal inheitance system <System of inheritance through'the 

male line>, its survival in the Marumakkathayamsystem of Kerala 

has received universal academic interest <Engels 1884, Gough 

1961, Aberle 1961, Mencher 1965, ·Fuller 1976, Puthenkulam 1977 ' 

• 
The term Marumakkathayam literally of 

inheritance through the sister~s children. The central concept 

2 
i. !:5 imp c.<.r· 1:. i b 1 e. 

r:'\1 though <.\11 sons and daughters of a Tharavadu are notionally 

heirs to the yield of family property, in the next generation, a 

certain selectiveness is introduced. Thus the children of the 

dBt..lghtc.::r·s, \1-d.th their· uncle<;> and aunt~; 

to their Tharavad while the children of th~ 

sons, be they male cw female, had no such rights <Refer Chart I>. 

The children of the sons, in their turn, belong to the group of 

property holders of their mother~s Tharevad 

~A'' has one son •s• and two daughters •c• and ~o•. Berth ·son 

and daughters have children, but only A, 8, c, D, E, F, G, H, I 

and J are co-parcenaries to the Tharavad 

L~, X, V and Z do not be.1lcml) to t.h~:: Thar·c:l.V<':l.d The stylis.:J.tion o·f 

foll.O~'IS t.ht:? by 

an t:.hr·opol cl~~ i ~:.t s. 

4 



C H A R T 

r-----------~--------I1---------~ -----------T 
&===0. 0~ & 0== & 
G) ___ L __ £ --0-~r;------------l &-~-~0-~- & 

£-G) £--0 0 

KEY: "0" -· Female ; "~" - Male ; 11 ::: " ·-den at. t:1S tna.l~ r· i .age 

a Stage in Evolution 

One of the most pervasive influences on literature on Matriliny 

has been the evolutionary role ascribed to it by western 

thet:Wi<::'.t!S. Me Lennon <1876), Morgan <1877> and Engels (1.884) 

opin~~ that mat:.r:i.J.inE?cll kinship w.:1s a pri.mit.i.ve pr·f~~c:Lwscrr- to 111hat 

thr2y call t.hE.~ "mon: cul tw,·ed ~:;ystem' of patr i l. i ny. Ft-om the c~ar l y 

c.:onc:lition of pr·orniscous mc:..n-·wc.1m<.u1 n:Jlat.ionship~;, a kind of 

i n~.;t i tut i ctn generally termed "group marriage' Gr .. oup 

marriage denotes a relationship in which whole groups of men and 

In ~-:~Lu:h 

situations, paternityJwas more or lese an undetermined factor. 

This meant that succession and inheritance could be traced only 

through the mother. Morgan and Engels consider •group marriages• 

as a peculiar characteristic of the •age of savagery' which prec-

eded the •age of barbarism'. The sequence of evolution, as postu-
. 

lated by them could be diagramatically represented as in Chart ~~ 



CHART ' !:),. 
Stages in the Evolution of Kinship Patterns 

Me Lennon Morgan = Engels Model 

1------------\ 1-----------\ !------------\ 
I AGE OF 1------->1 AGE OF 1-------->IAGE OF I 
I SLAVERY I I BARBARISM I !CIVILIZATION! 
\------------1 \-----------1 \------------1 

I I 
\ I 

I I 
1 ' 

I I 

' ' 1------------\ 1-----------\ 1------------\ 
I GROUP !MATRILINEAL! !PATRILINEAL I 
I NARRIAGE. !·-··-···-····-··->I KINSHIP I······---···--·-> II·<I.NE)HIP . 
\ ·---·-·-·-·-··-···---·--·-/ . \--··--·-·-----·--··I \ ·-· ----·----····-···-·· -··-- ·-'! 

Initic-:a.lly, individual right of ownership was recognised r1either 

in the instruments of production nor in the production and 

single pairs and the subsequent development of rncJn Cl•J amou s 

marriage, paternity could be asserted. Both Morgan <1887~345} and 

Engels (1884:56) argue that it was particularly the development 

of material wealth that gave man a more important status in the 

family which ultimately made him appropriate the resources and 

overthrew matriliny. 

Change in Means of Production 

Nearly a centw~y later, Aberle~s vivid phrase 'Cow is the enemy 

of M,:d:t .. iliny" (1961:680) and Hcly,s analysis of Tika tribe of 

Z<:1.mbia <Hclly: if-?80, <:"\S quoted in S.:1ul: 1992:::~44) vJhic:h dl;!pic.ts 'thG! 

Plough" as the "Enemy of Matriliny" shows indelible influence of 

domesticated animals and the control by men of the principal 

tools of production such as ploughs are likely to have encouraged 

shifts away from matriliny. 



Descent Theory in Matriliny 

Gt1u.gh" ~; !:::~tudy ( 1952-:a, 1 f-jl52b, ha:; ber.-m the 

anthropol <:19 i. c:c:~ 1 to 

formulate a rationalised frame of comparison to matrilineal 

SOC :i C-?t:. i €!~::.. She employs the d~scent theory of Forbes ( 1953) to 

explain the order in which genealogical units expand and contract 

while remaining the same. o·f 

Marumakkathayamin Kerala, Gough"s definition of a Tharavadis as 

and whose developmental cycle follows a 

logic, <Gough:1961:323-343). By sp .lit. t:. i nq 

discussion of the Tharavad so as to consider it as a clan, a 

lineage and a property group, Gough observes the significance of 

the fact that this single term covers her three units.In fact,the 

acceptance of clan,lineage and property group as conventional kin 

-ship terminology by subsequent writers <Goody:1972, Fuller:1976) 

should be taken as an indirect tribute to her painstaking wor·k. 

d i •:sc rc-::!d i t: ed 

Gough"s use of descent 

i:hem· it i. c;all y and 

l, c·· 
-~ 

f.?mp i r-ic: a l. 1 y <Hol.y:1979, 

Following Kuper <1982>, Melinda Moore argues that 

des>cf~~r·rt -theor··t c:CIIllp<n-·t.m~~ntal i ses ph€~nomena i rd:.o dom.:d n!:'. and 

destroys continuities among kinship~ pol it. i r.:<:tl systems c3.ncl 

3 
<Moore 1985:525). In its extreme, the descent 

theory was accused of arguing that with the minimisation of the 

role o·F the Father, in Marumakkathayam exogamy among Nayars 

itself is on the verge of collapseCGough: 1952b, 19551. .~gain, :i. n 

7 



the Marumakkathayamanalysis, Gough could not fully elucidate the 

crucial process of the breakdown of Tharavadin the 20th Century. 

<196<::,: 154) indil~f-:!ctly provides to the 

search for a viable alternative to descent 

theory by her observation of how distance-pollution rules were 

reference paint. This piece of insight projects the Tharavad as 

'a r··itu<.:d.ly ~.:;ignificant hc,u~.;f~J -·and-· land unit'. ME.~lindc.' ~·Ioewe 

{ 19EJ5) later develops this into a new frame of comparison of 

That··av;=...da'"; arti.culating J.t.·:; positi.on in ?Jaciety through r·ituals 

.4 
and territorial relations • Moore"s elaborate linking of 

aspects, particularly ancestor-worship, Tharavadshrines, J. ife·-

cycle rituals and the connotations of auspiciousness which 

surround marriage, to a Tharavadis reletively new to the Weste~n 

<3.ppr·oach in anth1•·opol og i C:r3.l anal y~.:;es. She 

(!"loon::~: 1.985: !'.:i37) thc.<.t:. (,;;..nd 

are farmed only when there was a 

·:::.l. gn.i. ·f i cant Hous•??·-a.nd·-1 rJ.nd unit. an:~und which it ci::<n fonn. Thi. ~; 

f.~·vnlu.t.i.on o·f l.ine.::\gt" c:t"ftE'~I~ the 1-fouse-and·-lc>.nd unit i!i':: in din?ct 

contrast with Gaugt1,s lineage-to-land development. 

T£vazhi Formation 

is also better equipped to explain 1-: {v.:.'\::::hi 

formations and also more important, the breakdown stage of 

Moore•s analysis shows that tharavads do not 

split at times when an overnumbered into 

t{vazhis as Gough's argument goes, but at points where some 



had an to ElS t.c:':l.b 1 i ~;h 

<Gough:1961:343, Moore 1885:536). 
Br·eakdown Phase 

The "Breakdown Phase' of Marumakkathayam is ·that which has 

received continuous attention from anthropologists <Gough 1961 ~ 

them fall short of convincing explanations. 

In the reading of the breakdown phase, GGitJ.gh. ~~ ( 1961.: 631·-6:':i2) 

haunting headache seems to be to synchronise the analysis of her 

own field work data on the matrilineous descent groups of Nayars 

of Central and North Kerala, Tiyyas of North Kerala and Mappillas 

from four continents - Plateau Tonga, Navaho~ Tn.1tw i and, 

Ashanti and Kerala.) in her command. Thus although she discusses 

of oc::cu.pati.cm tlt-csught abc.>LJ.t by private \JWnet~~;,hip" and C:<.l~5o 11 H"tf.:: 

marketability not only of produced goods but also of land and 

labour'', it is evident that for her the predecided villain of .the 

piece 1s the "advancing marke~ economy•. A major query on 

Gough's analysis af Nayar Marumakkathayamis raised by Fuller. 

If the marketability of land was the cause of decline of 

matr·tliny, 

holders for so much longer than those in Th i r·uvi. t:hamb:Jm-

when land entered the market in Malabar seventy 

years before it did in Thiruvithamkoor ? 

Jeffrey <1973>, is not overly concerned with the analysis bf the 

breakdown phase of Marumakkathayam as his main research concern 

was not that. But as a writer on social change, with his focus on 



property through sisters• children, the breakdown phase does 

receive his scholarly concern. Jeffrey•s most fruitful i nsi t;.~ht 

is his identification of a perceived economic contradiction 

-t.he matrilineal Nayar community vi s·-a.-·vi ~~' the?. 

patrilineal Syrian Christian community. The mast concrete and 

alarming manifestation of Syrian Chc~ i s~t ian pt··cH;pHI'" i t.y 

their aquisition of land (Jeffrey 1973:247). This self-perceived 

di f·fe::~r·E:;)nti al ec::onomi c: di ~!ii;\dvantagf:~ hol d~H good in a higher'" degrEH.:! 

in Jeffrey•s field of study <Thiruvithamkoor) and not as much in 

Cochin and Malabar, where the Syrian Christian population is 

comparitively smaller. In fact, this view combined with his 

account of the impact of the Great. Depression in Thiruvithamkoor 

in 1.93(..'1 of·fers <..'\ mor·e convincing n?ci:\ding th.::c.n .::c. simplistic 

.. ~r·gu.mE.?nt c.1f ."a.c:lv.s.ncing mar·ket economy". 

Fuller's study (1976> is again on the Marumakkathayamof Nayars. 

Based on field study on Nayars in a village in Southern Kerala, 

the burden of his work was to propose new arguments about the 

5 
central areas of Kerala. He characterises Marumakkathayamas 

an idealogy regulated partly by the policy variables and partly 

by the ideology of the economic:ally most mobile faction of the 

This argument about the differential br·eakup of 

Tharavadin Malabar, Travanc:ore and Coc:hin 1·r r)~ 1·c 1 th . '~ r·..... ..>E!C. on · .e 

of acceptance af patrilineal ideologies both British and Syrian 

<Fu.J.le1'· 145··-146). 

10 



This argument however seems to be complimentary to another 

observation made by Jeffrey regarding the working of i dt::?O 1. og i. c.~.:~ l 

elements ir1 the breakdown of the Marumakkathayamsystem. 

Thus, the basic conclusions that Fuller draws from an 

amount of socio-economic dat~ he collected from the village he 

calls Ramankara is apparantly an improvisation af 

CjJ~i•Jina.J. pl~opositicm. 

Ritual =Land Model 

As mentioned earlier. Moore'& Ritual-land model of the Tharavad I . 

thE• Ell"'iti~;;h did", ~:.hr-2 v1rit:es, " w.:.\~-; tc) de~:;;tt-··oy the,_. hou.se-c:.o~.nd·-lanc:l 

unit. <:1·:; a polit.ical and r·itual eni:.ity". <Pi.~t]t.~ !5~3B>. 

is indeed pointed at the development of land market, but. its 

i mp r.~c; t. interpreted within deviations from pr·ev:i. fJI..I.S 

By activating tt1e economic element in the Tharavad the economic-

Thu~; 

what was once •a ritually-significant and holistic territorial 

unit modelled after the indigeneous conception of a k i f1iJdom • 

pi.ec:e o·f property-partible~ object if i t?.d, 

alienable'. (Moore~1985> 

there is a confusion in the further development of 

Obviously, Moore treats impartible economic and ritual 

resource base as the distinguishing feature of a matr·i lineal 

Th<:;_r .. avr::td In effect, this impartibility of t hff.! r· i t.u .;:d. J. y 

si9ni-f-ic::r.,,nt 1 a.nd unit is true for Nampoothiri Ill r.-J.ms a.l <:.:.o. 

Illams are notionally partible, but not exactly so in practice. 

1 1 



Intestate devolution of property of a Nampoothiri followed 

patx i l i ne<.?-1 primogeniture system. Thus the WcH; 

transfered in single piece to a single heir, the eldest son. 

we presume that the land saleability-propelled de-

ritualisation ~ould affect the impartibility of Illams also. r.:· ..,o' 

Moore•s •nsw l~Jk at the Nayar Tharavad• all 

,~ i tuall y significant units inclusive of both 

and patrilineal property. In shew t , 

e:·:planaticlf"\ mor-·e o·f· the breakdown of jclint family, than o·f 

Mocre•s model would perhaps benefit from a 

combination with Gough's descent theory. 

& GENERAL ASSESMENT 

Considering a century old anthropological the 

Man.tmakkathc:~y<::un of KG-Jr·c:d . .;)., it is i ntr· i gui ng to f.?nC:(Jt.mter· gn.1s~;l y 

insufficient historical moorings and often total misund~rstanding 

of ethnographic data in many anthropological studies. 

Lack of Time Perspective 

Unnithan•s <1974) findings that mast c~ the studies focusing on 

the matriliny of Nayars lack a time perspective holds water even 

todii:l.y. The slow changes taking place in matrilineal clr.m in 

recent times were not adequately captured. vH t.h 

tel N..::\kane (1962>, Unnithi:.m I!W·ites ~ i nst.:::~nt 

of anthropologists in the "beautiful 1 •~nd 

c:r..>conut:s• fitting in with their •sabbatical r-equi •·-emt?nt<;:;•, but: 

adding little to the existing literature. 

indeed, is Gough <1961) r-ewritteM. 

Misunderstandings 



constxu.cts spi 11 ou.t thc.-\t is mot~e "~orc~~dng. A book vJhich had b~:?t::n 

long time introduces the matriliny of Nayars as follows 

India does not have 

marriage in a strict sense. A wedding ceremony does 

but the 'husband' leaves his bride after 

Thereafter, the 'married' woman is free to 

have liaisons with other men, and any resulting children 

are regarded as legitimate children of thf2 or·iginc1.l 

'husb<..,.nd ·· . " 

[.Johnson, H£~r,~y.M <195:;~). Soc:icll_£9.-'L • 0_ Sv!:.-:.tl:'i·m<:~.ti_c 

!ntrodurtion, Allied Publishers- Indian Edition p.l52l 

In ·F i:!l.ct, Gough <1959. Part!!) herself admits that some of he~r 

culminating in statements like 'notion of fatherhood is lacking 

even from eminent writers like Leach and Levi 

This misunderstanding of Talikettukalyanam and 

Sambandham persists even in recent 

stirred out of non-i ~.SI..\F.!S 1 ike 11Jhether· 

< 1'1oo1~ c~ based on an informant> or • 1'1a.t'"l.l.mc.~ k k a' + • dC:l.yam' 

<Gough 1961' Full.er· 1976, based on Gundert~s dictionary> l. ~-_, 

jarring to the native reader, who can immediately identify the 

pure semsantic nature of the quarrel. Ignorance of language and 

. 1 . excess1ve re.1ance on non·-

Nevertheless~ it is the ignorance of the larger 

society in which the Nayar Tharavad i !:.'\ p 1 ·~.\C: f.-::d ' which m.::~.k~-!~'> 

attempts at analysis like Moore's <1985) to err by measuring 

13 



matrilineal Tharavad and Nampoothiri Illams with the s~me 

yardstick. 

Select Aspects Only 

While there has been ample commentaries on specific aspects of 

Marumakkathayam like visiting husbands and polyandry among Nayars 

(Panikkar T.K.Gapala, 190~; Panikkar K.M., 1918; Raman Unni K., 

1956> and on Nayar community in general <Fawcet 1903, 

and on the legal aspects of matriliny in Malabar 

Thurston 

1906) 

1918, 

<Joseph 

Balakrishnan 1981, Wigram 1900>, the actual complexities 

connected with a comprehensive understudy of the Marumakkathayam 

system still awaits scholarly attention. In this study also 

~1owever, we propose to tackle only one such hitherto unexplained 

aspect of Marumakkathayam in Kerala. 

Gender Status 

The gender status in Marumakkathayam is one aspect that has been 

mentioned extensively by varicrus observers. Equality in 

education, property rights, social life and cultural g~owth 

characteristic of matriliny has been ascribed aa assuring ,always 

a voice to women' <Menon K.P.G., 1971:4; Pillai, 1940:43). 

image took roots so effectively that people outside 

matrilineal 

6 .matriarchy. 

world even tended to equate matriliny 

This 

the 

with 

Such adulation of gender status in Marumakkathayam is confusing 

in view of the fact that, in a Tharavad, women always did not 

have control over her domestic economic resources. 7 In this 

context, the claims of •enjoying equal political and property 

14 



8 
coming from a female ruler of Thiruvithamkoor whcJ~.;e 

access to the throne itself was possible only because of the 

temporary absence of an adult male heir, sounds self-deceptive. 

Secondly, what was the im~act of the transition from matriliny~ 

l '192) for·c:ibly ar·g\.ter=. that matr·iliny wa-:.:; the 

cultural base of Kerala which made the high female literacy and 

the declining birth-rate of the present 'bl (9 ) poss1 t~· But tht;.~ 

first to recognise the dissolution of matriliny as ~a retrograde 

change from the feminist standpoint~ was Aiyyappan <1944 : 122>. 

" Does the legacies af the past, education, employment and even 

vi. <..::.i.bl.l it y need eo~manci pat:Ei? women ?" Thf~ quest.i. on r·ai sed by 

Saradamony <1922 : 44> needs further consideration. 

Too Nayar Oriented 

on Marumakkathayam on Nayars. Appendix I would show that there 

Ai yyc:~.pp<:o.n ( 1944) Gough <1961> for· <.:ommen·t:ary on 

Marumakkathayam among Tiyyas, Cube <1969) and Gough ( 1961) on 

Mappilla Muslims and for Pancor (1963) on some aspects of 

Marumakkathayam among tribals, prime anthropological atte-:mtirm 

was given to Marumakkathayam of Nayars, eclipsing interest in any 

communities. Although Puthenkalam"s (1976) 

c.ontr"ibut:ion is hi.£> firsthand ethnogr·.:.~phic: mat.er"iHl on Pc:1.yyannur-

Thi r·u.mu.mbu.s, with its elaborately descriptive work has been 

utilised by subsequent anthropologists, mostly, as a database for 

ritual cycles in a Nayar Tharavad. 



Thi<;:; kind c}·f i:~.lmor-:-t totc.o~.l F·£::-liance on a single cnmmunity to bring 

out the essential features of social change might lead to 

DVPf·simplific.:,.tion <:-t.nd n:.~du.ct.ive cc1nc:lw:;ions. In t~lf?. twoad 

matrix of differentiated econcmic,ritual and ecological 

an~ng the different Marumakkathayam communities <Refer Appendix 

I>, All 

this is likely to have varying repercussions on the longterm 

dynamics of matrilineal kinship in each community. 

c. omrnun i t y, 

ma-tx i 1 i nr-:?C:\.1 

consider the Tiyyas of the Malabar. For· <:~. 

ncd7. of landed gEmtry, but of the 

sentiment rather than ancestoral property was the 

adhesive principle among them. The timing of the gradual decay 

o·f l'1.:H··ucnakh:d:h<.<.yc.'l.m in ~;,u.c:h .:1 community va::~uld pt~obably be s-iignifi··· 

the outsid€"-:? 1-wrl.d by t .. i tual 

f.:3.ct thc;~.t: ,~apid nl.\t:lr.::•c1.risation o·f 

h C"!11l f~ ~.:; t: €! i:OI d S did not t.ake plac.e amarh) the K!:;.hat:.r··iyas llli:H:If::~ them 

vulnerable to land reform legislations based upon individual or 

nuclear homestead considerations. Much of the land under common 

Tharavad property was considered either as surplus land or were 

subject to tenancy abolition regulations. Thus when partition 

finally took place, the per capita land share for a Kshatriya 

1'nQI) • 

Doe!::> th:i.'~ dys·f unct. ion' c:r·e,-at.l~d by 

(Le.~m~:;•r·c:irHH" ··· 1.903: P :::~24> combi.nc~d v1i th the r·oyal patt,..oni:":\ge ovtu· 

the years make them ill-equipped to meet the economic chal.lenges 
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of modern times ? Becau6e of the tightness of Marumakkathayam, 

does this community face a crisis in comparison ? Was the gender 

status in Kshatriya community as remarkable as the gender status 

delineated in the matriliny literature ? 

Scope of the Study 

The present study ventures to look into the contemporary 

consequences of the changes in the norms and practices of 

Merumakkathayam and how they are linked to production and 

accumalation, to political processes within communities and the 

resultant transformation effected in the role of women in 

society. Th• delayed transition of Marumakkathayam in Kshatriya 

community affords us an opportunity to study this community in 

detail, and thus to come to certain amount of understanding with 

relation to the aforementioned aspects. 

The broad objectives cf this study may be summarised as follows 

** Tracing the origin and breakdown of Marumakkathayam against a 
changing socio-economic background. 

** Analysing the factors that insulated Kshatriya community from 
the immediate impact of the transition and their survival 
strategies in the new economic context 

** Evaluating the status transformation of a Kshatriya woman, 
correspor1ding to the transition from Marumakkathayam to 
bilateral devolution and nuclearised families of recant times 

What i~ the exact impact of the transition from one inheritance 

system to another on Kshatriya community, in general, and on its 

gertder status, in particular ? For instance, does a time lag in 

the partition of Tharavad mean greater vulnerability to the land 

reforms which further means that when the partition ultimately 

takes place, the per capita inheritance of land is very low ? 
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Givan the sudden withdrawal of financial 

social status with democratisation, what are the resource manage-

ment techniques followed by the l<shatr~ya 
' 

community ? has 

the changes affected the members, especially women~ in terms of 

Economic mobility, Family income, Land ownership, Educational opportunities, 

En~loyment opportunities, Mi gnat ion, Participation in outside 

~.;oc: i al activities, and Demographic factors like age of marriage, 

fertility decline, etc., 

FIELD OF STUDY 

Considering the hetrogeneous (see Appendix I for sub-divisions of 

CC.HTHTILin it. y) nature and the highly skewed !::.;pat.i al 

distribution of the Kshatriya community, choosing a field of study 

is difficult. 

There are Kshatriya clans which enjoyed extensive land privlages, 

but had no claim to royal authority ; There are clans that had 

high social status vis-a-vis their royal and ritual status, but 

not on the basis of much landed as~ets ; There were also clans 

whose economic strength was unquestionable, but Kshatriya status 

was socially suspect. 

Over and above, there was bound to be regional differences as 

Kechi and Malabar, the Kshatriya clans whc 

were the ruling families of Pocnjar, Kechi •:wd Kol J. e?ng<:.1dt? 

respectively were picked out for close study. 
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METHOD 

Isolating the inter-linkage' between the material 

Marumakkathayam and Kshatriya culture is hardly a. subject that a 

survey can handle fruitfully. Although statistical 

findings and . tabulations are priceless teals in macro-leVel 

quanti ·F i c:at i c;n~., it is unwise to apply them to an ec:onomy well 

embeddeci in t.he •.:.ocio-~cl...tl"l-.ural ·fabr·ic. To a large extent, it is 

the de-structurisation effected in the ritual and social identity 

of a community, by the implantation of colonial capitalism that is 

the main theme of this analysis. 

~lowever, we are not content with purely economic explanations like 

"advancing market economy• tir tradition-modernisation dichotomy 

.:c.r-gumf:.?nt s. To analyse the essentials of Marumakkathayam, one has 

to t1~.::1c:e Vf.~ry _spec:i·Fic: time pa.ths without r·edu.ci ng, in 

oversimplification, 

culture and economic reality. Fer this, ~he case study method 

seems mere ideal. 

Thus the! l<<.:;hatr·iya clans whrJ were the f:"~r!:.-:;twhil.e 1-L~ling ·families of 

l<or.::hi and kollengode are taken as case studtes for 

studying the Marumakkathayam c~ Kshatriyas. Here, v,1e h~.ve to 

d:i.st.i fl(_;flli sh I:H·-~t.t.-Jer:.m i:he Lmi que statu~::. enj oye.d by Thil'"·uvi. thamkoor 

and Kechi, who remained in power, at least nationally, till 1947; 

and ethers who in public memory were also ruling till the advent 

of the British or the centralisation of Thiruvithamkoor which 

resulted in the unseating of Pocnjar 
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The case studies are expected to give ir1sights into different 

strategies adopted by Kshatriya clans in the face of wide systemic 

changes. The assumption is that the Kshatriyas being numerically 

small <.::\nd a "pt··ivl':.~lec:_~ed" crJmmur1i.ty, lo'Jit.h current at- past. n .. tli.ng 

status, their- adap to.'t ion to the transition o·f 

Hr~re, the 

changes had to occur not only in terms of inheritance systems and 

gend€~r t::d:.a t.us, but also in direct inter-linkages with ritual~ 

royal and social obligations. The elaborateness of the system 

that was to be changed, itself caused slowness of adaptation ; and 

to wide ranging diversity between clans. 

SECONDARY DATA 

The socio-political importance of the ruling clans has assured that 

vestiges of their past customs would be preserved in the form of 

atle~"':\!-:d: ·fr·agment:.<u-y Grandhavari s and some acrrount o·f ·fa.m:i.l y rf"~cords. 

M~it 10~r· i i:i\ 1 drawn from t.ha State Central Archives in Trivandrum and 

The Regional Archives in Cochin for contemporary references to the 

clans under study were utilised. Back-issues of the family 

magazines of Cochin Royal Clan, Gosrivisesham and the Kollenkode 

Collection in the library of Centre for Development Studies, 

Trivandrum were helpful in understanding the historical dimensions 

o~ certain social processam. 

PRIMARY DATA 

The importance of primary data in any kind of anthropological study 

can not be exaggerated. Here the pertiner•t method is the particip

ant observation, used by anthropologists for study of cultures. 
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Participant observation mrethad was first developed by Broni&law 

Malinowski during the years 1914-18, fer his field work in the 

Trobriand Islands near New Guinea. A concise statement of the main 

features of the method and its potentialities form the first 

chaptl"O•I~ o·f his ·famous vH::>rk, Argonauts [lf the Wester·n Pacific 

(1922) . 

the method consists in the researcher spending a 

sufficiently long period of time in the community under study~ 

collecting a considerable quantity of information by direct 

obser·vat:i.cm~ interviewing knowledgeable elders~ char-ting the 

genealogies of various kin-groups and quantifying the data 

whenever netessary. 

In the present study, altogether three to four months were spent 

continuously on field study with a couple of re-visits later to 

·fill in the gaps in the data collected. In th!:~ .~1]. 

clans under study, of many members made 

compl--ehensiv€:: vi~::~w di·fficL\lt. In the Poanjar .case, this w~~s 

with by shifting our contemporary ·FocU.!=> \: Cl t:he 

demographically largest Taavazhi in the clan, most o·f vshost:.! 

mE!mbr,w<.:; could be intE!wVif:!Wf:d. In f<r.)lJ.r,mkod~~, r:dl t:ha.t: Hn~~ liO?ft o·F 
(~- ~. --........,· 
j ~he ruling clan are a few deserted buildings and some prolonged 

I . I 
~ llitigations. host members had t~ be met at Madras and Bangalore. 

1.0 = I 0) ·- ;;;;;;;; o,-.J iiim 
I (J)g: =~ ITh£:-1 main d€:-•fect in th£~ methodol01:;J'/ actually used vJc~~;, th.:-J.t t.he 
I ~ ..-- (") i!!!i 10 I 

:o~~-I~ 1 8 >=I- pr·oce~;~; o·f matt··ilineal e>:istense w~1s al.r-eady a thing of the p;3'£5~:. 
(") :::::: 

; \. r·hE~r-E?.·forf~ th i £;; st.udy had tr.1 dt"!pEmd h~aVi 1 y Up tin 1~£"~•c:Cti'T"F.:~C:t: i C)n£i ~ 

./ reconnstructions and use of historical material. Thus~ the 

])\~ 

lJ~59l..S-7. t,41L 
N-1 
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methodology adopted here may better be described as a blend of 

participant observations and first hand reporting. The ·fact 

o·f being a member of a Kshatriy<:~ ·fa.mily ave•~ p1··o·fessional 

t::n:pet-·if-2nt;:e of being a joun1c.·:d.is·t.: pr··ovided Cl~r-tain adv.:~.n-l:.ages. 

CHAPTER SCHEME 

The chapter· 1• c·· 
-~ intended to provide a time frame the 

·:.;tudy. After bfoadly discussing the Reversal I Ccmt i nuati. on 

in th<~ r·ecf?nt ti.iYll~s, this section pn:1ceeds i:.o depict thf,~ eccmf.Jillic 

transition of late Nineteenth Century and thereafter, 

backdrop to the breakdown of Marumakkathayam. 

The aim of the third chapter is to give a socio-economic ~rofile 

of t.hE-~ f:::shatr· i ya c.omrnuni t y and c.\1. ~.;.o t.:he Sc.~m.:-mt:.has ·fr·om whr:!n:l., we 

have picked the Kollenkode clan. After functionally placing them 

in their hierarchial position vis-a-vis Nayars and Nampoathiris, 

the differences of Marumakkathayam in Kshatriyas with Nayar 

MarL~akkathayam are discussed. 

The case stL~ies and the comparitive analysis are proposed in the 

The fi·Fth chapter summarises the arguments alongwith ~~ome 

concluding observations. 
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ll The word Marumakkathayam will be hereafter used whenever 
refering to Matriliny in Kerala 

2l Inadequency of translation to convey the precise meaning of 
certain terms like Tharavad compells us to use them in 
their vernacular form. 

"Th<llr·.;w.:.\d i cr.; t.he ancesttli'"•J.l hculleHstead c:t·f matr i 1 i ne<.\1 
castes. The properties belonging to the Tharavad are 
unalienable and impartible in principle. A Tharavad would 
consist of several branches of Kinship relations eminating 
·f,~om a c:ontinuoLIS r:d:em o·f c:?.nce~;t.C.'ll'"al inhEH'"itance. These 
branches are called TAvazhis meaning collateral branches by 
the mother"s side. The head of the Tharavad is the senior
most maternal uncle who holds supervisory powers over the 
common family pr·operty and nor·mally, he is the ·final 
decision making authority. 

"Tharavad'' , therefore is not simply the physical form of 
residential structure, but designates a set of kinship 
l'"el at i ems in a matr i 1 i nea.l homeste;~d. 

3) Even while using terms like "Clan", "Lineage~ and 'Property 
Gt~OL\p" havin~) pc.llitic:al, kinship and ec:onomic c:onrmtaticm::.;, 
Gough takes care to compartmentalise each concept. 

5) 

Df~~;c~:~rd.:, Contr·ibL.d:icms t.o Jndi~M1 §.9£jc.1J.Llqy, 7, 
detailed exploration of the lliterature on 
tet'-r-it.c.1ry in ScJt.tth Indi.a. 

"71 --,~) , for· a 
k:ins;;hip anc.l 

Fu.ll et~, 
t1el inda 
( 19t-A> 

in n:~spcJnse to f'1an <N. S. l 2!Zl, compl aim:..; that 
Moore does not acknowledge Mencher C1966l or Dumont 
from whom she received clues to a locality - based 

model of l~aravad 

6> Sc.-..1-a.da.mony <1992) mentions two doc:umeni:ar:i.e~; tr.-:?leca~~t by 
Doordarshan that bears testimony to this confusion. 

7) "Evr:.'n in the -=;o--called M<.:-\b-i.:u-c.hal Societie!:,, men actually 
carry out the business of ruling'' <Linton R, 1936 - A Study 
of Man, London, MacMillan & Co., p 226l 

8} H.H.Maha~ani Sethu Parvati Bayi"s Presedential address to 
the 10 th session of the All India Women•s Conference at 
Trivandrum in 1935, as quoted by Velu Pillai Cl94~l. 
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9) The willingness of families to educate their daughters and 
marry them late is the greatest single factor in explaining 
Kerala's declining birth-rate. This has been possible 
bE~<~c:use n·f a t1r..\tr·ilineal backgt~i.1Lmd ESushama P.N~ 1.989 
"Martial Fertility Control in a Kerala Village - A Micro 
Deme~gn:."l.phic Stl.ldy' ~ Ph.D Thesis in Derncrgr·aphy~ C.:~ntH~r-r-a, 

Aust.rcl.lian National Univers-.it.y, 1989, pp 9~5~·125, i:H.; quoted 
by Jeffrey <1992)] 

1~> The Kshatriya community is traditionally recognised as the 
i.n.ter····c:;.aste betwE:.~r:m Nampc.:~o·thi r is t..'\nd Nc.,y.:l'.r-s. Their· 
functional position in the traditional Kerala society was 
as a defender and protector of the State and its assets. 
Apparantly, the Kshatriya caste was. created by the 
Nampoothiris ith this in mind, an aspect, which we shall 
delve into deeply, later. 
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C H A P T E R I I 

ORIGIN, DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION 



CHAPTER ll 

Rationalising Marumakkathayam within a time frame is important 

to the present study. By emphasi~,ing t.he time--depth o·f the 

social processes involved, the ethnography presented in the 

su~ceeding chapters is displaced from centrestage to become a 

moment in a pracessual flow. 

Lack of aligned discussions on the origin of marumakkathayom 

between the historians of Kerala and anthropologists working on 

Kerala has hampered an overall perception of its dynamics. The 

vast literature on the marumakkathayam of Kerala tends to run in 

mutually non-convergent tracks anthn:lpol r.1gi cal and 

While the concern of the anthropologists has been in 

the transformation phase, the historians, predictably enough, 

dwelt an the origin of marumakkathayam in Kerala. 

1'1ARUMAKKATHAYAM • .:_ ORIGIN .:_ IT' S SOC I 0 ECONOMIC ROOTS 

what exactly was the evolutionary sequence of Kerala"s kinship 

pattern with reference to the Morgan Scheme (Refer Chart I I in 

The collective wisdom before the debate 

The tradition in Keralolppathi (f::d: Gundert.N.p.>was t:hat 

Parasurama ordained the Sudra women of Kerala to forsake their 

c:h<a5ti t:y and c::onsot-t with Br·ahmins. ThE~ i.ni. t.:i<:ll 

anthropologists was that matriliny in Keralo was an anachronic 

~;urv:i. v.:~.l 

B,;·~r· b a.1~ :i. ~;; :i. m 

of an inheritance and kinship practice from the age of 

( Thur·ston 19~6, Fawcet 1915). 

...... t=" 

..::.~ .. :) 

1-H t:hc:lLt~)h, Eht•· €~n ·F r~~ 1 c.;,; 



<1941:185) on the basis of similarities in mother right in Assam 

India, offered a theory that a group from the Indu.s 

Valley migrated to South India, his pre-supposition that all 

Dr·Hvidian~:. ,a.r-e~ matriline.:-11 blunted his logic. 

The Course of the Debate 

Elamkulam Kunjan Pillai, was the central figure in the debate on 

the origin of marumakkathayam in Kerala. Based on Padmanabha 

Menon"s doubts whether Nairs were actually matrilineal from the 

beginning < 1'·729: I I: 68L-d he set upcm a trail of epigraphic 

evidences seeking the details of the inheritance system in 

anc :i. ~:!n t l<er· ala. 

that ignited a subsequent debate. 

There are two distinct stages iM the formulation of El.amkulam's 

According to him, the rulers of Kerala had followed 

Patriliny and later shifted to matriliny. 

1. Initially, he hypothesized that Udaya Marthanda Varma Vee~a 

nephew of the Chera king Jayasimhan was the· pioneer of 

the matrilineal devolution in Kerala. In 1312, he is said to 

have se1zed power from Jayasimhan•s son (kunja.n Pi J. l.<..<i 1952: 

20' 21) • Later he abandoned this evidence. 

2. Examining the stanzas from PathittupathuJ he cbse~ved that in 

<5th ~ 6th century A.D> Chera kings had 

followed Patriliny Ckunjan Pillai 1953:54!. 

On the basis of this evidence, Elamkulam was convinced that 

Marumakkathayam was prompted by a powerful exogenous force acting 
• 
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upon the Patrilineal devolutions of rulers and the ruled. Thus 

economic forces let loose by the Chera Chol a v~ar o·f 11 th 

<.: .;:m "tl.w y AD • He hi:H; point.ed out t.hc.\t thE~ polit·.i.cal and n;.~ligi.<.1L\S 

dominance of the Nampoothiris, their economic ascendancy as the 

J.:mmis o·f Kf..~r·al·:a and intr·odLH::"l:.ior1 of c:c1o1pLd.<.:>r.:wy military t.r·aining 

leading to the formation of Suicide - squads or Chavers during 

the Cher·.;1 - Chela w~~r· wen;.~ the compelling cin:urn~,;t.:~nc:f:?S which led 

tel the swi t.chover· <l<u.nj an Pi 11 .::\i : 1953: 196} 

Elamkulam Traditio~ and Minor Variants. 

Elamkulam"s rationale of the shift to Marumakkathayam was well 

accepted by later historians. However, M.G.S.Narayanan suspects 

that the transformation took place not in the 11th and 12th 

centuries as Elamkulam proposes, but atleast before the 10th 

c: r:m t ur· y. He points out that the Mushikavamsa Kavya, a Sanskrit 

historical poem of the 12th century depicting 10th centw-y 

events, shows that the Chela dyanasty, related by marriage to 

the Cheras had accepted Marumakkathayam <Narayanan 

Later historians like Sreedhara Menon (19C.7>, Gop 81 c\kr i ~;hnr1n 

<1.974) and Veluthatt Kesavan (1978:P.3-7l synchronised to this 

po·:;;i. t i em. 

Demand = Supply Factors in the Accepted Theories 

To ~ummarize the accepted wisdom of Elamkulam and his ideological 

the origin of Marumakkathayam in a demand supply 

nexus would be as follows; 
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On the Demand side, ·was_the high male-female ratio among 

the Nampocthiris and secondly, the primo-geniture inheritance 

system of Nampoothiris. As it. generally happens among migrating 

communities, the pioneering settlers had only a limited number of 

women of their own community to accompany them <Na,··ay<:..n.B.n 

1966:61). 

all Narnpoothiri males other than the eldes~~ from marrying from 

their own communities (Kunjan Pillai :1953:194,195) 

On the Supply side, was the military conscription of the 

matrilineal communities like Nayars to serve as warriors in what 

El amkul <~m calls the 11 Hundred YE.•ars l•J.:u- ". Since this made 

interests in family property difficult for males, inher·it.ance 

shifted to the female line <k~njan Pillai :1953:192- 195). Note 

that f.:ert.;:;~.i n tilt towards the demand side.~, showing 

1'1.:\r·um<,kka.thayam amon<~ 1\lay<l.r·s 11Ja~; a. nec:es;si. ty t.ci 

f'.l<:~mpoath it·· is. 

i mnli. gr ,:~.nt 

Over the years, Elamkulam's postulates havm been questioned on 

three fronts, namely ~ 

1. The semantics of epigraphic evidence. 

2. Caste and ideological differencas. 

3. Logical grounds. 

While the first mentioned problem is clear enough, the caste and 

ideolngi.call differences have so much tampered wi.th log~cal 

_reasoning, that it is difficuft to differentiate between the two. 
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Epigraphic Semantics 

Sangham Literature <5th,6th centuries>, in fact, 

<Raghava Warrier and Rajan Gurukkal 1992). Elamkulam's argument 

that r·u 1. r:.W ~!i ·f 0 J. ]. f.lWI':~d Pt~tx i l. i ny l
. ,,. 
• ,::> 

interpretation cf a word " DE:.•vi II in certain stanzas of 

P.:ath it tup<1thLt .:\':j'. rnt'.!a.ni ng " lJi:"'l..tgh"l:.;u- " 

But., by Somt-1sund.:~1··a Bhar·athi •s, rc-!ading c1f the WCil,..d " Devi " in 

tt1is c:cu1"t:.t~!·:t, thE:~ sam~~ Ct·1er·a rL\lers tf·,e.t: ElarnkL\lc1.fn fjeli.r1r:.~;..,i:et:1 a.s 

following Patriliny is viewed as Matrilineal (Bhar·a:thi, in 

Chenthamil, Vol XXVII p 119-22, as quoted by Damadaran, 1991, 3rd 

edition <First Edition 1962)]. 

the columns af Chenthamil and leading English dailies of the 

time, Somasundara Bharathi ~'Jas · suppcwted by T.3.mi 1 

M.Sreenivasa Iyengar and Mahamahapadhyaya 

Elamkulam"s interpretations was backed by G.Vaidyanatha Iyer, 

the of PatittL~athu and Tamil J. i kFJ 

Neel aka.nth.:~ M.Raghava. Iyengal'' and 1<. G. Besha Iyer 

<Damodaran 1991). 

Caste, Ideological and Logical Differences 

Nc::1.mpc.wthi r· i p.:\d <1962)' Nampoot.h i r i. pad 

E.M.S. (1.969) and by Be1.l.?.kri~~hn<:~n P.l<. <1983). The prime ccmcern 

of Kanippayoor ~as to repudiate the insinuation that 
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the Nampooth i tr is c.r.!tt..lsed 1'1<:~.r umc:o~. k k a. t. hay am a.ncl 

insf:itution.:.~list:!d the? lac:k o·f c:ha<.::.t.ity amcmg Nay<3.r· femi~les. 

Defying Pillai"s epigraphic evidence, he argued that it was the 

immigrants who brought development to a race of 

people s·ti 11 clinging to t.heir t.:.riba.l r::har· w::tet~ i -=;tics 

( K~u1 i ppa yocw N.:).mp onth i r· i 1.962: I) • 

Following the Engelian interpretaion, Da.rrcclclar an 

Edition 1962> points out that the ancient people of Kerala lived 

for long under a sort of primitive co~nunism and Marumakkathayam 

devolution is borne out by the evidence from Sangham works. Only 

upper·ca.st.e Nayars generally took to soldiery <PLlt.henku]. a.m 
• 

19T7:2B> When the tribal clans became caste clans, one of the 

remains of the tribal traditi~n that was retained was the 

Marumakkathayam (p158-60). E.M.S.Nampoothiripad 

<1969:23-25) also discr~dits the theory of Nampoothiri domination 

and the Nayar military life causing Marumakkathayam aw~ng Nayars. 

He points out that there were many communities in India like 

Punjabis who adapted military life like Nayars, but did not. 

ac:cept matt··i 1 iny. It is also wrong to say that all Nayars went 

t.o v1ar, 
4 when there were agriculturists among them as well. 

P.K.Balakrishnan postulates that while between Bmm BC and 5~0 BC, 

societies in Ganges plains cleared the monsoon forests and 

evolved to more developed plough agriculture ( 1987: 234)' 

people of Kerala, in the period between 1~~0 AD and 1500 AD 

~emained more or less mutually separated food gathering societies 

scattered in the forests. ( l. 9f37: 226) intelle!c.:tual 
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domination through a better knowledge and monopoly of 

agricultural technology, Panchangam <the agricultural calendar)~ 

a more evolved communication medium of language and by giving 

ritual acceptances to these, the Nampoothiri immigrants initiated 

agricultural 
5 

development. (1987 :p234~ p346>. He discredits 

the theory of high male female ratio causing the Nampaothiris to 

have Sambandham alliances with Nayar women by the fact that 

Nampocthiris came to Kerala as settlers and not merely as 

itinerants. Like K.Damodaran and E.M.S.Nampoothiripad, hie 

reasoning is that Matriliny was already prevalent among the 

tribes~ before the advent of Nampoothiris <1987:338-386>. 

The debate descended into equating respective positions held by 

each historian with his caste background and prejudices. While 

Kanippayyoor Sankaran Nampoothiripad and E.M.S. Nampoothiripad 

were accused of reacting to the issue with the caste spirit cf 

f 
Nampoothiri versus Nayar, Damodaran~ the same E. M.S. 

Nampoothiripad and others of the Marxist school were accused of 

trying to be loyal to the Engel theory. Balakrishnan's 

denunciation that Elamkulam's magnificient second Chera Empire 

was more a mental construct than history and his invalidation of 

Nayar dominance vis-a-vis Nampoothiri dominance was considered as 

an Ezhava•s reaction to a Nayar historian. 

~Critical Assessment 

Going through the debate disregarding such marginal 

considerations, one tends to feel that an established custom like 

patriliny reversing to matriliny purely to suit a dominant 
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theocracy appear against all laws of natural development. 

Although it is difficult to share the iconoclastic delight of 

Be<.l.:~kr i shn.an in diminishing the large corpus of 

his hypothesis that calls for re-appraisal. 

matrilineal tribes in kerala evolved to become matrilineal castes 

thus explain the Marumakkathayam in castes like Mapilla Muslims~ 

Ch<3.nrHHIS .:~nd hill t.ribet:s whom.;~ intr.:-t•·c~cticH1 wi.t:h Nampooi:hitri~; an::~ 

t:he a.r-r·ival elf Nampcwthir·is 1nith 

cust:.om. In the next section~ we shall examine the socio-economic 

conc:li tons that. ce({lentecl t.ht'! e:d st.ence~ of Mar·u.rncJ.kkathay.:,m. 

SECTION ll CONSOLIDATION L SOCIAL, RITUAL AND ECONOMIC ELEMENTS 

Lands Ritual and Hypergamy 

Land had always been a crucial link in the relation between the 

Nampc.1ot.h i. r· i settlers and the native chieftains. 

gifts to Brahmins that chieftains throughout 

and later angamic ritual sanction and social 

India attained vedic 

6 ac:c:eptance. 

this inter·-c:tctir.m r.J"f l.:J.nd c.~.nd t'·itut.l.l have se-~F·vt-:!d tc1 

reinfdrce the prevalance of Marumakkathayam already existent in 

Let us examine how. 

Theocratic Oligarchy in the Temples 

With th8 est..:::..b 1 i s-.hmtO>nt o·f 32 1 c?.t···ge Br~·ahmi n set t 1 f.;!ftlE!f"\ts and ot~l€":!1r 

~.=.ub<:-.;i d<~r-y 5E:l{:t l t;:.'ment.s be·for·e the! c 1 Of:5t?. of E!i qhth C'=?ntur·y, t.f:!mp l E!~:. 



Bes:i.de:!S Kings, Chieftains and ordinary cultivators, 

themselves donated land to these temples. The management of the 

t.E?.mple properties::. ltl€'~re ves;ted with a C(.1L.tncil known <\\~5 Ur Ol'" Sabha 

consisting of Uralers. Quoting epigraphic records, 

<197El) <::.hows how Ur·, compt3sed e:·:clusively o·f 8ra.hmins, 

swift development receiving gifts of whol f,~ 

villages, som(.-2times ·from Print:e!?., Chie·ft.ain~3, t·1erc.han t C£,, 

The donations of gold were also 

invested in lands that was leased out to tenants on liberal terms 

and temple servants were usually remunerated by the assignment of 

land on service tenures. In their corporate capacity, 

Brahmin Uralers were the biggest landlords of Kerala. 

facts seem pertinent: 

8 early preference for arable land 

the 

2) The rate of increase in the extent o' cultivated land 
held as Dewaswom property was rapid 

3) By the 11 th and 12 th centuries Uraler position had 
become hereditary <Kesavan 1978> 

Ac:c:umul at i c.m c1·f va.st. 1 a.nded 1.-.•eal t.h and the n:~p, .. esenta.ti ve:! r-ole of 

the temple deity gave the Brahmin Uralers great authority. Th~ 

clever interaction of the lord-tenant relationship and priest~ 

devotee relations was a unique feature of land terms in Kerala. 



Hyperqamy Route to Land Control 

A possibility that spontaneously offers itself in this context is 

that the hypergamy of females in their clans to Nampoothiris was 

a strategy devised by the tenants to gain sway over the Uralers 

who controlled their lands. In the l~th century, 

Sukapuram and Avittattur were prohibited from courting alliances 

wit:h 
10 

the wc1mer1 of the t·.~mants. Tel avcJid complic:at:im"', it was 

often prescribed that Uralers and their close relatives should 

not be welcomed as tenants of temple. These specifications could 

be understood as clear indications that Nampoothiri Sudra 

relations defying the Brahminical scriptures alr·eady existed on 

the sly. 

An asset-conservation character of Nampoothiri Illams was the 

str1ct observation of the primogeniture inheritance system 11 

Althougtt one does not know when the first formally sanctified 

hypergamy took place, it could not have been long before the 

Nampoothiris realised how well the hypergamy fitted with their 

primogeniture framework and the orthodox Brahmin t.t- .:~d i t ion 

r·E.~l a>:E.~d its sc:t·i.ptLwes to ac:c:omoda.te it 12 

It is 1-'lcll'·t.h s~emembt'~ring t.ha.t the Ni:l.mpcJOt:hir·i in t.he e<:wly 11 th 

century represented the epitome of technological adv<..-'\nc:f.'-:!ffif..?n t, 

economic and political power and ritual status. The inc:lusion of 

this ritual-technological-economic power block in the Matrilineal 

strucure of the tenants was conditional - Brahmaswam properties 

would nat devolve to his non-Brahmin children. Even t.hF.!rl, this 
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s.:.u·ff i c i e~nt social s~:>.nc: t ion to institutionalise 

among t.:h~~ t.:enants. Ac: _, c:cu·H.sol i dated 

among t"'ulers and petty chi E··f t.ai ns, 

Marumakkathayam practices in the common people that per~isted 

from their tribal days were also reinforced. 

a Portugese traveller who learnt Malayalam desc:ripes a Nayar 

nephews <si. sfiters • sons) are the it- hei I"' B. The Nayre women of good 

birth are very independant and dispose of themselves as they 

please with Brahmenes and Nayres, but they do not sleep with men 

of J. OWt~r· than their own of 

de.:~.th" <B.:{rbos.:.~.: 1921:4121). 

OCCUPATION PATTERN AND THE GROWTH OF THARAVAD 

Barbosa's reasoning of Matriliny also provokes discussions~ 

II i:ht'~ kingr:> of Nayr·es instituted i.t <Matriliny) in order that 

the Nayres should not be held back from their service by the 

burden and labour of rearing children '' (1921:42-5) 

We have already discussed that the military character of a race 

is not sufficient r~ason far them to shift to matriliny. But the 

disattachement of young men from land characteristic of a 

military culture was n~ch conducive to preserve the matrilineal 

elements already existing in the soil. That this physical 

culture was the essentialist mode of Nayar life is richly 

expressed in tha dying tradition of indigeneoue games and 



festivities like Onattallu <meek fights during Onam>, Ochirnkkali 

(meek fights en Ochira temple grounds> and Velakkali (mock war-

danc::e). 

A traveller to Calicut in 1588, gives a vivid description of 

militar·y 1:r.::d.ning - "·from the age of seven r.w so, Nay.:n-

boys begin thetr physical training, taking part in many exercises 

and massaging their limbs with sesame cil. 
13 

pr·o·fessi. c1nal eye of the French commander Bourdonnais in 1725 

does not reflect a high opinion of their overall army logistics, 

but <:<dmit:s thi:d: "they have nc.1 c:al.lirHJ, but thE! mi.lite.•.r-y" 
14 

• 

A picture of Kerala emerging as a network of feudataries 

c:onst<J.nt 1 y vsarr·:i.ng with one anoth£:.~r- ·for land .:~nd pov~e~- was 

relevant atleast till the end of the 18 th century. In 1677, 

Dutch commander notes with interest the military potential of 

31 petty kingdoms in Kerala which in total adds uptc 15 lakha 

soldiers <Van Reed's Memorandum written 1677, English translation 

V.K.Raman Menon, Rama Varma Rese~x·ch I nsU. t.u:te Bu.ll E"~t in No: IV 

p. 1. ~5·--1. q) • It appears that the importance of physical 

even transcended caste barriers. Millar <1949~170) observes that 

:i.n a l<al rJ\ri, 

15 Gw-·t.l. 

The military culture had an economic value as well. A you.n•;) ffir3.n 

graduating from a Kalari was at once enrolled by one of the 

·feu.d0.l Chie·ftains vJho g.::we:~ him a "VirLtthi" -a land gi·ft. In 

These 
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Viruthi lands became the preoperty of the Matrilineage. !:"-.lol d i e1~ s 

I d l · J 1 ·"''"" fi.l!lli lv, insurance -- "Th~~ Kin\."' is 1a persona. tnsurance as we. ~- ~ 

obliged to maintain the mother and nephews of Nayres who fell in 

battle, and forthwith assigns them a pension''. CBarbasa:l921:34-5J 

Emotit1nal disat.tac:.hment o·f youn1.) men fl~om thei1·· ·family la.nd e.nd 

wealth accumulation in the family coffer~ inherent in these 

retainer a0rangements must have had powerful impetus in the 

emergence of matrilineages as Tharavads with its territorial and 

organisational implications. While the territorial extensions of 

land assured economic and social status, the lack of development 

of close attachments between the women of the clan to their 

husbands made the Karnavar~s authority total. Tharavad derives 

its name from the word Thara, which was a quasi-political 

Karnavars of different Tharas formed what is known 

This millitary avocation of the males of some matrilineal castes 

like Kshatriyas, Nayars, some sections of Thiyyas, su.ppl ement~;;!d 

the consolidation of Marumakkathayam in these communities. 

WEALTH TO RITUALS 

Eccmomi c pt~osper it. 'r' breeded y&1.:.u·n ·FcJr ~~oc i al stC~.tus \.'Jhi ch in the 

era of Nampoothiri superiority meant ritual acceptances closest 

on scale to Nampoothiri. 

with rituals associated with stages in one~s life cyc~e was in 

one sense reflective of the wealth of the Tharavad. These 1 i ·fe 

cycle rituals took many forms - Kathukuthu (piercing of the 

Ezhutt·1 i ni rLithal (initiation to Kalari, in early days>, 
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Talikettukalyanam (pre-puberty rites) and Therandupattu 

and so on. Even among Thiyyas who were supposed to be 

outside the four fold caste structure, these practices used to be 

follc1wr:?d. 

Deducing how early in time these rituals were adopted is largely 

a matter of conjecture. In Vadakkan Pattukal, ballads assumed 

to belong to the oral tradition of 13 th century, we are told of 

four stages in a girl~s life cycle. 

on the eve of what was to be his last duel, entrusts his ~ister 

Unniyarcha to another brother with the following words : 

The 

11 We have cml y one si c.:;ter· 

1 ast 

At five years, were her Kathukuthu, 
And at seven, put to Kalari, 
Was taught and trained to fence, 
Her hair was tied at eight years, 
Thus was her studies done, 
When Kunh i r c'lman of At. t.1.1111ma.n a mel , 
Married her in her tenth year, 
Tying the Tali and took her awa.y 11 

Vadakkan Pattukal (written 13 th century ?> 
<Santha Book Stall, 1990 Edn.P.187-188) 

(Note: r.mly an English t:ran~>lation is used) 

~:;er.tenc:e holds testimony to the ·f C:tC t that 

Marumakkathayam in its full-fledged form was not practiced at 

least by a section of Thiyyas, since the girl in this context, is 

being married away to another family. 

But-., this special reference to Kathukuthu, putting to Kalari, 

tying the hair and Talikettu is broadly suggestive of such 

rituals in 13 th century. However, interpolations of Vadakkan 

Pat. t u k.3.l in later years by many poets has been considered a 



po<:.;sibilit.y <Raghavan :1929:121, Ayappan :1941:63-83> and as in 

the case of any folk tradition, one needs to be wary. Bt.tt th(~ 

fact that accounts of almost every foreign traveller to Kerala 

frc!m the time rJf B<:?.r .. bosa (ee:\rly 16th CE'.mt.ury) is enlivened by 

the mention of Talikettukalyanam and its regional variations is 

su·f·fic:ient testimony to l.:he r··eJ.ative.~ a.ntiquity o·f i:.hE.~ ritual 

el erm:mt. 

Talikmttukalyanam is one. ritual which has endured endless, 

sometimes strange interpretations from various sources. While to 

~:.;nnH:.', this pre-pL.tbet"ty rite. j.s "analogous to the c:c.lnsec:t~at.icm c.1·f 

Devadasis in the East coast " <Thurston 327) Cll'", II a 

relic of pre-nupital defloration '' <Westermarck, as quoted by 

Put.ht:~nkul am 1977 : 49). There were even suggestions that this 

symbolised II manr•iage to C::'\ grm.tp II <GoL«.gh : 1961 : :57&')). 

it is possible that many of 

thesf1~ d.tLJ.c:l.l~~ WF.=~n? init.ially lavish ge~~b.\1 .. £-:)f:i inve~:;ting on ~:;ocial. 

C<!:!.p i t . .::d. , and later in keeping up the social status attained 

UH:weby. The incorporation of ritual into the Tharavad, a.s in 

the case of inclusion of hypergamy, made Marumakkathayam more 

firmly entrenched in the socio-economic fabric of Kerala. 



SECTION III 

The conditions that con$olidated Marumakkathayam in early hist~ry 

more or lass continued into the 19th century. In the 19th and 

20th century, leg~l abolition of Marumakkathayam in Kerala was 

effected through the growing pressure on the Government from 

specific communities, particularly Nayars. 

dilemma was most accute for Nayars becasue they had old 

standa.t~c~t=:., and ideas o·f their sts.ti on tLi maintain h 

Let us lock into the changing socio-economic firmament that 

dramatised the perceived crisis for the Nayar community. This 

has its roots in early 18 th century. 

Shifts in Male Employment Pattern 

A compulsive shift from the military occupation of Nayar males 

was effected once the British came into power. Af tE::W' clnne>: i ng 

in 1792, the British disbanded the armies and Nayar men 

returned to their Tharavads. This shift in the employement 

pattern from military to land probably reduced polygamous unions 

. f '1 l'f 17 
1n r.:Hnl y 1 ·e. Similar transformations must hav~ 

effected in the family fabrics af Tharavads with the de-

mobilisation of the traditional Nayar brigades in Kechi and 

Thiruvithamkoor following the treaty between these princely 

states and the.British in the early decades of the 19th century. 

Secondly, dismantling c.1f the milit . .;~.r-y fQrces c.1f the n<:d:ivr:~ n .. ~ler·s 

meant increasing mouths to feed at home. Findings of a survey 

taken in Cochin in 1891 indicate that the cost of 1 i ving h.::~.d 

increased between 1850 and 1890. 18 This is likely to have been 

4·0 
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the cases in Travancare and Malabar also. In the context of the 

increasing cost of living and low agricultural productivity of 

19th century and early 20 th century, the population increase in 

the Tharavads mu~t have created a dismal situation within 

Marumakkathayam Tharavads. 

Land Tenure Changes and Nayar Tharavad 

The tenurial developments in Thiruvithamkoor, Kechi and Malabar 

from ,;~r.wly 19th centlu-y mi<,.lht hr:we l.f~ft indelible impn·~ssicms on 

the economic spheres of Tharavads depending on their initial land 

ownership pattern. A brief look at the most significant changes 

in land tenures that affected Nayar kinship is attempted. 

B"z.for·e the Br·iti·ah r·ule, no c.u1e had " fJVIned " l•~nd in its !:;t:ric:t 

legal The landowners in Thiruvithamkoor, l<ochi and 

Malabar owned merely the heriditary rights in a portion of its 

produce and judic:i.c\1 r·ights nver· thost'~ of the la,.~er· 
19 

\".: a.s t !?.!..' •• 

!nadsquate understanding nf this tenure system in 18~5 made the 

Br· it ish J. f-::!9i:\ll y This 

Th a.r a v a.cl f.:,. The ~.;·tati~d:ical. at.l.:~s of Malab.:w, in 191216 shows th.:d: 

forty large houses in Malabar held about 28 % nf land in the 

district and paid more than Rs.5,00,00121/- as land revenue. 

wmre large number of Nayars among the tenant&. Susceptibility ta 

oppression from Janmis made the Malabar soil fertile in agrarian 

,~evol t~s. 

In Thiruvithamkoor it was the hC;t.ncls cJ·f the tenants thHt 

41 
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strengthened by the legislation& of the Government. By the Pattom 

proclamation of 1865, and a succeeding proclamation in 1867, the 

tenants of 20,000 acres of paddy land in Travancore became full 

but it was owners of small land holdings who lost. L.i kewi ~.;e, in 

Koc:.h i, tenant.s \3i:l.ined ownership elf the land they b.lled .for-t:y 

year~ later, and in Malabar, sixtyfive years later. 

Thus in the turn of the 20th century, while these owners of small 

land holding~ suffered ~ comparitive disadvantage in the loss of 

earnings from tenancy in addition to their plots, 

owners of medium size holdings in Kechi who were badly struck. 

The situation in brief, was as seen in Tableld. 

T A B L E -J..·I 

Gkf-..?Wf:?d ~~<:lnd Owrv::rsllip Patten"! and 
t1ilest·.ones in 0!:'-lner~~hip L.r::·gislat.ions 

. 1\h.J.mbet- of 1 Hndc3Wrtel~~:; as; 
percentage of population 

-··---------------·-· .. -· ..... ----·----·---·-·------"\;-------
Year in which Janmis 
gained full ownership 

Cc.1c.hi n 

20 7 

Mal abat 

------------------------------~---------------------------------
Year in which tenants 
gained ownership 1H65 1.915 1930 

The number l1f cu ... mers ]. s o·f the year 1. 941Zl Census o·f 
_I...D_dia, J940·--f.!.l.,, Tr·avancorEl.J_ Cochif)_,_ M<H:Ir-~ E.rl~si~!gnc:v • 

The increased impact of this economic crisis in the Tharavads of 

anticipates the role of Travancore Tharavads in 

effecting the legislations ending Marumakkathayam in Kerala. 
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Saleability of Land and Cash-crops 

The spread of cash crop cultivation had an equal bearing an the 

relation between the Karanavan and his nephews as the saleability 

o·f l. -=~nd. The profit-advantage in coconut cultivation as compared 

to paddy cultivation was recognised as early as the 19 th 

centtJ.I'"Y. While in 1890, the average cost of living for a men 

21 
including ~t-1omc-m c.md c:hildr·en ~o-1as Rs.29.50 pe~- ye.:u·~ one could~ 

on an average get Rs.26/- by selling 1000 coconuts. 

The cash economy gave despotic Karanavars a more convenient 

ch.::~nnel to express his favouritism. Inequitable cash division 

was easier than inequitable land division. The magnit~de of 

Tharavads which went to court for partition, as early as 1887 

because of ewcessive cash allotments to wives and gifts to 

children noticed by P.Govinda Pillai, Pr·esi dent 

T~.:\blf.i! Shr.wd.nq ·thE.~ Numbm· of 9if.ts ~.net B1.LI..Jf:f!J.f."!J..l{:s 
to laJi. ft.~ and Chi 1 dr·en t!Y. Kal'-~1.~-v-~r~.,_ _in the 

Pad:i i:.i..Q.!l Sui t.s ~1eh~ee~l J._Hf:1i .. §.li.'d lf~li::!. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------

1£:307 

l€.192 

No. of 
pCt.r tit ions 

301 

F\epor t. of thr-:! 
( 19CtJB) 

No. of maintenance 
allotments to wife 

2H1. 

385 

Karanavars'gifts 
tc1 his c:hi 1 dn::.>n 

473 

601 

Mc.-trumak kc.~thavam Comod. tt.!:"?e, Travancoy-·e 
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Opening ~ & New.Resource Structure 

the l~te 19th century, the emergent cash economy opened up employment 

avenues in Governme~t. In the State of Travancore alone~ there wa5.an 

increase of Government servants from 14,700 in 1875 to 20,00~ in 

1891 .• 
23 

By his managerial rights, the Karanaver could incur debts on behallf 

of 
. . .24 

the Tharavad, pledging the Tharavad property as secur1ty. 

Karanavars mi~used this provision to give gifts to his wife and 

children. Many young members of the Tharavad viewed this as misapprap-

riaticn of the resources which would otherwise have been used for the 

educational investment of the juniors of the family. Educating the 

nephews, according to many Karanavars, was an investment wit!1out retu-

r-ns. Thi::'\r-avad·::.; --to use a phr·ase of ~l.:mrti:lth Padm<:.mabhan ( 1957: 38) 

(':',ee Table~ 

T A B L E ~~} 

I?il:}J.:..~~ §.b9W}.JH1 Dc-?,_ti:.'.i. 1 ~:; p·f t_hf~ 9.1!.t ts Fi_led. !J..x. !.:lL':!.l.}_pr: t19J!~t~~ 
(k:<:d nst_ Th€<)i r· kal~ ~-r~~ Bt=~t.ween the Y~~'!. J8B7 :: 1 91!1£ 

Suits by Juniors 
·fw- Cancf.:!ll.:~t.icm 

of Ali €~nat. i. elm> 
made by Karnavars 

No. of cases in which 
alienations were 

wholly wholly partially 
set upheld set aside 
a~>ide 

2046 1700 61.9 

SourcE! 

Suits by Juniors 
frJr- Removal of 
l<ar•· n c1 v i.J,('" 

1\k:l. of cases in 
whic:h 

wholly wholly partially 
set upheld set aside 
asi d.,_~ 

6
,.., 
..:". 68 12 

44 

Suits to set aside 
1-'ttac:hment.s c1f 
That'" C:\Vt.'\d Pr·op~::w·t i .:-~s;; 

for Karnavar"s Debts 

wholly wholly partially 
set upheld set aside 
a~·d.de 
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Ideological Transformation 

Fol'' any social pr·essLU'"e-' gc~·oLtp to func:ticln, ideolr.1gic:.:~l crmvic:.t:icm 

The Patrilineal precepts latent in many of the 

t:e:·:t. boc>ks o·f Eng 1 ish edu.cated Nay en-s and i nc.ii vi dw.:~l ism 

ch.:H·acter-i sti c of the capitalist economy were capable of 

effecting this ideological transformation. In early 20 th 

century, the Government of Travancore had prescribed novels like 

25 
Gladstone as Matriculation readings in English medium schools. 

t'"eadi ngs of such idealised Patrilineal nuc: 1 ear· 

families that form a backdrop to adventur-e, domestic drama or 

grave individual sagas engendered an emotional conditioning in 

. 26 
the boys to be rather ashamed of their peculiar her1tage. 

Cr.:\sh economy itself might not have caused the decay 

. . 27 matrlltny. But, an important message of cash economy was the 

spirit of economic initiative inherent in it. Patrilineal people 

like Christians~ Tamil Brahmins and t:he patrilineals of the 

Ezhava caste with legally partible land identified every economic 

possibility and took advantage of them. Living near them~ seeing 

them everyd.:l.y, the Nayars also wanted to engage in some 

capitalist enterprise. But, the 1 eg.:-:\l impartibility of the 

Tharavad made this difficult. 

Pressure Groups to Legislations 

~1 ideology borne of economic tensions and a certain identity 

lclE;!~ concTeti<.r~ed in the :.hape of caste 1::\.;~.sed orgr.misations .. like 

4 r::.· 
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Nayar Service Society and Sree Narayana Dharma 

~:ianqham. Their immediate d~mand was the legal recognition of 

P.~t,,. i 1 i ny, 

c:h i 1 dr··en, 

so that a man's property descended to his wife and 

not his nephews. Legal right to r.:laim 

individual shares from the Tharavad was also sought. "Compr· ising 

1992, " 

Nayars provided the models or reference groups for the context of 

<Jeffrey:1992:35) 

A relentless crusade from 1890's to 1970's, in Thiruvithamkoor, 

Kochi and Malabar started yielding pay-offs in a series of 

successive legislations. The table in Appendix III shows the 

i. mpm··t.<3.nt: mil e!stctnes in 1 £.'!9 i s 1 .. ~ t: i t.1n s <~bol.i~~hing 

From Appendix III it appears that a pan-Kerala 

unity could be perceived in the sphere of social 1 eg i. s l cit i cwts ~ 

pertaining to the system c~ Marumakkathayam. However, 

presume that the impact of these legislations on var·i.ouP. 

communities in Kerala could have been of varied intensity. 

Marumakkathayam in Minorities Marginalised 

Bt:!·for·E.' the All India Act of 1956, <Hindu St.tcc~~ssi. Clli Ar:t) there 

were many other communities following matriliny, but were net 

covered by th~se legislations. By T~avancore Census 1891~ 

Ezhavas and Vellalas together formed only 50 % of the 

total Hindu population. But then the Census of 1931 - after the 

Nayar, Ezhava and Vellala Actm were passed notes that, even after 

the legal breakdown of matriliny in Nayar, Ezhava and Vellala 

castes, of a total Hindu papulation of 3,134,888 persons, 925,902 
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persons fallowed Matrilineal system. 

Until 1976, all legislations were largely optional. But 'th~ 

Joint Hindu Family System <Abolition) Act ' of Kerala Government 

made the dissolution of the corporate body of Tharavad 

compulsory. 

Haw far individual communities wary of de-linking from their 

Tharcavads coped with this si~uation, we will try to assess, with 

our case studies from Kshatriya community. But, before that we 

should have a socio-ethnic profile of Kshatriya community. 

* -------- * -~------ * --------- * 
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NOTES 

1> Ehrenfels opines that the fact that Khasis and Nayars 
share characteristics like Mother-right, Ancestor
warship, Naga-pooja,etc.,indicates a common origin in the 
Indus Plain. 

2) Damodar~n (1992 edn:147) shows that this argument was 
anyway absurd. That the nephew of the King obtained the 
throne of Venad by· force might be true. But how ccul~ this 
decide the i nher-1. ·t:ance syst.ern of a whol f'..'! t"'"'-~9 ion ? 

3) There were other minor evidences also to Elamkulam•s 
argument which were invalidated by later critics. Due to 
space constraints, the same is not being included here. 

.l(.) Only upper ca~te Nayars generally tc~k to 
<Puthenkulam 1977 : 28> 

5> "The e:·;pansion c.1f t-iver- valleys in .:-1 bi<~ way li~ith ·for·est 
clearing and irrigated paddy cultivation was achieved 
between the 5 th and 10 th Centuries after Christ under the 
leadership of the incoming Brahmin settlers who established 
their 32 large settlements and other subsidary 
EiE::•tt 1 ements". <N~raye:,nan M.G. S. a:"\nd l<esavan v~~l uthat ·- "The 
Tr·.:~ditional Land Systf.?m~.; in l<erala, Pr·obJ.ems and Change of 
Perspective''. - Paper presented in Logan Centenary Seminar 
on Land Reforms in Kerala - 29th August, 1981. 

6) An earlier custom of giving a gift to the Brahmin Priest at 
the time of performing a ritual slowly changed ta a 
practice of ritual gifts to Brahmins [Dirks, Nicholas.B. 
"1'1er·i1~ .. §!.nd Pt··\:1~~gr·iJ.:.Y. L Fr·o,n. !Utual as ~li.ft:._ (iivi..L!.!:l t.o. Qi.ft. 
Gi vi.s.!..9.. ill-1 Ri tl.l~d in s.::·l.t-1 v SclU.t.h !D...cli.§ill. t0....!J..9.?h~, qL\Otr,•d by . 
A. (~ppadurai, ~·~<i..Q.qr~ £1ech:.. ruJ...<l. Ter:n£1..@.2. i.!l £~out:h I.!J<.H~\.~. 1.3::)<21 
to 1700 AD, Indian Economic and Social History Review, 14 
<1.977) p. 48] 

7) I<E-~:::avan Vel utha.t, Bt··.:"hmi n Set.tl ememts in l<~~tral c-1 <Ce.l :i. CL\t 

19"78, St.·mdhya Publ i.C:<.."'<ti.ons>. 

8) All the Nr.\mpoothir·i ~=.:.;ettlc=!ment.~; c:ur€':! ·fc1L•.nd in the Pla.ins 
tH-~tween the s.:~a-·coast and t.he mount;.;~_ins, 11-Jht~re t.:he ·fer··ti li':~ 
soil, watered by numerous rivers, furnished ideal 
conditions for paddy cultivation CVeluthat, 1978 : 31) 

9) The prosperity of Dewaswom land is well illustrated by the 
Templt?. E!pigr·~?.ph<;:;. For ex.:HnplE.~, in tht:~ Thin.lv.:.,ll<.\ Tf.?mplf:.~, 

the land set apart to feed Brahmins could be sown with 
12634 Kalams (126340 Par-ais; one Para:i. being roughly equal 
to 1"7 litres) of paddy seeds and land of a seed capacity of 
CIVI!~r 21li0QI K<.d am~.; w.:!<s t:~.:.,r·m;,u·kr:.•d fcJr bLwn:i. n9 "~::ed<:lvi 1. akku" in 
the Temple. <Thiruvalla Copper Plates, TAG., II;131-20"7, as 
quoted by Kunjan Pillai(l97QI), p 238,239. 



10) Quoting A.R.E. 1895, nos.208-211, Narayanan.M.G.S, and 
l<:m:;avan Vel uthat t. -- A Hi. ~,;l.:.cJr·y of the Na.rnpc.1CJ{:.h i r-i. Ce~mcm .. wd. ty in 
I<E~r·ala: Agr1i:The Vedic: F-<itu.al r.l{ ~.he! Fit"'e Alb_,, ... : Fr·itz 
Stall <In collaboration with C.V.Somayajippad and 
M.Itti Ravi Nampoothiri> Vol.I and Ed. with the 
a~-;;si.-:;t;:\nce cJ·f Pamela t1ac Far·land, Mclti lal Ba.n.;~.r.r~sida~.:;s, 

DeH11., c~t-.c .• , <Indian Edr1) 1984 (1975) F'.262 .. 

11} The date of origin of primogeniture system of Nampaothiris 
is not clear. That it was in practice in Kerala atleast in 
the early 11 th century is evidenced by the settlement of 
land to 24 Brahmin families. The allotment is to one 
member in each family and it is understood that the land 
will devolve without partition to the next heir.[Thiruvadur 
Inscription of ca 1020 <A.R.E. 1926, no. 477, 478>, as 
quoted by Narayanan and Kesavan 1984: ibid.P.267. 

1.2> 0f?.<.:>pite the pr:!naJ.i.sin~~ scr·iptur·f.?S cJf H:i.ndui-.;m, Br·ahodn:i.~'lm 

is n~ch adaptive to different habitats. In KQshmir, 
Br·<::~hmins do the l.m-·br-ahminly act IJ{; ~~atir1g me.:,~t., .i.r1 We~.;t 

Bengal, they justify eating fish by calling it water-fish 
and in Kerala, they have sexual relations with females of 
ritually polluting castes. 

13} Giovanni Botero's Relation~ <1608:317-18 Johnson's 
translation from Latin) as quoted by Fuller (1976:7>1 

14> Mahe de la Bourdonnais, who captured Mahe fer the French, 
quoted in Logam <:1.951, I 137). 

u.:')> RC~.ghavan M.D. "Talikett.ukalya.nam", Nan in India<R;:..nchi>, 
IX (1.929> p 121 
Ayy.:~ppan, ~The Meaning tJ·f t.he Te:\li r-Utt:~', fll:~.!Jet;_in o·f ~tH':) 
Ramc:~ ~~-~riT@.. Gese.o~r-c:h Inst:itut.e, Tr'i.t:hur·, Ve~l.IX, ~Tuly 1.941, 
p-63-·€:13. 

17> GcJLit::Jh sUt~mi c;.;es t:hat: S;.:~.mbandham u.ni t1ns tended t.o mar·e t:lt~ 
less permanent union with one man and wrnnen. 

18> Cochin Census Report 1891, Vol.I, p.144. 

19> Logan, 1951, ·I: 110-112, 269--70 

20) T.A.R., 1866-7, p.37, as quoted by Jeffrey (1992:163). 

21> Coc:hin Censu.:.;; Repm-t 1891, Vol. I, p.1.44 

22> Price of coconut is that in Calicut in the period between 
1860 and 1890 <M~yer, Adrian, 1952, Land and Society in 
Malabar, Bombay, Oxford University press, p.62 
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23) Census of India, Travancore, 1875, p.155.:Census of 
Travanc<.1re, 1.891, '.Jo.l.I, p.578. 

24) Thi~> type c1f mcH~tgaging "'<.'\% c;allec:l "r·t~lchar·t.hu" 

India, 

25> M:i.t:chell Cr·ight\.Jn ·A. <1C109), Rf':.!pC.1rt \Jn Public.: Instr·uc:tions, 
P. 16 

26) E).\r·opian Ch,~istian 1'1issional'·ies, whc1-=:~r,~ in·flL\enc:e! 1 

especially in Travancore, spread into the school system, 
pronounced matriliny an abomination and ridiculed it at 
every ~pportunity <Jaffrey 1976:150-2) 

27) Elsewhere in the world, Matrilineal kinship has not 
collapsed by the intrusion of a cash economy. See, for 
example, Nash, Jill (1974) Matriliny and Modernisation 
The Nagovisi o{ South Bcugainville, New Guinea Research 
Bulletin no.55, Canberra, as quoted by Jeffrey, 1992~237. 

i - I - * - t - * - I 
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C H A P T E R I I I 

KSHATRIVA COMMUNITY : A PROFILE 



INTRODUCTION 

A structural-functional grasp of th~ ethnic community 011 which 

our questions on marummakkathayam are poised is essential fer a 

systematic unfolding of our study. What was the niche of 

Kshatriyas in the feudal appartus of the Pre-capitalist days? 

Are Kshatriyas and Nayars the same? Who are Samanthas ? Many 

de-·f in it i oru:\1 problems seek clarification. Before we go into 

these questions, some insight into the historic roots o·f 

Kshatriya community in Kerala would be useful. 

ORGIN-DIFFERENT VERSIONS EXAMINED 

The omnipresent lore of Parasurama comes in, in a discussion on 

the origin of Kshatriyas also Keralolpatti (Gundert Ed.> 

that Parasurama, the sixth incarnation of Vishnu went en twenty 

one rounds of destruction of Kshatriyas and thereafter went up to 

Mahendra Hills for meditation. Fearing the extinction of the 

c:l an~ the Kshatriya women appeal to the Brahmins to revive the 

clan through procreation. The Brahmins obliged and the Kerala 

. 1 
L\nl ens . 

are the descendents of these Brahmin-Kshatriya 

Inspite of many incongruities in the legend like its 

~f j3rior existance of Kshatriyas whom Parasurama pnE~:i.UppcJsi "l: i. on • 

killed, the legend emphasis a persistant demographic tension of 

discussions, the fear of extinction of the clan . 

A second theory of 
. . 2 

cJrlt:;)lrl, ~·Jhich seems pc>pular· c\tnong old 

Brahmins from Vindhya Plains who came to Kerala in 2nd or 3rd B.C 

to effect a cultural renaissance in the Kerala of the Post-
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Buddhist period. The story insists that they were matrilineal 

castes with a tradition of Bhagavathi wor· ~-;h i p • Dl.W i ng th~?. 

four· T i:ll i. ~., 

requested a powerful Shaivadwaja called Veera Nambyadiri to hold 

administration together by being the Perumal. 

Rajas, Thiruvadis, Varma's and Thirumulpads are descendents of 

this Pe!n.\ln.::.l. <S~'I~lmika.l 1.988: P 119·-1.16). The use of historical 

material like the arrival of Sivadwaja Brahmins and the cultural 

Apart from its unconvincing logic, seri.ot.\!0\ 

anachronism betrays the general weakness in the argument. The 

failw~e of the story line to consider that the period of the 

Perumals and the Kalabhra invasions are centuries apart rips off 

the credibility of the tradition. 

from Pandya Kingdom brought five Kshatriya families and eight 

Samantha families with him. 

girls and Samantha girls had alliances with Kshatriya A 

slightly different version, proposed by Kanippayoor Sankaran 

Na.mpr.mt:hi r· i pad < 196cd is that Brahmins invited Kulasekhara 

Perumal from T~mizhakam in 8th century A.D to fill in the void of 

a Kshatriya king in Kerale because only Kshatriyas Knaw to 

'Red. gn vJe:.•ll" Pel ... L\fllal c:e.me, pr·esumabl y wi t.h his ·fami 1 y. Since 

t:hen:;! ~·lf.n·e 110 l<shatr·iyas {:o mat-r·y the women i.n hi.~; fa.mily t.hE.~ 

Kanippayyoor points out that~ in fear of 
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Kshatriyas were never endogamous, until recently. All 

of them by this theory des~nd~ from Viswamitra gotra. 

In the first Version, the implied existance of Samanthas in 

Samantas were a later splinter group of 

l<shatriyas, i~; an B.nc:hr·onism. But the legend's bunching together 

of sh•u-ed characteristics in the c: Qfflllll.\C"\ i t. i es • In 

Kard.ppayoclr-~s version, the impcwt C.)f c.'l. Kshatr··iya fr-cJm abn::tad to 

'Reign well' in Kshatriya-style is not convincing. Whethet- the 

Perumals had accepted matriliny is also a much contested point
4 

The Brahmin link to Kshatriyahood 

But., what seems submerged in most of these legends is the 

allegiance of any Kshatriya ruler in early Kerala to Brahmins for 

their power and sustence. This Brahmin link has been best 

digested by M.G.S Narayanan. What the Brahmin teachers who 

fonnf:.~d t:hE-~ intellec:1::w~l elite her·e did w.:H; t.c.1 dt~~-;ignat.t:~ t.he 

n.1J.ing 

1 ater 

c:heiftains and the traditional ·f bJh t i ng gr·oup5 

5 
st.c.\ge • This explains how the old Dravida dynasties 

as 

like 

those of Chera, Chela and Pandya became Kshatriyas with a solar 

a.nd 1 L\fiBI'" pedi g1~ee in the c:opp£W p 1 ate<::; a·f mi delle age~:; <Nat·""c1.yan.=.:\n 

t1. G. G 1. 91~6 .: 57) 

Barter Value of Rituals 

This Bl·-ahm:i n 1 ink to 1 · t <s1atriyahood was fundamentally an t:·c: on om i c 
one. 

The exchange of rituals for the glory of 

economic tributes in 
land~ gold or cattle to the Brahmin is 

<!" ..... 
... J .. ::. 



Sangam poetry stood for both a. tax levied by the. king and an 

ff . 6 d t th d . t. f t I t J 1 . I o· ·E:",;.r·J.ng owt'! ·o . e gel s ts SLigges ·tve r.1· ·.1ese -~~~c.lt3.cet~ l.nt~s. 

In Kerala, Nampoothiris effected the conversion of an ambitious 

native c:lan to l<shatr i ya hood th!'*Ol.\gh 

Hiranyagarbha rituals n9t without specific purpose - to attack 

and accumulate wealth for his territory. And he was sometimes 

made the king through Ariyituvazchas to be the protector of 

Brahmin and cattle wealth In either of these rules~ 

protector and defender of wealth a Kshatriya had to spill blood. 

For these sins, acquired in the course of his Kshatriyadharma, he 

7 
had to pay the 'necessary antidote• in the form of rituals and 

gifts to Brahmins. We have explained in Chapterii, haw through 

hypergamy of Kshatriya females to Brahmins, the Kshatriyas of 

Kerala inplanted ritual elements into their matrilineal Kinship 

which served to reinforce the system in Kerala soil. 

The wielding power of Nampoothiries got institutionalised in the 

Sabhas of Temples and their authority to extract large fines from 

l<i ngs~ for seemingly smHll crimes 

un quE!~.; 1: i oni:~d. In 1770 the Raja of Cochin was made to offer an 

elephC~.nt c\S penalty to Vadakkumnath~ Temple ·for hie:; l~}dty in 

sacrilege penality t\yini kkur 

<Padmanabha Menon, 1912 1:185) 

A resource redist.ributional role, no doubt, was ingrained in this 

cycle of Temple Sabhas extracting wealth as gifts or fines from 

Kshatriya Kings. This was only a continuation of the flow of 
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ritual gifts or penalties which the Kshatriya in his position as ruler 

obtained from his subjects. From the corporate wealth of Temples the 

resources were further re-distributed to the people. 

that the role of the Kshatriya ruler as an important intermediary ir1 

this large centrifugal economy was marginalised long before the 

breakdown of this institution. 

Strength of demographic fission and fusion 

Kshatriyas are 'minute castes', wrote Fuller in 1976. Indeed thei t-

demographic strength either at the turn of the century or more 

recently, never once make them even 0.5% of the total population. 

TABLE 3.1 

r·--··-·r-·--·-------·--------,-·--------------·------r--------·-··-------·-··--1 
!Yt:~ar·l Tr-r.-lvancar·f-:? 1 Co•::hin 1 Nol:tlc1.bar· 1 
I t·-·-----··----·---------...I·----·--------·-·-------L-------·---···--··-----·----------1 
1 !caste grcupingiTotal!caste groupingiTotaljcaste groupingiTotalj 
1 las X of pupul-1 in las X of popul~l in las % of popul-I in 1 
1 I<~U.cm p..:31·=:h~:.:;lab.on jlakh!!•la.tion jlc1kh:.q 
! L------------·--' --------·---L-------.l.·-·----·--------------L--·-·-1 
1 1 ~=::1:..;hat:r·1 f:.iamant.h 1 ll<shatT 1 sam(~nth 1 1 Kshat.r 1 s.:~mc:mt".h 1 · 1 
1 1 i yC~s las 1 1 i yas 1•:\S 1 1 i y.;.'s 1 as 1 1 
r~-~~~·~·-·~---~~--~---;·-~:;~·--~-;;~ 10 --,--;·----·-~----;---~ --:;---~--0 .--1 :~ -,--;;---~ 
j---·--·--------·------------------------·------------------·-----·-··----------·----1 
11901 1 0. 05 1 * 1 30 1 0. 11 1 *: 1 a 1 * 1 0. 1 ~5 1 .2e 1 
r--··-------·--·-···--------·--- --------------·----·--------------------1 
11 S'l 1 I Ill. 06 I * I :::.=:4. I Q). 11 I * I 9 I * I 0. 14 I 30 I 
1-----···-·--------------·-·-------·-------------------·---·--···-· -1 
11 921 1 0 • 17Jt., 1 * 1 ~~9 1 c~. 12 1 * 1 1 0 1 * 1 0. 14 1 ::-; 1 1 
t---------·-----------------·--------·---------------------·--------------·-·--·-·------·1 
11 931 1 m. 01 1 * 1 st. 1 . w. 20 1 * 1 12 1 * 1 v). 15 1 35 1 
~------·--·····-------·---------------------·----·--·--··-------·-···---·------·------·-·-······-··-----·---·---·-·-----1 
jt941.j w.ws 1 * 1 61 1 w.22 1 * 1 14 1 * 1 0.15 1 39 1 
L---··--·---··---·--·------------------------------------·-------·--------J 

Note '*" denotes a percentage of population less than 0.01% 
Source : Census of India - Various years 

This probably is the heritage of a strategy of deliberate entry-

restriction to the caste~ crucial to maintian the Kshatriya's ritual 

Stf.:'.t.L\Sv No amount of economic power facilitated the Raja 
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Travancore's social mobility to Kshatriya status. 

Not only were new entrants to this ritual status dissuaded, but 

there also seems to· be an elimination process from Kshatriya 

hood. TCl :i. 11 u.strat.E?., 

crab 1 t.~ ~~:;. 1. > 

the population figw~es of Malabar 
fl 

1'1.;~.1 <.."\b e.r. This is partly due to flight of 

families towards South Kerala, during Tippu,s conquests. But, 

inspite of the presence of important rulers like Samudiri~ the 

This makes 

us suspect that the group of ruler castes in Malabar, generically 

called Samanthas, were actually Kshatriyas, ritually degraded. 

C~ the contrary, there hae been others who felt they were only 

"Super·-emi nt:.~nt Nayclr .. s" <Fuller 1976 :p 34>. Raja of Nilambur 

filed a suit against William Logan,_ Malabar district collector 

far describing him, 'a Samantha, as a 'Nayar'. He lost. ThE? 

c:cJt..l.l~t ve-::-J•·clic:t w~.s that the planti·ff is a Na.y<u· <P~:::l.dmc"lna.bha l'lt:::-r1cin 

p: 276) • In many of the anthropological studies en matriliny of 

Nayars like those af Gough and Moore, their discussions holds a 

built-in assumption that Nayars are a monolithic ethnic group and 

9 
Kshatriyas and Samanthas are part of it . Caste being a concept 

ele:1.s:.tic:: clve•·- time, t.he question who b£.?.1angs to vJhich c:a.ste is a 

very contextual one. 

matter·. Countless minimal segments in a given region cannot 

compete individually in the struggle far control 

E t . 11 l.~ te· &H .. t~ ha.s pointed ou.t that. when such rni c::r .. o-gr·oLtp·s 
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together they follow alignments inherent in the traditional 

structLwe of the caste. Social mobility in the medieval India 

to use:· a cTisp concept o·f Sl""inivas - was ba.sr~rJ on "·fission", 

v1hill":.? in moder·n Indiol, it i!.; based on "fusion" • In th i. ::. ccmi:.E:.~>: t. 

• 
of sub-caste fusion, the fact that Kshatriyas and Samanthas hold 

membership in All Kerala Kshatriya Kshema Sabha and not to Nair 

Service society is indicative of the present homogenity of these 

two sub-divisions. There are also arranged 

betweeen these two groups which are indicative of their ethnic 

approval of each other. Our· d1c:~i C€:! of Sam<ll1 t:ha <: 1 c:{n, th,~ c: l iiH1 c.1f 

Raja of Kollenkode as part of our case studies in Kshatriya 

c:ommu.nit.y Sf?eks justificatic1n in this hcltn(".Jo;;Jenity. 

within l<shatt··iyas and Samantl·1e1.S with their r·egional ve:u·iaticlns i.s 

divisions among l<shatriyas Thampt.U"" an~., 

Thampans, 

Thirumulpads and the Koil Thampurans. Thi t-uvall a, V.:\i kom and 

Mavellikara are the chief Kshatriyas centres. Kc.:Ji I Thampw- ans 

were Kshatriya families who moved from Malabar during Tippu's 

Unni t:.hi t-is and Ac.iiyodi~ •• (Velu Pill ai 1.940:1 

Iyer-.191.2) 
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Nt=!d u.n g ·::J.d i , Vellodi, Eradi and Samantha Tirumulpad are the 

Samanthas in South Malabar. In Travancore, there was a Samantha 

caste called Pandals 

This caste stratification, in ~ region-wise perspective would be 

•~ s i. n Tab 1 e 3. 2 

T A B L E 3.2 

e. Region Wise Viel-'1 .L Subcast:es wif.:hin. SubcastE.~s 

r----------·------------r------- -------·r·---_ --·----------l 
~------ F:~-g i ~----------L- r.::sh~tr i ya~ ________ j ___ s~~~~n=~~~~-----1' 
1 Malabar 1 . 1 Namb1ars 1 
[ I I Unnithiri r 
1 Ncwth . 1 1 Adiyodi 1 
I ----------·-------------------------·-----------------··--I 
1 South 1 1 Nadungadi I 
r I I Et-adi 
I 1 1 Ve 11 ud i 1 
I I 1 Sa.man.t~a 1 
1 · I I ltu n.1mul pr.~d l 
I I I I r-------·---------------·----·-...l--·---.. ·-----·---------L----·-------·-----·-----r 
1 1 .Th.:l.mpurans 1 1 
1 Coc:hin 1 Thampa1-.s 1 Adiyodi 1 
1 1 Th i rumul p.:1d . 1 1 
r----···--···---··------------~-··--·-·-·------·---··-----~----------·-----·-····-·---··------~ 

1 Travancore 1 Koyi Thampurans 1 Unnithiris 1 
I 1 Thc:\mpurans 1 Panda.l.:.\s 1 
1 1 Tha.mpans 1 . 1 
L---...---.. -···--··----------.. -J-------·-··-·----·---------...L------··-----·--------.---' 

Source : Anandha Krishna Iyer (1912) 

Velu Pillc~i : <i<-"1'~0) Vc1l. I 

MARUMMAKKATHAYAM IN KSHATRIYAS AND NAYARS ft COMPARISON 

We shall now try to compare the Marummakkathayam of Kshatriyas to 

the better known marummakkathayam pra~tice of Nayars. Si nc.e 

proximity to Nampoothiris on a scale of ritual purity is the 

historical route of sub-caste stratificatan in Kerala, certain 

amount of comparison with Nampoothiris automatically follows. 



For this w~ have to go to comments on early social practices and 

readings of the ethnographic past. 

In Kerala the Ksh~triy~ community is an intermediate caste 

between the Namboothiris and Nayars, with affinities to both 

to Nampoothiri in matter of abulation ceremonies food and drink 

and ritual practices and to Nayars in the Marummakkathayam system 

of kinship and inheritance <Iyer 1912 p:167>. However ritual and 

kinship, on am empirical plane, cannot but interact. Like the 

Nampoothiries, Kshatriyas are invested with the sacred thread, 

in a four day Upanayana and a year long Samavarthana ceremony. 

In a feast they can sit with the Nampoothiries, but not in the 

same row. Their birth and death pollution observence are also 

more similar to that of Nampoothiris. A characteristic by which 

a caste was identified was whether they were Pathupulakkdr or 

Pathinarupulakkar. While Nayar have 16 days d~ath pollution, 

Kshatriyas observe 1? days of death pollution. The birth 

pollution of Kshatriya is ~lso limited to 10 days, when far Nayar 

it is 15 days. Kshatriyas were strict vegetarianm~ ~~o also did 

nat take garlic or onions. 

On the kinship plar1e, they were hypergamaus. A Kshatriya female 

married a Nampoothiri and a Kshatriya male married mainly Nayar 

females. Because of hypergamous restrictions, the Nayar custom cf 

cross cousin marriages was possible only far Kshatriya mal~s. 

Marriage had two stages: Talikettukalyanam and Sambandham. The 

fermer certified eligibility to marry in an invariably grand 

ceren1cny. Sambandham was more informal, and like those of Nayars 
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the relationship could be called off ~t any moment when either 

In Cochin the Tali-tier had to be a Nampcothiri. 

In Travancore and Malabar it could be also a Temil Brahmin and in 

North Malabar, an Embranthiri. 

An important difference in the marriage practices of Nairs and 

Kshatriyas as characterised by Kanippayoor (1961:80> is the fire 

l:et'·emony in the Talikettukalyanam o·f l(sh.:d:r i yav 

Ka.n:i.ppayoor also points out that the practice of Pradhama 

Nishekam <Virgin defloration) associated with Talikettu kalyanam 

11 was exclusive to Nayars <Kanippayoor 1961:8W) Thus the m."'j or 

differences in Nayars and Kshatriyas can be shown as in table 3.3 

T A B L E 3.3. 

r·------------·-·-·--·-------·--------:-------·-··---·----------·--·-·-··--·--·--·-·--·1 
1 Nayar·s 1 f<r:.he.>.\T i. yas 1 
!---··-~---------·-----------------·-·-----~-,--·----·-·----------·-·-------1 
!Mostly endogamous 1 Mostly hypergamous 1 
~------··--·-·---------------------·---------··----------·-----·---·--···----1 
jNo Fire Alter Ceremony 1 Fire alter ceremony for 1 
I 1 Talilkettukalyanam 1 
1-·---·-·--·-----·- ·--- ------·--·--·----·--1 
IVirgin d~floration 1 No such ceremony 1 
~-------:--· -····--------·---------··-·-··-··-·--·------·1 . 
IVegetar1ans & Non-Vegetarians 1 Vegetarians 1 
!---··-···-·--·------- ----------··---·----------·-----1 
!Birth Pollution 15 days 1 Birth Pollution 12 days 1 
1-·-·--··------·-··-·------------------·--·----·-·---··--··-----·------l 
!Death Pollution 16 days 1 Death pollution 10 days 1 

~--·-········-··--·--··--·--··-·--·---·--·------·---·--·--·-----···-··------··-····----------1 
jCannot feast with Nampoothiris!Can sit for a feast with 1 
I Nampoothiris, but not in the 1 
I Same raw. 1 
•--·-··-·-··---··-·-·-···-------·-··-------·--··--·--·-··--···-··--------··-·--····--····-·--·--··--·-·-··--l 

Sou1rc.:t~ 

l'·lot~:~ 

Iyer <1912>, Kanippayoar (1961>, PuthenkalamC1977> 
The customs mentioned above pertains to a century ago. 
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With westernisation many of these practices have been discarded. 

They .:7\Y"f'~ pr est.m t.ed h£~r·t:~ on 1. y t.r.1 hav(~ <?. c:c:~r·1 b;!>! t-.1..1.:-\l und•:~f-s t .:-1nd i. ng 

o·f ttu'? t)lrou.p on vJhich 11-H~ e.".re attempting nur· c:ase studies. 

Reaction of Kshatriyas to Marumakkathayam Legislations 

Kshatriyas and Samanthas did not perceive the limitations af 

Marumakkathayam as critical like the Nayars. Safely enclosed in 

the<feudal> economic benefits and their social status, the social 

legislations bypassed them but far the All India Hindu Succession 

Ac:t. of 1956 and later Joint Family <Amendment Bill). F Clt"' 

its centuries of ritual appertances is not to be understood in a 

It. <..'\motmi:€~d t<-• a c:ult.\.tr·al sin~ ~:;o much so 

that in early 2mth century, when young Kshatriya men fremh from 

education in Madras Presidency College and with exposure to 

friends from patrilineal community had no forum to discuss 

marriage and ma~riage reforms. 

The 1,..i tual corpus af the Tharavad was so deeply ingrained in 

their minds that, in 1897~ a Kshatriya Raja~ who was a member of 

the Malabar Marriage Commission attacks the Nayar movements with 

·fer· vctl.lr- • That. 11 \l~hich pr·c.1mptec.t N;ayars for thir;; c:hange" W<H·~ not 

"to make thr:!il'" marria.•;>e~~ mc1 .. e binding cw· to makE! divor·c.e~; mcwe 

diffic:L1.l.i:. - no·l;. then:for·e .:\ny df...?~~in:? for- mcwalit.:y. if: 

was pure self-interest : To keep one's self aquired property cut 

of the hands of one's Tharavad and rightful heir and to use it to 
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Travancore Kshatriya Act 

But there were young men in the Kshatriya community in 

Thiruvithamkocr who saw progressivism in pleading for marriage 

reforms. Thus the first Kshatriya Association in Thiruvithamkoor 

was formed informally in 1912, May 1, under a purely religious 

gl.lisE.~ in Thin.\Vt-11 J.a Mt..tt.hoot V.:~l.iyakoyikki:ll P.:).l<~C(-~13 • 

Nobody would have welcomed a forum for criticizing tharavads. 

So Ezhumatoor Kovilakathu Govinda Varammaru Pandarithil Thampan 

who initiated this meeting called it a Trikala Pooja, occassioned 

by the full moon. After the Pooja and the feast, where most 

Kshatriya families in Thiruvithamkoor participated, the crowds 

dispersed. There wer·e ' Trikala Poojas' on all ensuing full 

moons at different Kovilakams where discussing the problems of 

the community became common. In April 1915, the meeting at 

Chennithala Menamvila l<ovilam, the participants changed the name 

of the meetings from 'Vavu Vogam~ to ~central Travancore 

Kshatriya Samajam'. 

Only after ten years of Samajam meetings could they create 

sufficient opinions within the Kshatriyas in Thiruvithamkoor that 

the community would be "retarded" without legitimising marriage 

14 and facilitating partitions of the Tharavad • In this context, 

Minority Marumakkathayam Bill was put forward by L.R.Raja Raja 

Varma Koil Thampuran. Thus in 1933, Travancare Kshatriya Act was 

passed, not only recognising Sambandham as legal marriage, but 

15 also allowing per capita division of family assets 
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The act had more impact than the reformers expected. Thi Ei spate 

fc.1r· the ,~e·fc.11'·mers. St1 an a.mendment to par·t 1 y 'undo 

the easy per capita partition was push~d for. 

Consequently the Travancore Kshat~iya <Amendment> Act, that came 

into being from 10th September 1941, which specified that in the 

31 Kshatriya Tharavads of Travancore (listed in a schedule) that 

any member dissatisfied by the maintainence provided by the 

Karanavar could apply in the local District Court to rectify this 

16 In mare serious cases of conflict, a Court of Wards could be 

l~is followed the precedent set by the list of 17 

impartible Samantha Tharav~ds in the schedule of the Madras 

Marumakkathayam Act 1933. 

Over·- a.l J., one finds that the pace of movement, 

community. While in Thiruvithamkoar and Malabar, a half-hearted 

attempt appears to have been made to make partibility of Tharavad 

effective, in Kechi, among Kshatriyas, there is no vestiges of a 
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l) Keralolpathi <Gundert Ed.> 

2> The Swamikal who recaptulates this oral tradition hails from 
a f<-;:_;hat:r·iya f~lmily in M.:~Vf.i!li.kk.::r.r·a <S~lkhya.n.;u·lda Sw.::~mik.:ll. 1.98£-l 
"Keralthile Kshatfiya Parambaryam" 'Kshema Prapthimargham' 
Kerala Kshatriya Kshema Sabha publication> 

3> The story was recounted by A.L Rama Varma who wrote a letter 
to editor in 'Tilak~n· magazine March 1960. 

4> According to Raghava Variyar and Rajan Gurukkal (1991>, 
Ver·r.ila CtH.;~.r·it.r·am p: 183 Sanghc:~m lit.t.~r-a-1:\.u·e is noi: clear· on 
the kinship practices of perumals 

5> By the time of 'Tolkappiam' the 'Kshatriya' were called 
Aracharyate Tolkappiam, Porul Athikaram, Sutra 75, as 
quoted by Naryanan M.G.S (1966). The growth of Aryan 
inflLience in a.nc:ient l<~?rala, Hist.m~v ~"ln Ma.rch, 
Kerala History Associatcm. 

6) Raghava Varier M.R 'The Namppothiri ritual tradition' Agni 
:Ulg v.:~_c.li.E ritLl?J._ of t.he fi~ altar· Vol II 1.984<1.9"75> 
Sb!:l .• 0\1 • Col • 

7J Dr·c!km~:!i£~r, Charll:?s <1962> Kingship and community in Ht.:-\l'·ly 
IncH~?., m(:r:HH1r.?.nJ, .::u.1 quc.1tt:~d by H<..,ghavi~' VcH"h:!r .. <1.9"7~;;) 

8) 

9) 

Padmanabha Menon K.P (1912> KochiRaiva Charitram, 
Vc.1l I I , p : l. 99 

Gough <1961> has differentiated 
Aristocratic Nayars. But 
unds•r·sta.nding o·f th~ divisions 
based on ritual purity 

between· como~n Nayars 
one tends to gauge 
as mostly financial and 

and 
tH~r 

not 

10) Beteille Andre <1964). A note on the referents of caste .. 
~European Journal of Sociology; 5:130-4,as quoted by 
Sd.nivas M.N <Ftf:19) "Nobility in lhe c::asb~ ~;yt=~tem", The 
£.Q.t:!f?..2.i 'ill r·o l €~ of Gar}·:;.kr it i. z a·t i ~:m ~nd_ pt:her· E?S':~.§., 0:{ f f.Jr·d 
University Press p:54 

11> Puthenkalam (1977:48) points out that this was concidered by 
westermack as well. Barbosa also noticed this custom. 

12J Parappanattu Raja, a Travanccre Kshatriva was a member of 
Malabar Marriage ~ommission CMalayala ~~narama, 6th May 
1891, Kottayam). Raja's comments are as quoted in a paper 
of <.?. I ab::~r· dt.-:d:e as appear· i. ng or1 I.r·,.:lvancc.lr·i:! 89vt.. ~Ls~t=!tJ:e, 
Vol. XXXV, No.3~ 19th January, 1897> 
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13) Thamban.G.K, Kshatriya Sanghadana - Annumuthal Innu 
~lLl ver ~ul;:dJ._f:!§!. ~3ot.lven i r.~r- of !:S~:w ar,?£1-~:.9.!!! t:sha.{:r:.i..Y-.~~-
1978, Chel~t.alc:~ .• 

1.4) Ibid : P.24 

1. 5) The Travancore Kshatriya Regulation VII of 1108, 
B~.:lgyjatj.(Jns .:md f'roc.:l.:unations p.J_ Tr-<W.s_?,n<::c:tr:r,~. IJol.VII 
1109 M.E.,1933 Edition, The Anantha Rama 
Tr· i vandr .. um. 

Val~e, 

S?abhb._ 

·The. 
1.105-· 

16> The Travancore Kshatriya <Amendment> Act, 1117, dated 10th 
S~~ptf.?.mbt?.r·, 1941, The Act.s and Pn.?f:l·'*mat.i.·~ of_ J"rj:!_Y§I1f.~l' 
Vol. XIII, P.:t.rt I, P.117 -- 11B, pL1blished by Govt. of 
Trav.:mcor10~ 1945. 
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C H A P T E R IV 

CASE STUDIES FROM KSHATRIYA COMMUNITY 



THE CASE STUDIES 

The lineages of Rajas of Poonjar, Kechi and Kollengode were 

selected as case studies representative of the old political 

of Thiruvithamkoor, Kt")Chi The 

objective of making a comparative dia~hronic analysis, i.n each 

is to ascertian the factors that explain the structural 

differences between the kinship pattern, so as to verify to what 

extent they are dete~mined by economic variables. Wr~ have also 

i:ri.~.;~d ·t:cJ deduce-!! hm .. J the c:hangi.ng pr·oper·ty red.;atinns <J.nd the 

kinship pattenH.; have a·f.fec:ted the socio·-econcuni.c status o·f 

Few analytic convenience, we will study each case in 

isolation and later make note of the differences. 

THE POONJAR CASE : 

The Pocnjar Koyikkal clan were owners of large tracts of land in 

Here-?., <:~.n 

lhe tradition is that the founder of this clan was 

the Pandya l<i ng Chi ,~ayuv<H"·man Mana vi kra.man whc1, ·Fr·om his 1'1adw~a.i ·-· 

in about 1157 A.D <Valia Raja : 1988 : p4, Nilakanta Sastri k.A : 

1972 p113). 
1
Chirayuvarman Manavikraman is said to h~.ve 

partitioned the Pandya empire between his younger 

Maravarman Srivallaban and himself in such a way that eastern 

p.:H··i;. of t:he E:~mpi re WiiAS undE.~r Sn:~evall ab.-=tn, wi ·l:.h t·1adl.Wc:\i C."-~=> tht? 

capital and the western part known as the Pandyamandalam was his 

awn domain, with Gudaloor as the capital. 
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l.J~.;ir·n;;~ th€'~ monr:!y he had brought ft-om the trea!!,ury o·f Pr1.ndye. 

in l.1.89 A.D., Manavikraman is believed to have bought~ 

extensive hilly tracts called Manjapparamala~akangal, north east 

o·f 
2 

Travancore from Chengamanad Devaswom • After 

that trickled down the new hilly 

--:r 
Pocu"\j <lr· ,_., 

acqL\i 5i t ion=:_, 

Manavi kt-<:0\man assumed the ·title "Poonjar Udayakul<..\sekha.r·a Per-umal 

Pandarakaryathillekku Valiaraja ( 1988) ' in his rendering of 

. 
F'<::H:urjar· histcn··y based on t:th~ now e>:tinc:t F'L':tcmja.r· Gr·andh.:3-V<.."<ri, 

proceeds to describe how various Karanavars of Poonjar Koyikkal 

·fami 1.~'' in their tenures as Poonjar chiefs added on to their 

domains by purchMsing the adjacent acres cf land. For- i nsta.nce, 

he mentions that in 1252 A.D. Poonjarudaya Kulasekharaperumal 

bm.\ght Anc::hunadL\ and 1<.-:mn.;mdev~m ·ft~clm the 

neighbouring Raja of Vadakkankore and that in 1419 A.D. bcn .. tght 

Vandipperiyar from Raja of Thekkomkor~. 

With the original documents regarding the transactions missing~ 

it might not. be possible to vouch for the 1 ega.l e:·~a.c:.tne!:,-5 o·f the 

However~ in a milieu 

wher~ kingdoms came to existence through other measures, the 

concept of building up a kingdom by purchase of land and rights 

does sound intriguing, and if true, certainly deserves further 

It would not do tc ~ssess the logical veracity of t:ht.! 

landpurchases and settlements before 18th century with the 

back of one's mind. The availability of marginally settled 

cultivable lands in the Malayalam-speaking areas in North-east 
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Travancore might actually have favou~ed new settlements and new 

. t" 4 SOC1 E• ··1 e~~ . Since labour was at premium anyone with command of 

C" 

hL\111<.:\£1 ,~e:.ource~.:; ac:hiev~ed mobility~' Gtl;!in<1968 : p.79) has VJar·ned 

that the modern phenomenon of competition among castes for 

t:mhanced stC~.tu.c_:; wit.hin· ~- rlc!\ri'"OW localised r·ankirH.J syst:e!m i% 

inappropriate far understanding medieval mobility
6

, in medieval 

Indi.::\, impli€.~d sp<.d:ial mobility and the urdts of mobilit.y wclul.d 

be individual families. In the grassraot levels~ such spal:.i .:01.1 

mobili·ty was di•··ect.ed by the tilt Cl·f the ec~oln9iC:Cl.1.·-demt"Jgraphic 

balanc:r:.~. Thus, in the pre-colonial days, the open agrarian 

system seems to be the most forceful agent· of social mobility • 

Reversal of l<inship 

Not: entirely SLJ in the case cJ·f the decisir.m-·ma.kir\\) ·familit:-!o:.:; like-~ 

the clan under study. Here, the dynamics of social mobility 1s 

heavily burdened by the dynamics of adaptation. Cr.msi der the 

c:hif~f·t.::dn o·f a ter·ritor·y gr·.t.!.dl.lat.ing to (:h"~ pc1sit:icm of a F:c.'l.jC:'\ in 

.:-;.n alie!n h~"lbl.tat.~ ac:qui•··ing in the f:Woces~;; t.he symbolic a.nd c1the1'" 

appertenances of Kshatriyahood. In his turn, he becomes a source 

of mobility to individuals and groups living in his domain. Bu.t, 

to achieve this status, the chief's style o~ life, 

habits and his inheritance and kinship pattern has ta be altered 

l::o <:r.ynchF·c1nise with i_·h.:!t. of tl1.::. t.~""-•l~ ... _,.t·.r·t"''/c·•."C" o·" tt ""1 1 1 _ ... - ,._ .,,;, ,,., r •. 1t";~ •. a. <J.ya . a.-n·-

The greatest challenge for the immigrant ruler was the change in 

kl.nship pat.tf.?rn, ~n this instance, ·fr· 0111 ma k k a t.h ""'Y a.m to 

m.::<.l'"L\Ill•:::\k ka.t.hayam. Women, instead of being sent away in marriage, 
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as p;:tr"1:. o·f ar·l(lthc..?r· f ami.l y ~ · became (:hf':.! ~.;toe: k of 
7 descent .. The 

Children of sons of the family were no longer members of the 

T h <:\1'" i:l. v C:H.1 • The changes in human relationships and its forward 

linkages like property relations and ultimately, produc.t ion 

relations must have been dramatic. 

Examining the role of Poonjar Koyikkal Clan in the macrostructure 

of a larger society is central to our problem of discussing it"s 

Kinship structures. One pecularity of this clan is that, the 

traditional role of Kshatri.yas in ChaturVarna i.e., 

military role was subdued by thei~ agricultural role. Tucked far 

into the highlands with population too scarce to exploit the 

uncultivated lands, Poonjar did not suffer any disruption in her· 

bound.:u·:i.f.?:"• ti 11. H3th c:entLwy. 

d 
0 8 es1gn • The1~e !.'Jere-~ t.hick ·fore.•sts w'ithin theix dc.1main a.nd the 

9 
Koyikkal clan had monopoly for elephant hunting and Ivery Trade . 

The period persumed to be the one in which they settled in Kerala 

coincides with the flowering of m~rchant economy in 

part.iculf-'V"ly t.rc.~de wit.h China and Arab countr·if!!s10
• Gi vE.m tht=~ 

spic.:e ~t~eal th of F • • I. I. 11 
'CJonJ~~r· !'.; \:r·ac\:s , it is not unl :i. k~"?l y 

Poanjar- chie·f ~;et u.p trade links wl.th other l<ingdom~;. 

Mer·canti 1 e Surpluses, Vi 11 age Ec:onomy and Ri 't:ual Status 

TI"H~ ~iUI'"P J. u~H~s thus ac:c;umul at eel by the ruling c 1 an t.hi''OL.tgh 

merchandise in natural products had two roles. is its 

l~clle in rwoduc:t.ian !''elations. Influx of surpluses by trade in 

forest produces made the whole question ~f interventions of 
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pc.1litical authority in the . organisation of pt'·oduc t ion 

What. then happened i::.<:.1 these st.wp 1 use~:; ? One~ might. 

suppose that because of the closed economy characteristics of the 

f.H·oduc:ing units in t:ht~ villc"ige, gold c:w silver, the mC:~.in medium 

of exchange employed by foreign merchants, never entered into 

c:irc:ulal.:icm. It has been postulated that the E?conamic 

uselessness of these coins resulted, in groups which mcnapoli.sed 

the surpluses, in the practice of hoarding. Thus "richness line" 

came to be drawn to discriminate between "rich' and "pOCII·-' ' 

de-!pendi ng f'..!O who had a 1. arger· volume o·f the •':l<:<.:umul a ted rnet.al. 

While this concept of accumulation and self-sufficient village 

economy is true in a very general sense, in the empirical level 

some inc:ongruecies appear. For instance, discussions with many 

old people in Poonjar village, betray the presence of a cain 

"pc1nnu" in Poanjar.up to the recent 
13. 

past 

This can b~ partly explained by the interplay of transfers of 

surpluses between different ranks of political 

would be necessary for perpetuating the hard earned so~ial 

14 
st.::o.tu~:; . Another possibility is the part~al redistribution of 

Sl...lr"plt.ts~:r:,; thr"ough t:he r·uling clans int:.~vit~"l.ble t:.ransfer·~:; o·f we<<~li.:.h 

. tc1 tht?i t•· 

adj e:\cent 

• Pa.r·adevath~\ • 

E-3.:. ... stha 15 Temple • 

Clan deity> Meenakfihi Temple and the 

Thus the surpluses helped thQ Poonj <H-

Koyikkal clan did nat only played a dominant role in the economic 

life of the village, but also in asserting their ritual status16 • 
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# 
What should interest us in the study of Kinship relations is that 

t.he lclcl~:;e knit pr·odw.:ti.c:tn ..-·elations and the comp.:.:\r·.:~t.ive f.i!i:~s:;e in 

raising the forest surpluses m~d~ even supervisory role of the 

nCJn·-prr.:lduc i ng, accumulating class minimal. This was supremely 

compatible to a situation where females were the stock of descent 

and the main interest of Karanavars and his nephews were upward 

social mobility through ritual status. Thus we ·Find a pyramid 

model with a close knit matrilinal 

nourished an the economic front by an exogenous merchantile 

f~ccmomy and c1n the sc1<::i al fr·ont. by Brahmin 1:hi:!oc:r·at:i t: hier·.:~.r··c:hy--

farming the apex and loosely integrated with self-managing groups 

That is, to put in a nutshell, the kinship pattern 

at the appex and the production relations at the base were 

mutually complementary. 

Adoption .;_Economic Implications 

A deviation from this mode of production occurred in the mast 

unexpected manner. In Galletti. A and Groot <1911>, Stein Van 

Gullenesse writes in 1743 of the adoption of a female child to 

Poonjar Koyikkal clan from Sharkkara Kovilakam in Venkidangu, 

near Guruvayoor. Valia RajaC1988-22-24), based an the extant 

·fs-·a.·~ments of Grandha.veJ'"i notes that this we~~=, t.l.round 1625. In an 

(·?t"• i:l' when Poonjar Koyikkal clan had achieved high social 

t.lw·ough owning vast acres of land and rights for elephant 

hunting and taking recourse to adoption has a somewhat tragic 

sem<:\ntic.:s with soc:i.e.l and economic: dimensiClns. 

Tht.~ ft.:~ar· of "Ani yam Ni kkal" C Tarawad g<.:li. ng to <:tl i en hand~; dUt'-~ to 
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extinction of the clan ) of the Tharavad was a persistant 

nightmare not only far Kshatriyas but also among Nairs. 

o·f COil\11\L\nity 

the trauma was all the more haunting. 

Poonjar Grandhavari, it had been three or four centuries since 

the splinter groups from Pandya Dynasty settled in Pocnjar and 

new extinction threaten~d them. 

( F/88) 

provi clc:!s, this adoption should be regarded as an acid test of 

their acceptance by other Kshatriya clans. Si.nCf::l 

s Hmb et.d h .:~m t.IJ Nampoothiris was the main t. L"lO 1 by which 

Marumakkathayam was reinforced, close interaction with any ather 

Kshatriya clan could occur, in a kinshipe plane, only when an 

adoption question cropped up. 

The question is a crucial benchmark iri gauging the ritual st:at:u~:; 

•Ji Vf-'!n tc:~ PcJon j Cl.r· }<c.1y i k k .::\ 1. family by C.1th&l'" n..tl ing f.:l.mi.li€~~;. In 

':>pi t.€·~ of the clustena of l<sh.-~tr· i ya clans 17 within the 

communicable vicinity CJf Poonj.:H-, why dc;es t.hE-~ Poonj.:~r- chief seek 

assistance in this crisis from Sharkara Kovi 1 aki:71.<n, nor·th of 

Tr· i chur·, a relatively remote and obscure l<shat.r i y.:A c.:lan 
18 

?. 

Nobody r·eall y <?.dmi ts the failure of thr~ 

Poonjar Koyikkal Clan, to qualify for the aspired ritual status. 

On the contrary, this northward extension of kinship is used as 

a timely pretext for economic diversification. Close to Sarkara 

f(ovi l. et.kCHII, large acres of paddy land tii'"OlJ.ght c:>.nd c:\ 

Df.'i!saviaz i v~·3S r::r+?ab,~d. On thl':.~ ec:m1omi 1:: ft··on~:, t.hi s a.mc.1tmted to a 
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kind of de-local~zed crop diversification. Till then Poonjar 
' 

clan had to rely mainly on bartering its garden crops ta fill her 

granaries with paddy. The land , characterised by dry land was 

not suitable for paddy cultivation <see Table4+~ 

Table Showing Distribution of Cultivated Land in Poonjar· Edavaga 

r··----·---··-------·-·-----···---------·-·-r ~J;.~·--can ;;··1------~;~--i~-~~~-~---·-··r··-···----~-~;~-;-·--·--r 
~---·---------·------------------------~---y----~---·-·-r-------t---·-----T--------1 
I lacrejcentl acre 1 cent 1 acre 1 cent 1 

I I I I I I I I 
II · Nadubhagam Pakuthi ~ 38 \ 87 II 1fll924 II 1. ~S II 109621! 88.5 II 

' Thekkumbhagam Pakuthi \ 30 \ 2 \ 1~012 \ 32 \ 1~0~2\ 34 \ 

1 V;:~.dakkumbhakam Pah.1thi 1 --- 1 --- j 1..:>077 1 84 I 1 . .:;.077 ( 84 j 
L.------··-·--··--·-·-----··------------'-···--..L...----l------·-.L.·--------·--L----·---..l.----·--·J 

Compiled from Vol-12,13 & 14 Foonjar Edavaga settlemeent Register 1940-41 
TAe,\..G 4-l 

Subsc;:~qu.E!ntly, ·t.o supplem€!nt the paddy br·ought in fr·om Vengi.d.:mgu~ 

extensive wet lands suitable for paddy cultivation were bought in 

L.· tt 1.9 r::.o ·aye7\m • For superrvising the cultivation, a Oesavazi was 

<?.&tab 1 i ~.;hed in 
. 20 

Natt.:~kall\. 

It is possible to postulate that the development of Desavazis and 

d~?l<JcalL:=ed agr·:i.c:.ultw-e signify not: Clf1ly a t.u.n1ing point in the 

ec:onomi c: 1 i ·ft':l of the c 1 an, bt.\t ~\lso c:ertain kinship 

under one roof, with just the abstract c:oncept of a common 

ancestress and the legal impartibility of the Tarawad keeping 

them t.oget.hf..~r-, kinship relations· tfi~nd tc.1 The 

remoteness of blood relationship with Karanavar often make the 

So by 

e:-:tending the economic interests of the clan to eli ~'it<3.nt: 
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locations, ·the Karanavar was actually diverting the emerging 

fissiparous energies of Junior members to more 

c:hC:~.nnel s. Thus in Nattakam paddy 1 ands, 

infrastrw:ture, tack shape with its self-sufficient residential 

unit:, grc:~.ncu-y house, boa.t·-hnL\'l':>!?. and private "Odi Valloms• <a kind 

of boat) for transporting the grain to market place. 

( 1979 1 tr~·-120) describes how accompanying this spread of 

cultivation in swampy areas, migration of agricultural 

families took place in large numbers from the adjoining areas 

towards the newly-cultivated tracts. All these developments 

engaged the rebellious Junior members and preserved the unity of 
,.,., 

t.he Tr.~r-~-lwad"'-·'-·. 

Although the date of purchase of Nattakam wet lands is not 

23 
known, the role of this Desavazi in the transition of Poonjar 

clan from a forest economy based mode of production commercial 

production pattern and it's imprints on the kinship pattern 

cannot be understood without proper reference to the political 

and economic developments in the period. 

Marthendavarma (King from 1729 to 1758>, the ~founder~ of modern 

Thi t~uvi t.ha.rn•~.c:)•·•,~ c·on""'"'] 1' d "'ted t · 1 · t · 1 r ..., . '"''"' . c.' . n. s po 1 1 c:a 

unification of small kingdoms. 

Since Poonjar w-s n 11 t M th ~ a a Y o ar andavarma in his war with 
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Vc.\di:lkkankoi'"E?. and Thekkenkore, Thiruvithamkoor was morally 

to 
· ?1~3,1 e ·from his militarv, agenda. 1 r,~.:lvE:~ Pooru ar ·~· -. 

Vadakkankore and Thekk.;:o~.nkon:~ 

Thus; in 

merged 

bound 

1 ~o::o:::· . I ~J.J 

1 • ~-d to retain his kingdom. 
Ti. n .. 1vi t.haml-~oor, ~ Poonj ;..1t·t i peruma · mana-:~"" 

Myeorian invasions, on the other hand, in the northern region of 

Kerala was not so sympathetic to Poonjar land. In l.T?1, Hyder· 

Ali attacked the Pandyamandalam of Poonjar Kingdom and added 

~:;even villages belonging to PoonjatiPerumal. After· long 

negotiations, Pocnjar was obl)ged to pay a tribute of 75000 

ValiaRaja - 1988 :p :28) 

Concentration of economic interests in Kerala region had already 

di SE"mgaged the Poonj at~ c:l an frc1m th1?. Pandyamand.:~l am <Tami 1 

speaking areas of PoonJar domain). Wi ttl the ou.tbr·eak o·f sm.~l 1 po:·~ 

in Pandyamandalam the visits of Poonjar clan to the native 

Gundaloor Palace was cut short. From a mere three thousand 

·:·'4 
Nayar- army , Poonjar chief hastened to organise a larger army 

c:<:~.p.:lblr-..? of t:?:{ploiting their familiaf'""it.y with the fon::!s·{:.s and 

For this, the traditional concepts of Nayar 

armies was abandaned and formed the 20,000 men army encompassing 

h<:!<d t.hy mal ~Es . 25 
from various castes and trtbes . 

this army to the well-organised forc~s of Dharamaraja~ !::.;Lit:ces~.;or· 

to l"'<::<rthandavar·mc"l in Thirt.lvitha.mkr.J<:W~ in ~~ffc:Kt.ing a hi.~d:or·ic 
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?6 
check to Tippu Sultan has been widely nate~· • By the Treaty of 

s,~ i r a.nt] c'lpatam < 1792 >, the British , took posessians of 

the lands Tippu had conquered. The East India Company made 

seperate agreements with the rulers of small kingdoms all 

Kerala. They acknowledged Thiruvithamkoor and not Poonj ar· 

controlling Pandyamangalam. In the political 

under the British Residence, Col. Munroe in 1815, F'oon j ar 1 \JS t 

substanti .-.~11 y. Since documents showing the borders could not be 

pr·c1ducec1, ar·eas 1 i kr-a l<r3.nj i r· i-ipaJ. 1 i , and 

Neriyamangalam merged with Travancore <Valiaraja p:14> So by 

1816, Paanjar became an Edavaka under Travancora. 

The dismantling of the Poonjar Army after war with Tippu also 

proved heavy on the d~bit ~ida. Much of the gold in Edavaga 

we.s up fc1r mi 1 i. tc·u-·y In 

Kothamangalam, those property that could be shown as Thanathu of 

f<oyikkal ~..,as n?c:ognised C:\~; a Poonjar l<oyi kkaJ. De~;;avazi and the 

28 
ceded by Travancore • 

Pan:il.dm~icall y, di !?.lposession of land was gr<:~.dual c.1.nd 

economically painless phenomenon for the Koyikkal clan. Thi~. \-sas 

painless because of the deliberate shift of haphazard use of the 

forest resources. This also marks the erosion of the concept of 

land as social capital and it's emergence as economic asset. 

Apart from the reclamation of swampy areas for paddy cultivation, 
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Koyikkal clan was also involved in p 1 c:m t a t:. i c.m 

with the influx of foreign capital into 

p l.:1n-t.a·t: l. ons. On 11th July 1877, Punchattil Kerala Varma 

Valiaraja entered into lease agreement of the Kannan Devan 

29 
hills to Mr. John Daniel Munroe, a British Coffee Planter . 

By the terms of the agreement the planter paid Rs 300~/-

annually to the Koyikkal houses and a sum of Rs 5000/- upon 

t L • J J f th t 30 ·,,e exp1ry aace o · e agreemen Poonjar Chief reserved 

the right for ivory, cardamom, wax,· frankincense and other 

articles from Kannan Devan hills. Poonjar"s Thanathu land 

in Poonjar was mostly non-labour intensive gardenlands of 

coconut trees and arecanut trees. lhus by the end of 19th 

cent.w~y, Kothamangalam Bazar was practically monopolized by 

coconuts, arecar1ut!z and paddy from Kuyi kki:ll 1 and~:.. Whi 1 f.:! in 

1B65, the Thi ru.vi thamkaOI~ Govet-nment gl~anted it's tene~.nt.s 

fl.lll O~.>H"IE?r·shi.p rights over· 200000 ac:t""es of land, c:rE!c~t.i.ng 

land value estimated to be worth around Rs 15 million, 

Edavaga was nat 
. 31 
1 nc: 1 uded • of 

resources slipped away from Poonjar ruling clan only in 

1955, by the Edavaga Rights Aquisiticn Act (1955). 
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At:'lt 
31 

i ru;; l • <do&;( 

f:efli:'!l.FI~ !!!I full 

A pe·culif~l'' t"t,1lic of feudalism that. survived in Poonjat" Edavaga 

administration seems relevant to our analysis. The control of 

land revenue within the Edavaga domain and the revenue from 

marketed surpluses from its outlying assets was still with 

Poonjar Koyikkal clan. This is in direct contrast to the 
' 

administrative machinery in Thiruvithamkoor and Kechi~ 

l~t~<:.iCJt.\I"Ces vJ&~t~e pooled by the British Ccmtl~ollffid GoverT•m~::~nts <.\nd 

later fixed allotments were made to the ruling clans. 

This is bf:?Ctl.U.!:'.;E! Thit"uvithamkoor and Kochi were rulirt(} families 

and their income share or home allowance ·was 

according to British practice. 

This cannot be dismissed by a simple explanation1 as the absence 

of the direct intervention of colonial power in Pacnjar. One 

should also know that vast expanses of land near Dindigal, 

earlier awned by Paanjar Koyikkal clan, but net under the direct 

supervision of the family members had gradually slipped to other 

hands, without the intervention of any colonial variable. Unlike 

the ruling clans, the Poonjar Koyikkal clan were involved 
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participants in the integration of local agricultw~a to the 

commercialised economy. In t.hi.·s sen~;e, t.he c:olcJnic"ll sp i r· it., 

which was the usherer of full-fledged commercial economy was even 

lH:m i f:.~f i. c.: i . .::~. l to the Poonjar clan. It does strike one~s mind that 

ultimately, even if institutional legitimation and sanctification 

of monopoly of scarce resources disappear, so long as the members 

of the clan are directly involved in productive activities, t.hr:!y 

do not tend to loose ownership aver scarce values. 

t··eleve.~.nt 1 
. .,. 

-~ 

kin~~hip. Since 

p.:w-t.i c i pa.nts in 

the impact of all these on the 

the Poonjar Koyikkal clan 

the race for harvesting the 

o·f 

act: i v~~ 

yields of 

as detrimental to their development. On the contrary, ki n~;;hi p 

was adapted to the external social economic situation to maximize 

the economic development of the clan. To study the specificities 

of the adaptations to matriliny, we will have to go in detail to 

the twentieth c.entu.I'"Y kinship patte•~ns o·f t:he clan. 

By the middle of 19th Cf?ni:t. .. (ry, the l<f.1yi. kk.::d. clan had spl i. i: into 

four lineages~ herafter referred to as four Taavazhis. They \.'Jere 

Nc:d. lt':\madhom, Putthenmalika and Vadi:lkke~m.:.,dhom. 

Although the exact genealogical relationships could not be 

con ·f i nm~d, the order of segmentation within a Tawazi 

remembered because it was relevant to the reversion of property~ 

if one tawazi dies out. A tawazi was not an independent economic 

unit and it's members did not jointly own an estate. Inst~:;.•ad, 

they were part of the larger economic unit, Tharavad. 
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In 19t'.l4, when the present Karanaver of the Koyikkal clc.~.n was 

the Karanavar was Moolam Tirunal Rama Varma Kochunni 

31 Thampu.r·.?..n All members of the tawazis stayed together in the 

same compound, although nat in the samehause and had food from 

the common kitc:h&~n r.md dining hall. Although no partition had 

allotted to different tawazia. 
.... ,.., 

Most of the adult •tlamurakkar'~~ 

were frequently away supervising the agricultural i nt.er~ests of 

the family. A well-run administrative machinery reporting to the 

the Karanavar took care of the material comforts of 

the m~:.~mbel"'s o·f the 
.. h 33 
rar.:\\IJad • 
" 

was usually one 

Muthalpidikkaran <the rent collector), twa Tamil Brahmin cooks 

Apart from food and clothes, every servant was 

~::;4 
p;aid a monthly s:~alat'"Y of five Br·iti~;h Rupees .:.<.nd t1t10 Ch.:':l.ngazhis-

o·f paddy. All these employees were accountable to the Koyikkal 

A modern gend~r-sympathetic perspective mi~ht deride th<:~.t 

reproduction and raising the social status of the Tarawad through 

But then at.the turn of the century when social 

function of political status, ritual status and economic status, 

even this was no meagre contribution. 

In the Koyikkal clan, the political status, as we have seen was 

impaired beyond repair. t:h i ~:; 
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insecurity a renewed favour in the pursuit of ritual and economic 

status was set in motion. The most. p~lpabl.E? E?vidt:"·mc::e (Jf t:.hir:::. was 

the r.::·vctl uti on o·f gender·-based di vision o·f l.:.1.botJ.1~ vJi th <.\dul t mc:\1 e 

members furthering 

members conserving it's ritual status. 

The c:hanges in r·itual <:.;tab..!S ..:1nd kinship str .. uc.:tur~:~ <:::o:tn be 

analysed by noting the contemperory changes in the kinship 

and perceptions of women representative of 

All the three different generation women are 

Poonjar Koyikkal clan. 

First Generation Respondent 

Rituals could be in the form af public festivals or private 

For instance, in 1920 eight year old Ambalika 

Kcchikkavu Thampuratti stood at the Koyikkal portals watching the 

~5~5 
Ulladans from the Mamadi hills trudging the their way to the 

kcyikkal outskirts for the annual pattathanam. Tod.?.y, 

Kcchukkavu Thampuratti, hard of sight, at the age of eighty, has 

the koyikkal clan till about 1925. 

'Pat tat.hanf.:\ms ··, she describes •were a kind of annual fest. i. v.::1.l 

· vJhei''E! t:rlt:::! ve<.r· i C:lL\S tt-i ba.l gr:-cJups f1•·om the adj o.C:f:mt h:i.ll s a.nd 

forest5 wcruld come, 

outskirts of kayikkal. On the day of •pattathanaru• before a full 

C(~u.dr:! gymnast i c:s and na~.t i ve do.nces, a.nd pt•·esen t Th i t'"U.fllL\1 kke":l.zc:hi:l.i 

to the Valiaraja <Interview with Ambalika Kochikkavu Thampuratti, 
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Poanjar 12, September 1992). 

Often, the gifts were Tiger skin, Honey , Frank-incense and other 

forest produces. In the end of the day, the ~,'aliarc~ja would 

pres~nt one ~hangazhi paddy, a ladle of cocunut oil, "Mundi.t' 

and "Thorthu• 36 to each of the visitors from the forest. It VlilS 

the du.ty 
.. . :57 

of Valia fhampuratt1 to ensure a lavish ·fOI'" 

every participant en the Pattathan~m. With possible exageratian 

Ambalika Thampuratty says that about 100 Paras of rice was used 

up for the feasts on the day of Pattathanam. Another respondent, 

whose father u~ed to be manager in Koyikkal homestead re~brted 

that his father used to complain that around Rs 3000/- was spent 

evei''Y ye.:.\1'' on such "tr i va.l a" ( Intet-vi ew with l<al athanni kh::~.l 

Kuttan Pillai Erattupettah, 13 september 1992> 

Dic:t:ioni:l.r-y defines Pattat.hani~.m38 public ritual 

fol'' atc>nememt o·f all sins by kings c~nd c:hie·ftains. This ,,. i tu.al 

was likely to be a leftover from the days when the forest 

economy was a more significant link in the production cycle of 

Poc:tnj ar· Cl c.·m. As different from Revathi 39 Pat. t.;Atha.n i:litl of 

Zamcrin's court, the Pattathanam in Poonjar must have initially 

had more economic value than in achieving social ambility. By 

early twentieth century, the economic valu~ of such interactions 

with the ~labour force" of fc~est economy became marginalised by 

40 
the nf,?ed fer· <;:.;ti.mLil.::~ting f.;oc:ial rti\."Jbility tt-H··ough ritual stai.:us . 



In ·fac:t, the Poonjar clan hailed with rejoice any occasion to 

reinforce their ritual statw:.;. 

essential for any member to start receiving extra income from the 

In the period around 1919-1920, every adult male 

member recieved Rs 16 and every adult female member got Rs 12 as 

< P<::tt.h i. VL\ ~ <Monthly Allowance> 
41

• To men, the threshold point o~ 

adulthood was Upanayana< the i.nvesture of sacred thread) and to 

women, it was Talikettu kalyanam. 

Wouldn't these monthly cash allowances of Rs 12/- place a woman 

of Poonjar koyikkal clan on a high degree of independence in 

One surely needs to be cautious before making a positive reply. 

First of all the control of these allowance by the actual alottee 

4'' jurc1 "" Normally, it was the female t.he 

Thus 

an individual like Ambalika Kochukkavu Thampuratti, who married 

at 16 and became mather at 17 might find that her allowance is 

not after all, with her, but with her mother. 

Thi ~.:; dc~inance of senior females affected all the 

milestone& in her life. Although Poanjar Koyikkal c.l an has 

started a small English Medium School, women from Koyikkal 

not sent to these schools because children from ather castes wer·e 

centr·al i sed 

. 44 
Th.;.-:,.ki!'.ztu) • 

43 
there • But ma.triliny m&'ant 

schools even before the 

education systems in 1861Zl's 

t:h.;~t 

o·f 

(Jef·ft-ey ( 1992}, 

After Vidyarambham45 at five, Kochukkavu was sent 
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to the adjacent Koylkkal kalari with other girls of the family, 

in the farm of precepts and sayings in Malayalsm. 

nat t .• ':\uqht .. The sole teacher in this school was a Malayalam 

Munshi imported from Thiruvithamkoor who always insisted on 

beginning his classes with ·v~nc:hesha 

t.he c:ul tut•·al imperiality of the superstructure of 

Thiruvithamkoor state was imprinted an this tiny freehold~ the 

percolation of the western power superimposing on Thiruvithamkoor 

wae hardly felt on Koyikkal clan. 

In any case, education was considered secondary to their role in 

It was the Karanavar sometimes in consultation 

with the Valia Tampuratti who chase the approppriate Nampaothiri 

In the case of Kochukkavu~ 

01_1.1'' genen:;.tion l"'espondant, Talikettukalyanam WC\.S 

. 
celeberated at the age of 12 by an Aryapattar. How unimportant 

thr~ ,~ i. tuii.\1 performer wa$, compared to the actu~l ,,. i tual of 

sanctioning a seal of eligibility to marriage to the girl, can be 

deduced by the mere fact that, today half a century later nobody 

But sambandham was not a superficial ,~i tual .. In 1.936, 'i.;he 

married Kidangocr Osseri manackal Padmanabhan Nampcothiri. In 

Poonjar koyikkal, conventionally Thalikettukalyanam was performed 

Osseri Mana and Mannumalamel Illam in Kidangoor. In the 19th 

centur-y, Nampoothiris who migrated from Malabar fearing Tippu•s 
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assault also became candidates for sambandham in Koyikkal. The 

the Koyi. kk<al c:.l iJ.n tended to st.:?.y 

48 
interests in the family temples 

47 
Ctn and c::ul \:ur- .:.;..1 

Neither of the couple had much control over their reproductive 

because in a demographically threatened clan, 

always pr-essure en the young married female to reproduce and 

ensure permanence for the clan. Reproduction of the clan was 

such an imperative to the members that it was net unusual for- a 

49 
and daughter- ta be at confinement together The hands 

of the village midwife/ Pathichi Nani was always busy, with post-

. . 5QI natal care in koy1kkal clan alone . 

Even more crucial was the sex of the children. vH th ·female~; .::~.s 

the stock of descent, the intraclan status of a mother with 

female heirs sharply spir-alled up as the potential ancestress of 

·futun?. T<:\Wi:12:i. In the Paonjar koyikkal came, more than high 

infant mortality, the main reason for demographic instability was 

the high male-female-ratio51
• 

As mother of four da~ghters, Kochikkavu might gradually have 

<:l~,;~;umed gn:.:!atr::>r c.:ontr·ol c1ver pr"(Jduci..~ i em and <~cc:•.J.mul ati on vd. t.h in 

the Tarawad, but for a minor crisis that briefly enveloped the 

Voyi kk.::\1 For- a better understanding of kinship 

transformations in this clan, a critical examination of this 

crisis seems necessary. 
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The crisis was none but that which was ~musing ruptures within 

the matrilined homesteads all ov~~ kerala. 

Karanavas of his times , th~ Poonjar Chief Avittam Tirunal 

RamaVarma who took charge from 1917 was unhappy about the growing 

disinterest of Karanavar's authority and the ensuing partition 

deeds in the family scenario of Thiruvithamkoor. Although his o~m 

nephews probably never had partition in mind, with the confusion 

borne of the inherent contradiGtions between english educa~ion 

and 1~aravad morality, young Ramavarma and Godavarma both fresh 

graduates from Madras accused the uncle of mismanaging the 

Edavaga finances. The Karnavar had no doubt that it was English 

education that infused such temerity to his other wise amenable 

nephews.· He was adamant that n6 child from Koyikkal shall go to 

collage thereafter. 

The nephews were equally adamant. genec·-c::·d.: ion 

education to the junior male members. Karanavar was unrelenting. 

i f1 t.he.~ 

nei ghbc1urhoc.1d. The nephews went on a hungerstrike for the right 

to education. After the fifth day of fast, the Karanavar rea~ted 

by abdicating his position as the head of the +amily and as 

PcJonj ar· <:hi ef. The leader of the young rebels was left to 

takeover the administration of the family. This was in 1927. 

I took control of Edavaga and Koyikkal administration at 
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the o·f 22, there vuAS5 l'"ent i nco.me fi'"C'lm !'..:;hops and e~.t.a.b 1 i <5hment:s in 

Ke~thamangalam and paddy . from Nattakam lands .. 

J .::o~.nmi bhogam <rent> and Rajabhogam <tax} alone annual revenue of 

twa to three lakhs was estimated. But the account becks showed 

that fo1:.. YE'~ai"'S t1"1e l'"ent had not. been c:oll ec.tr.:!d". BEl yeet.t"' old 

Rama Varma ValiaRaja remembered. 

many tena.nt.s had met.de int'"oads into l<oyikkal~~. Tanathu l01.nd<::;" 

<Interview, Allekkode September 1992) 

The tenants adversly reacted to the young 

attempts to collect taxes. Andrase, a surveyor appointed to 

verify the encroachments on the Tanathu land of Koyikkal was 

52 
mun:len::!d by ~'l.rl angry mob • 

This is considered by ~nationalists~ and ~Marxists• as t"'a.t"'e 

case of peasant uprising in Thiruvithamkoor. This is not a 

Idapalli, Poonjar, Vanchipuzha Edavaga& were 

r l?.C tlgf'\ 1·. ~.~-".ec1 f • J 1 d 
J ~om enmom an s in Thiruvithamkaor with none af the 

pro-tenant reforms applicable to them. The uprising was for t.hG?. 

~xtensian af the Jenmam rule· to Edavagas. 

The tenants of Poonjar sought integration to the adjacent 

Th i n.wi t.:h.:Mnkc1cw, where people enjoyed land d.nd 

benifited from giving commucialisaticn. The tenants disliked 

paying high rents. It suffices to say that the dynamics of 

agregarian structure was set in motion in Po on j Bl'' 

t:davaga als<:l. 

th ~oyl.··~•tn.l ·d~inistration was able to appease Al·thouo;)h e .-. r.t.- ..,. .. 
the 



of Wards under C.P Gopalapanickar was set in Pconjar Koyikkal 

for the period between 1928-·1935. 
53 

The rammifications of all these on the kinship structure was far-

The elders of the family conferred to re-assess their 

resources of production in the changing economic contexts of the 

outsi. d~ ~-~or 1 d. There w~re two factors to consider. EdL.tc.:at. i (.1na.l 

investment had acquired a new perspective. Although, earlier it 

educai: 1 ona.l 

investment on a son would go to the Tarawad of his wife and 

c::hi.ldn::.m, Kayikkal <:l<ln identified the s<"x.::ial invf::mt.m~:mt n?.turns 

·for ·the Tat~c"Awad inter·est in it. "Ecluc:.:$.tion had nat•J I'"F£!plat:ed la.nd 

as the major matrimonial resource for sons, and to a lesser 

Secondly, th&~ inte<···fen~nc:e c.1f the you.ng 

rebels in Poanjar Koyikkal administration could be avoided by 

diversifying their socio economic interests. The clan last no 

time in finding a respectable job and suitable allianc~s far 

. 54 
a.nd GodaVarma . 

Mr::!t:~.nwhi le, ttll:.=tl'"e vJa.s t.hr:! fHH'"ti ti.on questicm. Although partition 

members were averse to it fearing tl1e loss cf social status of 

belonging tel I<<Jyikkal clan and also the inE"Nitable r··upb..we to 

kinship structure. However, by 1950, the left movement in Kerala 

amassed such strength that like many landowners, 

·fot'"(:.?Sa.•tJ a Cc)mmLtnist Government .and de ·fac.to c:ctrYfisc.atian o·f 

55 
sw~plw:; land by thf:-: stat.e . 

I:!" I 

t 
,J~., 

OLl • 
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So in 15th June 1951 the estates of Koyikkal clan was partit~oned 

by Marumakkathayam custom among 141 members, 77 males and 64 

females under supervision of Advocate G.RaviVarma of Kilimanoor 

Pa 1 <?.c: E-~. Part of the estate was maintained as common property of 

Koyikkal clan and·was put under a trust. Democratically elected 

me~mbers fr·.:lm t.he f(oyi kkal cl <ln c.onsti tuted the i:r"l.\!i.:;t member·s. 

The common property under Koyikkal trust can be broadly classified 

into four divisions. 

1> Ritually significant assets 

a> Dewaswom 

There are two temples to which Paonjar Koyikkal clan is 

affiliated to - Sastha Temple and Meenakshi Temple. 

land revenue of the Edavaga the clan set aside Rs 8600/- and 102 

of paddy for ~Nithyanidanam', 'l"'c:c.savi. shesha.tTI, and 

mai nt.~.nence of thf":! two tf~mpl es. 

b) Nalukett.u, Kulappura, Nadassalla Malika and cremation grounds 

are places of ritual importance in a Kshatriya's life cycle. 

These wer6 maintained as common properties. 

2. Economically Productive assets 

Poonjar Koyikkal clan has two schools Kallekkulam primary school 

and Poonjar S.M.V English Hlghschool, now managed by the Koyikkal 

: 
3. Property on Litigation,on which collec:t.ive n:.<spcmsibility wa<;;; , 
r\e.~c:essary. It was also the duty of Trust to collect rent on far-

flung locations from Koyikkal and distribute it with accounts to 
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the owner.There is also an annual rent income of Rs 3~~~~ from 

Kannan Devan Estates. 

4. Maintenance of Edavaga Kacheri, Pathivu Kacheri and Other 

Government Buildings 

In 1955~ after the Edavaga Acquisition Act, the Edavaga bui·ldings 

were nationalised. In compensation, the Government paid 8.5 

times the annual income of the Edavaga. 

The rest of the partition was neither percapita nor taavazhi 

partition. The residential Units within Koyikkal tharavad; a 

guest house in Thiruvananthapuram and registered pattam land on 

various leases in Kothamangalam, Iramalloor, Kuttamangalam, 

Moolakkulam, Kadathuruthi, Thalayazalam, Vaikom, Thiruvarpu, 

Natttakom, North Kanjirapilli, Akalkunnam and Peerumedu were 

divided among 47 clusters of mother and children I brother and 

sister groups. 

Of the 141 members in Poonjar Koyikkal <in 1951>, 64 members who 

ill 1951 consituted the Kanjiramittam taavazhi were much 

unenthusiastic about partition. A separate Kanjiramittam 

Koyikkal had already been built in Poonjar Nadubhagam Pakuthi. 

While many of the other members alienated their Koyikkal 

inheritance th~ough sales or partition to sons• issues <belonging 

to another tharavad> the shares of Kanjiramittam taavazhi were 

collectively managed by P.R.Ramavarma Raja. The sales 

proceedings of Nattakom Paddy lands were invested in buying 

nearly 16,~~~ acres of forest in Mangalore and North Cannannore 

transgressing Kerala Karnataka 
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forests, he set up large scale· cardamom and rubber plantations in 

Alakode, near Kannur. 

4 
Response to Land Reforms 

By Kerala land Reforms Amendment Act <19691, tenancy was 

abolished and land ceiling was fixed at 15 acres of double crop 

p~ddy land or its equivalent in the case of a family of five 

members <extendable up to acres in the case of larger 

families at the rate of 1 acr~ per additional member>. All land 

under cardamom, rubber and such plantation crops, whatever th~ir 

area, even when it was in holdings operated on a family basis or 

through partnership fell beyond the purview of the Land Reforms 

Act. Ir1 tt1 e case of Koyikkal clan, the total abolition of 

tenancy signified the end of most of the rentincome. But by the 

terms of the 1877 lease agreement with the Kannan Devan 

plantations and its renewal in 1944, the Tata Business group, the 

present owners continue to pay an annual rent of Rs.3000 to the 

Koyikkal Trust. Again, by their preplanned early partition and 

subsequent diversification to plantation agriculture the Koyikkal 

clan. was largely unaffected by the ceilings imposed by land 

reforms. 

Two aspects of the partition and post-partition developments are 

noteworthy. First is the formation of Trust as a strategy to 

bypass a legislation which appears detrimental to the clan both 

in its economic and kinship levels. It was by this trust 

formation that the clan could resist a total partition of 

Koyikkal assets imposed by Kerala Hindu Joint Family System 

<Abolition) Act 1976. Despite the contemparary uproar for 
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as our first generation r·espondent found herself . 
economically mobile after partition, rrot only by the income fr·om 

agricultural interests in her husband"s homestead, but also 

ownership and control of her share and the shares of her three 

minor daughters. In a preparti~ion tharavad context, a female has 

only control ave~ her ''pathivu" or personal allowance and that 

too if the senior female transfers it to her. Her access and 

control over the domestic finances of a tharavad increases ~ith 

her seniority. 

While economic mobility is high, her educational mobility, 

participation in outside social activities and active role in 

decision making of the family remained limited, even af tet·-

partition. All this was voluntary. \1-Jhat freedom the 

institutionalised comforts of the tharavad had denied her· 
' 

she 

chooses not to utilize thereafter. 

The eighty year old Kochikkavu Thampuratty of Kanjiramittam 

taavazhi fields all questions on her finances to her brother, the 

88 year old P.R. Ramavarma Valiya Raja. Engrossed fully in 

attending the family temples and in conducting daily religious 

rituals of the clan, she in unused to responsibilities other 

than rituals and reproduction. Having lost her husband early in 

life, widowhood never was the partial ostracism that it was in 

some patrilineal communities like Brahmins. Choice of right 

partners for her daughters marriages, their arrangements and 

their economic responsbility is the burden of the Kanjiramittam 

ta.:':\vazhi head and also the Koyikkal trust. Not only the 



marriages and cremations but also the shastipoorthi (sixtieth 

birth day) and shathabhishekam (eighty fourth birth day> of 

Poonjar Koyikkal members are conducted by the trust. 

Second Generation Respondent 

Sixty five year old Attamnal Ambika Aniyathi Thampuratti of 

Kanjiramattom taavazhi, belonged to a ge~eration that had to 

break the hypergamic convention. Her arranged marriage to Kerala 

Varma, a mamber of another Kshatriya clan had this defect in · the 

perception of he~ elders- the groom was not a Nampoothiri. 

This was not deliberate. The thirties and forties were a period 

when a Nampoothiri youth movement forbidding the Nampoothiri 

juniors from marrying outside the caste was on the ferment. 

E. M.S. Nampoothiripad and V.T.Bhattathiripad and other young 

Nampoothiri leaders wielded so much influence that no eligible 

Nampoothiri was willing to offer himself for sambandham. So, 

more out of compulison, than out of choice, most Kshatrya clan 

had to turn to endogamous marriages. 

However, this did not rule out thalikettukalyanam. At the age 

of 12, Ambika Aniyathi Thampuratty"s debut to the adult society 

was elaborately celebrated with guests from most Kshatrya clans 

in Thiruvithamkoor. The tali-tier as per convention was an 

Aryappatar <Tamil Brahmin). 

Education and Personality Development 

Unlike Kochikkavu Thampuratti, her education did not end in 

special school in Poonjar. Apart from Sanskrit, she studied 
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English in the Sree Moola Vilasam English School up to 10th 

~;tandanj. Like ear·l i er· females of· PoonJar clan~ her 

accomplishments did not end with Thiruvathirakali. She also 

learned Kathakali from a male performer. Nevertheless~ her 

Kathakal i enactments were entirely for a ·fami 1 y audience' and 

never once for public performance. 

Marriage meant migration from Koyikkal tharavad, because her 

husband was employed in British India's Army. But the 

employment was short lived and Ambika Aniyathi Thampuratti"s 

neolocal residence fell back to its matrilocalty. The emphasis 

on the reproductive role of female was still persistent in the 

Koyikkal clan and Aniyathi Thampuratti had one male and four 

female issues. Now~ in their late middle age, she and he husband 

reside with each of their daughters in turn. 

Third Generation Respondent 

The value given to the female heirs, for clan sustenance so deep 

rooted that Usha Devi, our third generation respondent insisted 

on retaining her fertility until the birth of a girl. Thus, the 

42 year old Usha Devi has three sons and a young daughter.. The 

significance of this fertility decision is more pronounced when 

one understands that Usha Devi is a post independent child of 

koyyikkal clan with an urban college education and patrilocal 

residential pattern. A social worker and a political activist in 

the place where her husband has agricultural interests, her 

matrilineal Kinship affiliations are explicit. To summarise, our 

observations are as seen in Table4•2. 
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TABLE4Q 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

First Gerieration Second Generation Third Generation 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Age of marriage 16 18 21 

whether thalikettu 
kalayanam performed yes yes No 

Husband's 
caste status Namboothiri Kshatriya Kshatriya 

Husband's 
o~cupational status Agriculture Employed Agriculture 

Residential Matrilocal Verilocal patrilo~al 

pattern mostly matrilotal 

Children 4 Girls 1 Boy + 4 Girls 3 Boys +1 Girl 

Education Primary Matriculate Graduate 

Education 
away from home Nil Nil College 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
A characteristic unescapable to a researcher on Koyikkal clan is 

the extra role placed on the Koyikkal female to keep matrilineal 

kinship alive. This is projected, in conversation, in actions 

and even in the names of clan members. P.R.Rama Varma Valiya 

Raja cannot speak of his mother except collectively with her 

sisters referring to them as 'Ammamars" (mothers). Even the 

names of almost everyone up to second generation Kochaniyan, 

Aniyathi, Kunjaniyathi, Kunjaniyan- stand for kinship terms for 

addressing one another. Even in the third generation, motherhood 

is shared. Sisters share even th~ breastfeeding of their 

children, whenever possible. Despite farflung residences of 

nuclear families, birthdays of clan members are remembered, 

celebrated and religiously attended. 

On the whole, it does appear that the transition from matrilineal 

kinship is not complete in Poonjar Koyikkal Clan. 
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Section ii L,The Kechi Case 

By most renderings the roots of the erstwhile Royal family of 

Kechi starts with a partition well-known in the history of Kerala 

<Keralolpathi, Ed. Gundert> 

uo· f tt f. Th 59 . f 1 1. ·1e 1ve ampurans 1n ema e 1ne, nieces to Cheraman 

Perumal, the youngest Amma Thampuran had a son. To this young 

60 Thampuran, Peruma1 bestowed the Melkkoyma of 34 divisions from 

Kanyakumari to Gokarnam'' -- Perumbadappu Swaroopam Grandavari. 

Data on the kinship details of the erstwhile Royal family· of 

Kechi in the Pre-Portugese period is restricted to the family 

chronicle- the Perumbadappu Grandavari. Although, chronicles of 

a royal dynasty cannot be taken as gospel truth, what fits in 

with several ascertained facts of subsequent history is that it 

was Rama Varma Kuleshekhara, the last of the Perumals who is the 

protagonist of the mentioned Partition <Elamkulam 1953). The 

·. 61 
date of Partition then would be somewhere in early 12th century 

and not 345 AD, as the Grandhavari suggests. 

Nephew's Inheritance 

A sequence, that seems nearest to truth, can be culled out of the 

various versions, as follows : Rama Varma Kulasekharan"s sister 

had 5 daughters. Of these, only the youngest had a son. When 

Rama Varma Kulesekharan adopted Buddhism or Islam or simply 

retired, he made a partition of the area under his control 

between his relatives and supporters. His son was Venattadikal 

By some other versions, Eralpad , the Samudiri) and the only 

nephew, the later king of Kochi 62 . This could be later 

mythification to legitimise the relative superior powers that 
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these three Royal families came to assume. Venad figures even 

earlier than 12th century for instance in the 9th century ~opper 

plates of Tarisapalli. 

However in our examination of the ideological content of this 

myth, it appears that the nephew got less territories than the 

son who got both Venad and Odanad. The major share of nephew's 

inheritance was the melkkoyma (Suzerinity over Temples) of many 

temples. 

Paternal Inheritance 

The name Perumbadappu Swaroopam also unfolds an account of a 

devolution. P b d N th . . 63 erum a appu ampoo 1r1 of Vanneri, near Ponnani 

who had performed the Trittalicharthu64 of the youngest niece of 

Perumal and his Illam became extinct. The properties of the 

Nampoothiri in Perumbadappu village65 of Vanneri devolved to his 

66. son Thus the nephew who had inherited territories from the 

Per·wnal also acquired a Patrilineal . t . t 67 1 n 1er·1 ance the 

Perumbadappu Swaroopam. It is from this nephew that the 

erstwhile Raja of Kochi"s family claims their descent. For 

convenience, we will call this clan, _the Perumbadappu clan. 

t'L~l kQ.YJ!!.9. .inheritance to r-itual status 

The value of the Melkoyma inheritance to the clan needs 

elucidation. One sees a social spa.ce created for a gr-oup, it"s 

economic function, in conjunction with it"s ritual role defined. 

The emphasis on the ritual role is very crucial to the 

development of the Perumbadappu clan's analysis. Whether the 

clan actually had "melkoyma• of 34 divisions from Kanyakumari to 
Gokarnam is doubtful. But the clan chief's claims in the 
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Devaswom memberships of Vadakkumnathan temple, Elamkunnapuzha 

temple, Haripad temple and Kuttamperur temple by the Grandhavari 

could be true because, in many documents surviving to the 20th 

century, the Raja of Kechi is referred to as Koviladhikarikal 

meaning "caretakers of the temple". <Padmanabha 1'1enon 1910 I 

p: 184) 

It is in this ritual role that his economic role, not only as the 

protector of the landed human resources of the temple, but also 

as a non-producing consumer of surpluses·of the temple centred 

c·:connmy, was articulated. It is also in mr~ 1 k oyma 

responsibility and his recurring necessity of arranging 

Narnpoothiri alliances to his sisters that his allegiance to 

Nampoothiris is evident. Perhaps, it would not be too rash a 

surmise that a resplendant combination of "Soorya Kshatriya•
68 

and "Kuru• 69 dynasties were fabricated for him by Nampoothiris of 

l"' I 70 oLI r:: t:\pur c.~m faction in exchange for support against their sworn 

rivals, the Panniyoor Brahmin Faction. 

I~rTitor·ia!_ E:·:pansion Vis-A-Vis Kinship E::.;_p_ansion.§. 

The clan's land inheritence from the Perumal was comparitively 

71 scant • Grandhavari leaves one to understand that Perumbadappu 

Swaroopam expanded it"s territories not so much by military 

expansions as by giving male and female members in adoption to 

demographically dwindling clans with enormous material resource 

str-uctures. 

Perumal had five nieces. Although only the youngest had a son, 
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there were five tivazhis in Perumbadappu clan. Mootha tivazhi~ 

Ilaya tivazhi, Muringoor tivazhi Chazhur Tivazhi and Palliviruthi 

tivazhi. 

While the Ilaya tivazhi was endowed with both male and female 

heirs~ the other t~vazhis had only female heirs who further 

produced female .heirs. O~ly male heirs could become the clan 

chief, th~ Perumbadappu Moopinnu72 • This had two implications. 

A prolonged unlinear devolution through one tivazhi minimised 

inter-t~vazhi claims which made the Ilaya t~vazhi dominant. 

Gradually a new norm that succession always flews through elaya 

t~wazi was evolved. Second, the number of females in the clan 

was high. In this context, the Perumbadappu clan was prepared to 

exploit it's female wealth. 

Padmanabha Menon <1912 : 480) also notes that the Ilaya t~wazi 

became dominent by effecting adoptions of 

Perumbadappu clan into the influential houses of 

females from 

73 
Matattenkur ~ 

which possessed territory and temple estates upto Kanneti near 

Quilon and of Kuruswaroopam and Villarvattam who were also large 

land owners. When these clans became extinct, the property 

merged with Perumbadappu swaroopam, much to the credit of the 

clan chief. Obviously, it was his dynastic ambience as "Soorya 

Kshatriya" and wield of ritual powers as 'Perumbadappu Gangadhara 

Veera Kerala Trikkoviladhikarikal• 74 that equipped him to manage 

these adoptions to wealthy clans. 
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E' r· C?.9J .. :!£:!;;j_ on Be ~ . .s..l:.l;. i on ~ an .f.! K i n s h i R. 

The cardinal means of production for the Perumbadappu clan was 

ecology-determined. As the inheriters"of Mahodayapuram (a trade 

centre in ancient Kerala, identified as modern Kogungallore) and 

it's established mercantile trade75 the economic future of the 

clan was only predictable. This had rammificaitons on the 

Kinship plane also. 

By it's very nature, trading is an act involving competition. 

Price-fixation and production co-ordination to demand requires 

the active control of the participants. For the Perumbadappu 

clan, this necessitated, the complete involvment of all th~. men 

of the family. Women's role was con~ined to reproduction of the 

clan and maintaining the ritual status of the clan. To maximise 

the profits the merchantile economy in Mahodayapuram,the entire 

clan moved to Mahodayapuram palace in late 13th centur-y. 

Samoodiri's military attack at this period, as claimed by the 

Grandhavari, must have offered a timely pretext for the shift on 

the residence. 76 The migrations engendered by the challenges in 

the early economic life of the clan and it's impact on kinship 

can be visually depicted as in Diagram-~1 <Hefer ne:-:t page) 

After floods in Periyar in 1341, the formati6n of Cochin harbour 

gave a new lease to foreign trade. Within a century, the whole 

Perumbadappu clan moved to Kalvatty palace in Kechi to take 

control of the means of production. Customs duties formed a 

substantial position of the King"s income. Pepper, coconut and 

coconut oil were the chief articles of export. Kochi was the 

chief emporium of trade. 10 percent import duty and 6 percent 

export duty were levied. 
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The clan"s militaryrole as Kshatriya or ritual status as 

"Koyiladhikarikal" seems to be superceded by eaget~ participation 

in mer·canti 1 e economy. Thus the Raja of Kechi whom in 14th 

centur·y Ibn Batuta describes as "the only person who rides a 

horse" and Ma Huan in 141219 understood as "a ruler· o·f Solar 

78 race" was by 1518 much involved "at the port of Cochin ~-Jhere 

many and great ships enter·, both Portugese and Moorish. "
79 

In 

fact, in 1500, we find Unni Godavarma Koil Thirumulpad sending a 

lettf:r of fr·iendship written on a "gold leaf, a r·ich collar o·f 

pear· Is and precious stones and a bo>: full of rich white si 1 k" to 

BIZ! be presented to the King of Portugal through Alverez Cabral. 

The intrusion of foreign powers like Portugese, Dutch and British 

in the power relations (which here pro>:y for the production 

relations) cuts into the kinship in many ways. Increased trade 

surpluses created competition from the various t~vazhis and from 

other clans like Samudiris and that of Thiruvithamkoor for 

control of the Trade. Even the adoptions into the Perumbadappu 

clan were regulated by Portugese and Dutch. 

Apart from such direct intrusions into the inner recesses of the 

kinship, one suspects how the constant interactions to a group 

alien in language, manner, culture and religion co-e>:isted with 

the carefully guarded core-identiy ritual status of the clan. 

This basic conflict of clan ideology of ritual status with the 

foreign intervention inevitable in their chosen means of 

production resulted in a pronounced division of labour between 

men and women of the household. The dotted line in the Diagram-1 



stands for the mothers sisters·and their children of Perumbadappu 

clan moving from Kechi to Vellarpally in 1555. The transfer of 

the females, the conservers of ritual status, into safe iniand 

palaces is the strategy that the clan ultimately adopted for it's 

ethnic sc.~l i ence. 

8.i tua!_ Investment. 

By 1750, the female population was high necessitating new 

r~sidences. Thus the female stock of the family shifted to the 

palaces near Poornathrayeesa temple81 in the fortified town of 

Tripunithura, while Rajas of different periods sometimes had 

their headquarters in Trichur and sometimes in the Hill palace in 

Tl'" i pun i thr· "''. 

With the loss of control of trade surpluses, the Perumbadappu 

clan became increasingly involved in their role of ritual ~tatus 

conservation by investing in expensive ceremonies and widescale 

feasts like the Trittalikettu of the girls of the family. The 

manuscript of a letter of 1825 A.D on the arrangments for a non

vegetarian feast for East India Company"s representatives invited 

for Trittalicharthu by this "ritually pure" vegetarian clan shows 

how smoothly by now, th~ ritual elements were flexed to 

accomodate the Western violations of it. (Refer Appendix III> 

Trittalichartu represented the ritual marriage ceremonies of all 

girls above ten, arranged.together once in four or five years. 

It was mandatory that only Nampoothiris of high ritual purity and 

from Trissur Vedic schools should tie talies of the girls of this 

clan, that a Nampoothiri of this category generally commanded a 
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dowry of Rs 15,000 in 1885-1895 from a Trittalicharthu. It was 

in the period of the Raja known as Abdicated Raja (1896 - 1914> 

that a ,decision was made that the Nampoothiri' who tie the Tali 

need not be her husband. This released Nampoothiris from a 

certain amount of community ostracization involved in such 

marriages and the dowry figure fell to Rs 3000. The advantag~ to 

the Nampoothiris was that one Nampoothiri could tie T~lis with 

many female Thampurans', even if they were sisters, aLmts and 

nieces. 

Of the Palace expenditure that was 6 to 7 percent of the total 

budget of Cochin state in the years from 1917 to 194584 ~ nearly 

17% is t . d . t 1 85 
spen on ceremon1es an r1· ua s • The revenue 

justifications are that for every Rs 68~000 spent on 

. 86 ceremorn es there is a return of Rs 53800 as Thirumulkkazcha 

and Rs 82 as Stanakazcha87 • Thus the overall emphasis on ritual 

preoccupations of the clan leaves its traces even in the 20th 

centur·y. 

The residential pattern in Tripunithra was also one favouring 

insulation of females from a 'ritually impure' outside world. By 

there were 44 residential palaces set tightly around the 

Poornathrayeesa temple and the Ettukettu (a typical Kerala 

architectural construction with twin quadrangles>, where the clan 

deity Pazhayanoor Bhagavathi is worshipped through daily pujas. 

Till 1945, no castes other than Kshatriyas or Nampoothiris -were 

permitted inside the fort 88• For educational convenience, the 
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young men of the family stayed in the Residential Palace in 

Ernakulam, with one ofthe uncles as warden. Once married,these 

young men could set up new houses with their allowances, 

supplemented by employment income if possible
89

• 

The preoccupations of the Karanavar as the Raja and his 

segregated residence made the palaces largely female co~trolled. 

The economy of these palaces rested on two sources--State and 

Valiamma Thampuran Kovilakom estates. The feudal income of the 

famil-y was vested in paddy terms under the name of senior most 

WDrllc\1"\ of the 
90 . . . 

clan and after converting to rice, they 

distributed to each palace as in the Table-~.~· Notice the e)·:tra 

measure of rice alloted for Nampoothiri propitiation. 
Table -4:~ 

Montl"lJ..y allowances tn. 8ice measures from common property 
<1920-1948) 

IncH vi dual I Para I Idangazhi I N azhi 
,_,,_,_, ______ 

Female 1 

f----·-· 

Child --

f..----

Nampoothiri 
Husband 2 

Note: 1 Para(13.11 ltrs) = 11Zl Idangazhis 
1 Idangazhi - 4 Nazhis 

--

7 

--

.. --·---.... -. 
2Ql 

.. --------
1 

11Zl 

Sour:._ce: Based on 
interviews 

Allowances for each palace came from the palace Expenditure Fund 

of the Kechi State. This stopped when the State merged with 

Thirukochi in 1948. 
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Table 4·4- 91 
!,";;,Sl._?.tt ~J.J...Q.tJ.~~ n c e s f r- om th ~ g_g!_9.£§. §.ttfl ~n q i '\;1.Jr.:..§. :f u r}g_- .L!.2!t~.L 

-··-·-·· .. ---···- ·---................. , ___ . 
1'1onthl y 

I 
I Pc.\thivu 
Thr-ice a 

I Vi stu=t'5hal 
year- Twice a Yei:\1'" 

--- -----
IRs IAnnaiF'sl I 

r--·-- - -

Men Age 16-25 - - - 75 60 
Above 25 - - - 1(2)(2) 75 

Women Age 16-25 - - - 25 4(2) 
Above 25 - - - 75 6(2) 

-

Nampoothir-i Husband I - I - 1- I £::' 
.J I 

1-.. 

Tamil Br-ahmin Cook 11 (2) I I I I 
.. 

I I I I I Per-sonal Ser-vant 3 
--

92 I I Is I I Chagalavattakkutty 1 1(2) 
--

§.our-ce:Based on inter-views, r-ecollections 

An infor-mant explains the gender- differentiation in the disposal 

of allowances as evident in table 4iin the following way. "The 

Kochi State gave more allowances to educate and enrich the minds 

of men who are likely to be ruler-s ?93 ••. Whether- the state stand 

has it"s own str-ange justification or- not, but that the Karanavar-

of a clan, whose devolution is tr-aced through the female line 

should think that equal stepends to men and women in the clan are 

"detr- i ment;:\1 to the solidar-ity of the family" 94 is very 

expressive of the value given to woman in matriline~! Thar-avads 

welding Royal power-. 
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B.~~~.!; r· i c_t_g_g_ tJob i~l.t.Y. §W d 9..1En d er s t a t.h\.2. 
This is not to suggest that a women in Perumbadappu clan~ in 

spite of the royal powers they enjoyed wsre not educated. Most 

of them were home-tutored by sanskrit scholars. In fact~ 88 

year old Ikkavu Thampuran~ who is the present Valiamma 

Thampuran of the clan is also an Honours graduate from Madras 

Presidency College. But one wonders whether her education was 

of the kind that a helps a women to find her individuality or 

simply erudition in Sanskrit which was her topic. She never 

attended college with Students from other communities. Within 

the soundproof walls of ritual purity, she boycotted temples 

for a long time after the Temple Entry Proclamation that gave 

Harijans access to temples. 

ltl@. Glual it:-£. 9£ Fr·eedom 

With the freedom inherent in the Marumakkathayam, she could 

delay her marriage upto 25 years and could maintain her 

matrilocal residential pattern. 

But, while the Nayar wife of an uncle of hers, in 1905 
' 

could 

boast of being able to drive a dog-cart (a kind of horse 

car·riage) through the streets of Trissur, of expertise in 

·r · d E · d 95 r.mru s an · 1r 1 · ge , Ikkavu Thampuran wrote her Honours 

Examination in Stella Mary's College, Madras in 1925 screened 

from all sides from 'Polluting castes'. This is not intended as 

an argument for Westernisation as a route to freedom, but only 

to point out that geographic mobility and exposure to outside 
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social activities requisite for the unfolding of personality 

was in the ritual-bound life of a first generation woman in the 

Perumbadappu clan. Insistance on Nampoothiris from Trissur 

vedic schools as spouces, as opposed to those of Tirunavaya 

Vedic Schools was another tradition that limited the choice of 

a life-partner. 96 

Marumakkathayam, Power and Gender Status 

All these illustrates that Marumakkathayam burdened by power 

relations do not have many gender-sympathetic attributes. 

Females in a Kshatriya power yielding family were only channels 

of devolution through which the male control of power relations 

were articulated. Theoritically a female Karanavar was 

permitted, but a female ruler was not. Examining the 

Grandhavari and 42 rulers traced from Veera Kerala Varma, the 

only Queen we find is Gangadhara Laxmi (1656-1658) who reigned 

Kechi for three years on a regency effected by Portugese.
97

· 

A male heir no doubt, was more wanted in a ruling Kshatriya 

clan than a female heir. Shanta Thampuran recalls in the 

family journal Gosrivishesham98 , how in 194~ as a school girl 

in her class room, she counted the three conventional 

Aacharavedis <shots signifying a royal birth> and was 

crestfallen that her younger sibling was a girl. Three shots 

meant a girl, but five meant a boy. Sixty year old Shanta 

Thampuran belongs to another generation, educated i~ the 

Maharaja's College, Ernakulam and more exposed to the society 
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beyond the fort of Tripunithra. Hers ·was the first generation 

of lhe females to leave Tripunithra for a neolocal residence 

determined by her husbands job posting. Endogamous marriages 

with mere intellectual symmetry of spouses than was possible in 

the hypergamous specifications imposed on the previous 

generations marriage decisions were in way. 

With the Nampoothiri exclusiuism dropped, the earlier dowry 

system~ at least it's overt form, has disappeared. Perhaps~ 

one should say that the rationality of marriage as a strategy 

of social advanc~ment hinging on the status of the participants 

has been rehashed with more economic in consideration. These 

changes were linked to the changes in the Kinship structure 

induced by the legislations. 

By the Hindu Succession Act (1956)~ the estate of the 

Perumbadappu Clan would immediately have had to be dispersed 

among his 616 heirs, but for a Palace Administration Board~ a 

trust formed by the Maharaja in 1949 to administer the Estate 

and the Palace Fund Proclamation [Proclamation <IX of 1124> by 

Sree Rama Varma, Maharaja of Kechi, G.E.No:34, Government 

Gazette Extraordinary~ 29/7/1949]. 

The Palace Administration Board obtained a temporary exemption 

from the immediate operation of partition. It's prime function 

was the slow dismantling of this ritual, reigning and feudal 

machinery enstrapped in the matrilineal ensemble of the 
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Perumbadappu clan. This role was enacted in three accounts of 

the Palace Board~ namely~ Nadumuttathu Dewaswom~ Palliyara 

Muthalpadi and Valiamma Thampuran Kovilakam Estates. Of these, 

Nadumuttathu Dewaswom embodied all the Dewaswom memberships of 

the Maharaja. This account was later transfered to Dewaswom 

Board. Palliyaramuthalpadi represents the properties which 

earlier accrued to the Maharaja as an expense account for 

maintaining his social status. The Palace Administration 

Board's accounts show that the Maharaja's Privy Purse 

accumulation alone amounted to Rs 10~0~0 per month in 1940. 

Gradually, many of the movables and immovables of this account 

was transfered to the State as archeological property. The 

Valiamma Thampuran Kovilakom Estates~ representing the earlier 

feudal income of the clan was marginalised after the tenancy 

abolitions. 

The Palace Administration Board has thus been a distribution 

system from the common resources, that never got replenished by 

collective production.Although the economic participation was 

minimised~ the ritual elements that had once pushed them up the 

caste-hierarchy has not been abandoned. It is the residential 

clustering around the clan-deity and their ritual affiliation 

that retains the kinship ties in this clan of 719 members 

affine to each other by an ancestress who lived in early 19th 

century. 
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The Kollengode Case 

In terms of historical evidences, the roots of the clan of Raja of 

Kollengode <Venganad Nambidi) is shrouded in mystery. But this is 

amply substituted by the rich dynastic and divine connnections in 

the genealogy legends of the clan. The main repositories of there 

origin traditions are Keralolpathi
99 Kashyapakshetr·a 

100 
mahtmyam 

and a manuscript summarising the traditions of Venganad Clan 
101 

from Venganad palace. Based on their family name, we shall call 

them Venganad Clan. 

The origin of the legends on Venganad can be placed in five phases. 

1) In the first phase~ the family traditions trace the clan from 

Dhe:\nna Var·man who came fr·am "a hardy descende:mt of the sal at-

1 (l).-.J 
race" ~. The solar race~ again is linked to the Chera dynasty of 

ancient ~<er·c."\la. 

2) King Dharma Varman"s san Hemangada was accidently separated 

from his parents • A Kallan (blacksmith) found him and brought him 

up, training him to be an archer~ a hunter and a warrier. Once, 

-
Parasurama~ impressed by his skill with weapons, presented him five 

kingdom~~. He named this domain after his f aster·-f ather~ 

10"'r. 
l<all engade ·-. 

3) The Celibate King Hemangada is re-united to his sister 

By the legitimisatian of Parasurama~ Dranavati has a 

brilliant son Vira Ravi, by the Sun gad~ disgised as a Brahmin. 

4) During Vira Ravi"s reign~ Indra <King of the gods) was 

offended by certain ritual lapses of Nampoothiris and took away 

f30Hld CSarcostemma brevistigma), Karinnali <a plant called Mimosa 
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Catechu> Krishnaginam <Skin of black antelope) and the sacrificial 

fire, all indispensable for Nampoothiris performing Yagic rituals 

(Fire Rituals performed by Brahmins). Later he entrusted these to 

King Vira Ravi giving him monopoly and responsiobility of providing 

these to Brahmins. In compensation for this responsibility, Vira 

Ravi, was to get one-sixth of the prosperity from the rituals. 

Indra~ then invoked Agni, the 
104 

lord of fire to Vira Ravi"s feet • 

Later Parasurama met Vira Ravi and instructed him on the finer 

details of the distribution of sacrificial items from the forest to 

the Brahmins. Venganad Nambidi, as the descendent of Vira Ravi, 

carried this tradition. 

5) Another Version is that Parasurama ordered a gandharv~ (a 

celestial being with supernatural powers) who lived in Tenmala 

Vatamala regain tb guard the Brahmins in Kerala and that the 

Venganad Nambidis orginated from this gandharva. According to 

this legind This is the reason why the women of Nampidis 

faamily are called appachi, a corruption of Apsarastri, meaning a 

nymph. 

The Ideology Permeated 

Perhaps~ it would be difficult to find a genealogy construct with 

better craftsmanship or one so deftly blending the diverse purposes 

of similar shiny pedigrees. Almost every piece of this complex 

plot has it"s function in creating and perpetuating a power base 

for a native chieftain. To begin with, in the first phase, the 

Venganad Clan is tagged to solar dynasty for a cosmic dimension, 

and almost simultaneously contextualized by a more locally valid 

Chera dynasty link. The introduction of Parasurama in the second 
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105 phase serves to point to Hemangada"s Brahmin-licensed ownership 

of land which is rendered credible by a nearly convincing 

ethymology of the place name, Kollengode,
106

• The millitary 

character of Nambidi is also stressed in his wielding of weapons. 

In a study of matrilineal kinship of Venganad clan the third phase 

is particularly pertinent. while the transition from patrilineal 

inheritance to matrilineal inheritance is projected as authorised 

by Brahmins, it"s hypergamy contents - the sun god in Brahmin 

disguise - is also implied. One could almost read the message that 

in medieval Kerala, manumakkathayam and hypergamy were considered 

pre-requisite for social elevation. 

However, a query how Venganad Nambidi, a Samanatha who is not 

socially authorised even to wear a sacred thread could successfully 

sustain a colourful genealogy and a near Brahmin status is worth 

A close reading of the fourth phase of the tradition 

furnishes a striking clue to clarify this doubt. The control of 

Soma, Karinnali and Krishnaginam broadly· hints to Venganad 

Nambidi"s monopol~ of forest resources. 

In a Brahmin - dominated millieau, it is by the control of these 

items indispensable for the fire rituals of Brahmins, that the 

Venganad clan became valuable to Brahmins. They could as weapon 

wielders, hunt out the black antelope and kill and skin it which 

the Brahmins, who needed this skin could not in their caste 

function as prists perform. It is quite probable that Brahmins 

conferred special . . 10'7 1"B pr1v1lleges on the Nambidi I<'J to ensure ready 

supply of these it~ms. 
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A secondary semantic layer in this fourth phase identifying Indra 

the King of Gods as the locally dominant chieftain <Perhaps~ 

Samoodiri) and Parasurama as the Brahmin might 

superficially makes exciting sense. One should remember that the 

only the politically dominent person could confer special 

authorities and this would need confirmation from the spiritual 

authol~ities. Thus this legend could point to an 

acculturation of a tribe by the political and spiritually dominated 

groups in lieu of their control of forest resources. 

The discourse of the legend of Venganad Nambidi as the gandhara~a 

(The celestal bard> who guards the western region is region is only 

tao obvious. The political significance of Venganad lies in it's 

location at the mouth of the Palakkad gap. It served as an outpost 

and as a strategic position in the prevention of invasions from 

the other side of the western Ghats. Identifying Venganad Nambidi 

as gandharva is basically an investiture of divine aura to his role 

as the guardian of this politically, vulnerable spot. However the 

interpretation of Appachi as Apsarastree, the female of gandharva -

as evidence to Nambidi"s divinity is very unconvincing since 

0 1 (Z)CJ 
Appach1. is a common kinship term used in Malayalam to sinify 

father's sister. This emphasis placed an the respect paid to 

appachi points to the matrilineal kinship in the family 110
• 

The territory under Venganad clan was also supposedly large. 

According to Keralolpathi~ Venganad was one of the administrative 

divisions of Kerala, Comprising of Kollengode~ Vattakkad~ 

Vatavannare~ Elavancheri and Payyaloor <as quoted by Raghava 

l>Jc.uT i er ~ 1984 F'. 283 > • 
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Historic Elements in the Legends 

After such a lengthy dynastic construct and implications of immense 

territories, one would expect Venganad Nambidi to leave some trace 

in ancient history. But before 14th centrury, there is no mention 

of him in any contemporary readings. Despite the repeated reference 

to Venganad as a Swaroopam, (an independent kingdom) in the family 

traditions, there is no historical corraboration to whether he was 

anything more than 111 a vassal of the Samoodiri of 

Kozhikode 

Samoodiri 

Grandhavari mentions that in early 15th 

instructs his son Kutiravattathu 112 Nayar , 

Kozhikode. 

century, 

a lpcal 

chieftain who successfully returned fram a millitary expedition to 

protect Venganad Appachi, the senior female member of the class. 

In Samoodiri~s millitrcy move to Edappally in 1504, Venganad 

Nambidi is described as the 4th of the 10 barons of Samoodiri 

holding command of 20,000 odd Nayar soldiers <Kerala Pazhama, as 

quoted by Padmanabha Menon 1924 I p.490 491; 

Grandhavari 
' as quoted by Krishna Iyer 1938 p.133,204) 

Kozhikode 

The next 

time point where we read of Vengnad Nambidi is in 1559 when the 

death of a samoodiri was not officially intimated to Venganad 

Nambidi because Sammothiri~s successer was displeased with Venganad 

Nambidi <Kozhikode grandhavari, as quoted by Nampoothiri 1987 

p.244). The next mention of this clan is in an ambiguous sta~ement 

of an adoption in 1673, of Chakkumparambil Unnichunda Nambiar, the 

nephew of Peruvandamukkil Kizhakke Nambidi to Venganad Clan and his 

investiture as the Nambidi. There are two interpretations to this 

document <Bundle 13, Palmleaf 2, Kozhikkode Grandhavari, as quoted 

by Nampoothiri 1987 p. 223). The varying readings are as follows: 

1) Because of the extinction of Venganad clan, Cherooli Achan, 
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minister to Samoodiri performed the duties of the adopter for 

Venganad clan, in adopting Junior Pervandamukkail Nambidi and his 

sister to Venganad clan <Krishna Iyer 1938 P133 - 134, Raja P.C.M. 

1982 P.104- 105). 

2) Samoodiri removed Cheroli Achan from Venganad Nambidi position 

and arranged jun1or Peruvandamukkal Nambidi to be adopted by the 

clan and invested him with the title Venganad Nambidi <Raghava 

Warrier 1984 P.284.) 

Both interpertations make it clear that Venganad Nambidi was a 

tit 1 e 1 eg it i mi sed by Samood i r i.. The 1 s.t ter i nteq1retat i em even 

makes one to wonder whether it was a tille from which a person 

could be displaced and another appointed at Samoodiri"s will. In 

the light of the fact that Cherqoli Achan was already holding a 

high post as minister in Samoodiri"s territory~ the first 

interpretation seem~ to be more tenable. 

Piecing together the minute historic evidences from different time 

points in 15th and 16th centuries., the picture that emerges is 

that of a clan politically significant to samoodiri. by its 

strategic location and of immense resource signjficance .to 

Br·ahmins. Thus our historical discussiorrs seems sequential to the 

fourth and fifth phase of the genealogical traditions 

consider-ed, that is the resource base~ the power base and the 

Kingship base of Venganad clan. The continuous inter-ac;tion beb·Jeen 

these bases cannot go unnoticed. The ritual pl~ivilleges, · <nnte 

only priveleges, not ritual 113 status) that they secure is 
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one of the essential intervening variables in these changes. 

Interactions Between Kinship and Power Base 

Let us consider these one by one. On the Kinship level, we 

understand that clan with a strong powerbase never dies out 

merely by lack of blood descent. Surprisingly more than the 

biological descent~ the primary determinants of Kinship, what 

seem important is the conservation of its socio-economic 

powerbase. This base is not merely a House and landunit, but the 

entire social and ritual resources inclusive of even its long-

winded genealogies. Thus adoption is one of the power-base 

perpetuation measures, the system had devised, in its pre-

capitalist days. 

The greater this socio-economic powerbase of the clan, greater 

could be the interference from political authority as we see in 

the case of Samoodiri arranging an adoption to Venganad clan from 

Chakkumparambil Unnichunda Nambiyar. This intrusion of external 

power graphs into the Kinship plane intercuts its economic base 

also. Thus we fihd that immediately after the adoption and 

investiture as Venganad Nambudiri, the new clan chief drawing 

from its economic resources, transfering ubhayams, kalappads and 

vallichathans 114 cland and labour) Samoodiri's treasure. <Kozhikode 

Grandavari,as quoted by Nampoothiri 1987 pp247). 

One does not know from when this vassal chieftain of Samoodiri 

started calling himself Raja of Kollengode. When Hyder Ali 

annexed Malabar, he recognized the Melkoyma claim <religions 

authority) of Raja of Kollengode in KachanKurissi 115 of temple. 

Venganad Nambidi's clever utilization of the the new regime"s 
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ignorance of native hierarchies can be seen as an att~mpt to 

assert his ritual privilleges, to establish his Melkoyma and 

finally achieve social mobility as Raja. By the treaty of Sri 

Rangapatanam, when Tippu ced~d Malabar to the British in 1792, 

Kollengode, with other Chieftains, lost whatever vestiges of 

power they have and became merely a land owning clan. 

Resource Base ~ Its Implications 

The 
116 very name Venganad -land of Tigers- is a signifier to 

its resource base - the forests. Apart from feudal dues from 

nearly 100 sq. miles of cultivable land, the clan were owners of 

140 
117 

sq. miles of forests • It was Sakthan Nambidi, the clan 

chief who lived in the end of 18th century who started the 

118 
practice of commercialising forest produces. • We have already 

dfscussed how this resource base had directly <through gifts to 

the dominant political power) and indirectly (by monopolising the 

supply of essential ritual item to the theocratic oligarchy> 

energised the powerbase. Even after the loss of whatever power 

they had, the resource utilization pattern of the Venganad clan 

appears to retain its power - assertion character. 

From the income - expenditure Pattern that Kunjikrishnan <1987) 

unravels from the palm leaf records in kollenkode Archives,, it 

seems that most of the Vengand clan,s income was in terms of 

rights, levies, transportation tolls and monopolies. Most of 

Raja's monopolies on minor items of forest products like bamboo 

sticks, fencing logs, pieces of wood for yoke and plough, fire 

wood and wood to make charcoal and even the right to graze cattle 
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was usually leased out. The Raja is thus not a direct 

participant either in the gradual insurge of commercelization of 

agriculture or in the trade in Ponnani, Pollachi and Kochi, but 

119 
only an indirect beneficiery vis-a-vis his various monoplies 

A social investment feature which is again power - assertfve in 

character is evident in the expenditure pattern, as well. 

(1987-551) notes reckless spending on non-

productive activities such as rituals, ceremonies, feasts and 

monumental buildings which brought the Raja religious merit and 

socio-political status. 

Role of ii!. Prime Mover 

The Venganad Valia Nambidi 120 of the early 2~th century 

Vasudeva Raja was instrumental in transforming the surpluse to 

social investment. Identifying the change in the dominent social 

groups from Nampoothiries and local chieftains to the socials who 

represented the colonical regine, Vasudeva Raja associated 

himself with western planters and socially established princes in 

North 
1?1 India ..... He hosted Maharaja and Maharani of Baroda and 

their British friend Clarke with such pomp that an impression 

left after reading Clarke's account of this Kerala tour would be 

that Kollengode, Thiruvithankore and Kechi were the 
1 r,)? 

dominant princely states in Kerala ......... 

Perhaps due to lon~ association with the Patrilinal groups, 

Vasudevan Raja had firm convictions on the extinction of of 

rituals and hypergamy as instruments for social mobility. 

Thambatti, niece of Vasudeva Raja remembers that her uncle was 
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the first to openly break the celibacy vows that characterised 

Venganad Valia Nambudiri He reacted defiantly to the subservance 

involved in seeking Nampoothiri"s for hypergamic alliances, and 

from his generation decided that any Hindu with high education 

could 
1?-:r. 

marry females from the Venganad clan. -- Vasudeva Raja's 

disenchant~ent with Marumakkathyam is vo~iferously clear in his 

introduction of Malabar lnheritance Bi u_ < 1.919 > as the 
• 

b f M d L . 1 t. c . 1 124 mem er o a ras eg1s a 1ve ounc1 . 

Understanding the Raja's Initiatives 

A careful examination of Vasudeva Raja's relatively radical 

stance would show that his attack was not aimed at the tharavad 

as such. Tearing apart the strands of social status and 

impartibility that a Tharavad represents, he wanted to discard 

impartibility and retain the social status. With the rapid 

accumulation of wealth in the Venganad Clan in 19th Century 

<Kunjukrishnan 1987> there had been questions raised on the 

Karanavan"s authority to the control of 125 resoLwces. The 

1?6 
family contract - that Vasudeva Raja initiated in 1909 seems to 

indicate his concern on gaining more control over the property 

and at the same time redefining~he social status of the clan. 

By this contract in 29th May, 1909 he effected a partition as 

'Streetavazi Swathu' <Property for female members) and Stanam 

1?7 
properties - . When the male members of the Venganad Clan in late 

19th Century started bringing their Nayar wives to reside with 

them, the female members started residing in a separate adjacent 

palace called Kulari Puthen Palace. The Kitchen and Dining halls 

~·Jere common. 
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The family contract of 1909 effected two 
129 

measures 

(1) fund for "Streetaavazhi Swathu" was registered in the 

name of Dhatri Valia Rani, the oldest female member of the 

Venganad Clan. New land, referred to as Mathakkode and 

Cheelakkode properties were invested in this fund. 

(2) Starting with Vasuydeva Raja, four seniority based 

stanoms, named first, second, Third and fourth Nambidis were 

created with properties. attached to each. The rest of the 

property remained with the Karanavar. 

The strategy in this contract on seems simple in the light of the 

fact that Dhathri Valia Rani was Vasudeva Raja"s mother. In a 

broad context of junior .members challenging a karanavar"s 

authority, this contra~t partition gave him more controi over his 

resouces than was possible in a simple Marumakkathayam frame 

wor·k. The creation of stanoms, were also probably meant to 

appease the junior members and also to reasess the social status 

bf the Venganad clan. After the death of Vasudeva Raja in 1940 

similEtr renewed contr·acts were arranged by succeeding 

~=::ar <anavars. This triple - focus reconstitution of wealth by 

which two - third of the family property was gradually getting 

alineted through partitions and sales. with the practice of 

f1::~mal es migrating to neolocal r·esi dences and gradual 

deritualisation of the shrines within the Venganad Kovilakam, 

kinship ties also weakened. 

when Meenakshi Va~ia Rani passed away the Tharavad 

Property was considered partitioned among 13 members of Vengand 
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Clan 9 males and 6 females. By Hindu succession Act, this 

partition has been challenged continously by atleast 32 court 

ceses, still unsetlled. What remains of the estates of Venganand 

~=::ovi 1 akam the main Palace, Kalariputhen Kavilakam and Devi 

Vilasam Palace and the grounds are new the court appointed. 

Receiver's responsibility. There are aslo tax arrears of nea~ 40 

lakhs to be paid up. 

Gender status 

In the context of Kriship tranformations which seem to have 

happened early in the 20th Century, a search for corresponding 

transformations in gender status is limited by time. The pr·esent 

Valia rani Sharada Thambatt , only 65 year old, new settled in 

Bangalore does not use the title Valia Rani. Although she clains 

that her gains from belonging to Venganad was merely an ideal 

alliance, on• notes that from her earlier maintanance funds ·she 

has invested Rs.one lakh in buying a house in Madras· nearly 35 

years ago. Her disillusionment with the Tharavad which· she left 

1HZJ years ago seems largerly ideological. A graduate frame Madras 

University in 1948, she continously speaks of the "Old system" 

from which she escaped. Her geographical mobility at any period 

was not inhibited seriously by rituals or even by her caste 

status. In fact hers was an arranged marriage to a Tamil 

Brahmin, who later became planning Board Member in the Government 

of India. 

Her younger sister Meenakshi Rajan alias Vimala Thambatti is a 52 

year old cancer specialist in Madras who hates to talk of her 
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"fE~udal matrilineal homestead". Her only acknowledgement to her· 

Tharavad is for giving her the ambition to become a cancer 

specialist, in view of the cancer-susceptibility in the clan. 

<This could probably be one of the reasons for the gradual 

demographic decline of the clan which hastened its structural 

transformation) The kinship ties also appear scant. Despite 

merely 13 member~ remaining in the clan, many of their addresses 

could be located only with the help of advocates handling their 

cases and not from the members of the clan. Nuclearisation of 

the family with neo-local residential pattern seems complete in 

the Venganad clan. 

neither of the sisters could clearly articulate what 

exactly made them •scape from the system that admittedly gave 

them the education, autonomy in resource control and personal 

decisions. Sarada Thambatti speaks of her uncle Vasudeva Raja's 

revolutionary role in breaking Kerala free of matriliny. One 

wonders how much of this hatred of the marumkkathayam system is 

inbibed idealogical heritage and how much is deserved .. The 

Kinship transformation in this clan i• perhaps too distant in 

time to make a more concrete judgement. 
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Chapter IV NOTES 

· 1. Nilankanta Sastri does not mention the arrangement between 
the two brothers Chirayavarman Manavikraman and Maravarman 
Srivallabhan. He \.-'Jrites : 11 The ne:-:t Pandya ~::ing o·f whcJm we 
have definite knowledge is Maravarman Srivallabhan who is 
known to have been reigning in A.D 1160-1 and to whom Vira 
Ravi Varman of Travancore was Tributary. <Nilankanta Sastri 
K.A 1972 Ttl§. Panc!:~.9. t~in9.f!Q1D., Swathi. Publications, lvfadras~ 
p.113) this roughly tallies with the date given by Valia 
Raj a ( 1 988) • 

2. Poonjar Grandhavari quotes the purchase document as follows 
:- "Chengamanattu Tevarunamapperil uralar irupathenmanarn 
swamipurusharum venattumanushavum keelmal manushavum pette 
pothuvarum koodi c:heytha k.::\l~yarn" The connection o·f venad 
rnanusham <Travancore) might be as ooralars in chengamanad 
Devasom. <Valia Raja 1988 :pp4-5). The precise role of 
Raja of Travancore and Raja of Vadakkankore in the Purchase 
remains unknown. 

The name Poonjar is a correction of 
sacred stream. It is actual! y a 
Meenachil. 

"Punya Aar 11 meaning 
tributary of River 

4. This was true of all India, not only Malayalam-speaking 
ar·eas. Ir·fan Habib has wr·itten : "A.ini-Akbari and rennel's 
Atlas (1770> show that down to 18th century large cultivable 
tracts still lay behind the forest-line. <Habib Irfan.1963. 
11 {~n e:-:amination of Witt Fogel's Theory of Oriental 
De:.potism": pp.54). 11 

5. Valia Raja(1988) writes about the high land man ratio in 
Poonjar during the early years <p.44) and the efforts of the 
Rajas of different periods to increase cultivation through 
initiating settlements. He notes that in 1252, the then 
Raja brought groups of Hannan community from Pandya Kingdom 
to populate Poonjar domain. 

6. Stein, Bur·tan (1968) "Social Mobility and Medieval South 
Indian Hindu sects, Social Mobility in the caste system in 
India 11 J.Silvet-berg(cd.>, The Hague, 11ounton pp.79 

7. For sambandhams of the female members of the clan, hypergamy 
with Nampoothiris were necessary. Evidence of the later 
years does prove that Nampoothiris did perform their 
hypergamous role in Poonjar Koyikkal family ( Interview with 
Attamal Ambika Thampuratti. Aug.1992) However, answers to 
intriging questions like what was their immediate reaction 
to the new entrant in the Kerala caste hierarchy and against 
what odds were their integration into the system will remain 
missing links in the story. 
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8. They might not have the demographic strength to 
aggression and probably were continously occupied by 
with the untamed nature. However Valia Raja (1988) 
this to the pacifist nature of the rulers. 

sustain 
battles 
ascubes 

9. In this context, the mahout's hook and stick in the old 
insignia used by the Poonjar chief assumes a symbolic 
ambience. The look and stick used by mahout, strange 
emblems as they seem for a Kshatriya ruler might imply his 
control over the elephant country. The insignia thus 
unviels the picture of a~ economy accumulating forest 
wealth. The oral tradition in the family insists that the 
mahout's look and stick were handed over to the chief of the 
earliest settlers by Ayyappa, the god of mountains in Hindu 
mythology. Perpetuation of such myths was essential to 
create the ritual status characterising a Kshatriya ruler. 

1~. Marco Polo, who visited Quilon at the end of 13th century, 
records that "The merchants from lvtanz i <China> and the 
levant came here with their ships and make a great deal of 
profit from their imports and exports •.. The population can 
procure all the necessities of life cheaply and in 
abundance". < As quoted by Sr·eedhare:"\ l"lenc.m A < 198]) ~l 

Sqrvey gf t::erala History, NBS Kottayam, p.69) 

11. In Galletti <1911>, Stein Van Gullenesse in 174:~> mentions 
that much cardamom is found there with 'Punjathi Perumal". 
<Galletti A and Rev P. Groot ( 1911> '' I.b .. ~ Q!,lt.s;:J:t t.!.~ .. l ~tR.~.r.. 
s e 1.-~-~. t i on ~ f r· Q.ill :!;11 e L.§..£Q.r d ?. of t.!.~.cJ.c~.?.. Q.9..Y..t. Qb\~!;.r;..!J r_:g_<;_Q.t::.Q_?.. 
NQ.J]~ 9Il.f.t !)jo.4_, A translation of sections No.1 and 2 with 
introduction and notes : p 57) 

13. <i> Interview with P.R Ramavarma Valia Raja at Alekkode, 
Cannanore 14,15,16 september 1992 

(ii) Interview with P.R Ramavarma Junior at Poonjar 20,21 
September 1992. 

(iii) Interview with K. Kunjukrishnapillai at Poonjar <son of 
a former manager ~t Koyikkal) 2~,21 september 1992. 

14. It was such surpluses that helped • Poonj ar Val i ya 
Kulasekhara Perumal' to buy large forests from neighbouring 
Rajas. Even after allowing for the fact that the nature of 
such purchases are rather suspect, Poonjar might have had to 
pay some kind of recompense to the Rajas for giving up their 
rights over these lands. The surpluses might also have been 
used as gifts to propitiate the Nampoothiris. 

15. Village shrines in Kerala have often been channels through 
which wealth from the leisure class was re-di~tributed among 
the labour force of the village. Studies in anthropology 
have projected village temples as mediaters of ritual 
communities in training down the economic inequalities in 
the caste-hierarchy. For details see A. Appadurai 'The 
south Indian Temple authority, honour and redistribution•. 
Cont..ri.bution to Inidan Sociology <N. S>, 10,2 <1976), p.190. 
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16. This is not to argue that most of the surpluses from the 
trade of forest produce was redistributed. Accumulation of 
wealth, in the form of improductive investment like gold 
could have taken place. 

17. Thiruvalla, Vaikom and Mavelikkara are the chief centres of 
Kshatriyas (Vellupillai :1949) The Travancore State Manual~ 
Vol I Published Govt of Travancore , P 850. All these places 
are within a 50 km radius of Poonjar. 

18. Valia Raja <1988) quotes the common Pandya 
justify the adoption from Sarkara Kovilakam. 
of Pandalam, a prominent ruler geographically 
Poonjar also has Pandya ancestory 

ancestory to 
But the Raja 

closest to 

19. Partition deed of Poonjar Koyikkal clan shows that at 1951, 
they owned 31 acres and 85 cents of wetland in Nattakam 
Pakuthi 

20. Partition deed of Poonjar Koyikkal clan shows that in 1951, 
they still owned a major part of Kothamangalam bazar .. with 
many shops and establishments on it. 

21 Incestous relationships between distant cousins within the 
Taravad was also a matter of concern to the senior members. 

22. With paddy prices souring, the surpluses must have been 
large enough to cater to the private accounts of the Junior 
members who handled the far flung agriculture interests 
without making any conspicous dent in the final profit that 
went into the Tharavad coffers 

23. The Oral tradition in the family is that it was bought from 
Raja of Travancore in around 935 M.E for a nominal price 
<Interview with P.R Ramavarma Valia Raja at Allenkode, 
Cannanore 14,15,16 september 1992) Poonjar•s assistance to 
Marthanda Varma of Travancore in his was against 
Thenkkencore and Vadakkankare could have prompted the 
favour. In the Land Revenue settlement <1912> Vel-III these 
lands are classified as Sreepadam l~nds. 

24. The list of Rajas and feudal chieftans and the strength of 
their army is reported in 1677 by then Dutch Commander Van 
Rede. <Va~ Rede"s memorandum 1677, translated to English by 
V.K Raman Menan, Bulletin of the Rama Varma institute No.IV, 
pp 15-19) 

25. Valia Raja (p. 44) 

26. Shankunni Menan (1878) describes how Diwan Keshavapillai 
organised the armies against Tippu. He thus "fortified" the 
line and batteries between Kumarakam and the Kundoor Hills 
at Poanjar where ''all the responsibe officers, bath military 
and revenue were posted at different places and the 
divisional revenue authorities were directed to remains at 
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intermediate stations and raise irregular militia armed with 
whatever descriptions of weapons 

27. Statment given by Kalarikkal Menavan Kanakku Govindan 
Kittanan and Vakil Vasudevarayar for Poonjattil Tampuran 
(1815 August). Central vernacular records, Document cc VI, 
as quoted by Valia Raja. 

28. Travancore made no revenue claims from Poonjar Edavaga. 
the outlying lands of Koyikkal like Nattakam Desavazi 
Kothamangalam Desavazi were assessed with a small levy 
Raj abhogam < !::anrj_ r·evenue a_et t 1 eme_Q_!:_ L<tJ.1.· Govt 
Travancore Val-III> 

But 
annd 

of 
o·f 

29. Papers relating to Kannan Devan Hills 1877- Govt of 
Travancore- Page-l 

30. In 1944, this agreement was renewed, by which Travancore was 
recognized the owner of the hills, although Poonjar Chief 
wa~s penni tte.d to take the cmnual rent of Hs ~3000. Koyi kkal 
clan, even now, continues to receive this rent. 

31. T.C Varghese, Agr:-arian change ~.Pd §?_<;_Q.Q.!.ll.t!;_ !;DD_§gguen~;;_gs 

<Bombay: Allied, 1970>pp 64-9~p.238 Jeffrey, Decline of the 
Nayar Dominence, p 89 

-=·· '') .:;.,,:.,. 

Private Notes of Dr. R.P Hajah of Haripad 
Kovillakam, based on his ongoing research on the 
of Poonjar Koyikkal clan. 

Junior male members of a ruling family were 
11 amLtr".::\~::kar. 

Chembrul 
genealogy 

called 

33. Interview with Attamnal Ambika Thampuratti, of kanjeramattam 
tawazi of Poonjar Koyikkal clan at Poonjar on 14th and 15th 
November 1992. 

34. Changazhi is a southern Kerala measure of paddy equivalent 
to 2 Nazhis ie., 0.75 litres 

35. Ulladans are one of the aborginal tribes of Kerala, seen 
mainly Changanassery, Kottayam, Pathanamthitta and the 
forests of Ranni. These migrant tribes worship hill Gods 
like Ayyappa. <Vishnu Nampoothri M.V Folklore Nighandu 
<1989) State Institute of Languages, Kerala p.42) 

36. Mundu is the Keralites conventional robe, worn around the 
waist. "Thorthu" has dual purposes to towel after bath or to 
wear ceremonialy on the base torso on a more formal 
occassion. Giving paddy for food. oil for ~itual 

purification and closth for warmth and Social presitige was 
part of of old Kerala feudal assertions. 

37. Valia Tampuratti is the oldest female member of the Taravad, 
and not .as is often misunderstood as the wife of Valia 
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38. 

Raja. The wife of Valia Raja belongs to another Taravad. 

Pathathanams 
to Kaviyoor 
Mangalathu 
Kunjanpillai 

are mentioned in records concerning landgifts 
temple by Mangalethu Narayanan 

Narayanan Kirittan in M.E 126 
Janmi Sambradayam Kulathil. p35) 

Kesavan and 
<Elamkulam 

39. RevathiPattuthanam of Zamorin of Calicut was an annual court 
assembly of s~nskrit scholars to display their fund of 
knowledge through discussions and debates and received gifts 
from the King. In this essentially elitist ritual~ the 
Zamorin renewed the approval of Brahmins, the theocratic 
cligarchy. After all, with monopoly of sanskrit by Brahmins 
most of the scholars were bound to be Brahmins. 

40. As early as Rama Varma Valia Raja can remember <He was Born 
.in 1905) the Koyikkal clan had newly acquired 400 acres of 
Cardamom land. This is to point out that with the Koyikkal 
clan, already an active beneficiary of the expansion of 
plantation agriculture, any question of their economic 
reliance on the barter transactions with Hill tribes could 
be ruled out. 

41. Interview with Attam Tirunal Ambika Thampuratti <PoonJar, 
14,15, November> 

42. ''It was rather like the employee's provident fund. One can 
be comfortable at the security it offers, but the actual 
control of the funds is rare''. Rama Varma ValiaRaja 
explained. 

43. Strict observance of Tottupula <Touch Polution) and 
Theendupula <Distance polution) was integral to their roles 
on the custodians of ritual puritty of the clan. 

44. Jeffrey <1992) p.16 
In Thakazhi Siva Sankara Pilla's Kayar (1977), a novel 
spanning the socio-economic changes in Travancore, 
Kalyaniamma one of the leading character who lived in the 
last decade of 19th century was literate. Educated in an 
Asan Kalari, Kalyaniamma could not only read Malayalam 
fluently, she could also make neat manuscripts of religious 
texts like Ramayana, for a living. Kalyaniamma came from the 
traditional scribe sub-caste. 

45. Ritualistic Start to one's education. 

46. 'Vanchesha Mangalam' was the National Anthem of Travancore 
State. 

47. In Taravads located on much travelled ways like Vaikom, 
Guruvayoor etc, the Nampoothiris on sambandham tended to 
migrate in pursuit of better alliances. This was an old 
Joke in Kerala. <Kanipayyoor Sankaran Nampoothiri, Letter to 
editor, Unni Nampoothiri July, August 1934) 
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48. Worship at Meenakshi Temple and Ayyappan Temple adjace~t to 
the Koyikkal Taravad were daily rituals for the Koyikkal 
clan. Meenakshi was the family deity representing the 
clan's descent from the land of Meenakshi Temple in Madurai, 
TamilNadu. 

49. For example, Kochikkavu"s first confinement and her mother's 
tenth confinement were contemporary. 

5~. Although an Allopathic dispensary was set up in Erattupetta 
in 191'7 <Palace S:;l<penditure <19122._ Central Vernacular 
Archieves, Trivandrum) by Government of Travancore, Koyikkal 
clan relied mainly on traditional indigenous medical 
practices for day-to-day health care. A pathichi as the 
country midwife was called, was generally part of the roll
call if a traditional Kshatriya homestead. 

51. In 1951, at the time of Partition in Poonjar Koyikkal clan 
the no: of males in the fertile age group (2~ to 70> t6 no: 
of females in the fertila age group (16 to 50) was 3'7 8. 

52. The court of wards, appointed later, indicted Joseph Telly, 
locally known as Nathana Kunju, as the chief protagonist in 
the uprising <Interview with R.B.K Menon, ldamanakkaravedu, 
Poonjar on February 93 Kottayam>. 

53. The uprising of tenants was effectively suppressed by 
setting up the court of wards from govt of Travancore. <P 
Gopalapanickker, Commisioner of the court of wards, saw to 
it that the tenants of Poonjar Koyikkal was brought under 
the Revenue Recovery Regulation <1934) of Travancore. This 
made tax collection smoother. However when the Edavaga was 
abolished, these tenants of Poonjar Koyikkal were not 
provided with any compensation < The Edavaga Rights 
Acquisition Act 1955 section 8, Acts and Regulations of 
Travancore-Cochin). 

54. Godavarma was the later Col G.V Raja, renowned as a dyhamic 
sports patron, after whom the G.V Raja Football Stadium in 
Trivandrum city is named. Gada Varma, who was married to 
Karthika Thirunal Laxmi Bhai of Travancore Royal Family, 
died in a plane crash. Ramavarma, Later P.R Ramavarma 
ValiaRaJah, was married to Bhavani Thampuratti of 
Mavelikkara, cousin of Karthika Tirunal Lakshmi Bhai 
Thampuratti of Thiruvithamkoor. The royal connections 
helped hom to get a high post in Travancore government from 
which. he retired as Dewaswom Commissioner. 

55. 'The militancy of the agrarian movement and the real threat 
of official land reform combined to create a parallel 
uno·H:icial land reform• <Ronald J Herring 'Abolition of Land 
Lordism in Kerala- A redistribution of Privellage• E.P.W 
June 198~, p-a6'7> 
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56. The partition deed of Poonjar Koyikkal does not specify the 
reason for partition. But the partition deed of another 
Kshatriya family of Thiruvithamkoor categorically states 
that it economic reason that forces them to separate to 
dif·ferent units, "Unless there is individual enter·pr·ise on 
land, the productivity of land will go down. This is the 
state of our palace lands. So there is no alternative, but 
partition. {partition deed of Chembrul branch of 
Changanacherry Lakshmipuram Palace.P.D.N. 4725, Harippad 
Sub-Registrar Office, 20,September,1957). 

57. Neither the figures nor the ownership composition could be 
confirmed because the clan members were hesitant to discuss 
economic details regarding the clan. One is told that the 
the capital for the vast acrages in North Kerala and 
Karnataka comes from P.R. Rama Varma"s private income as a 
retired Devaswom Commissioner. However, it is surmised that 
multiple ownership and a large parcel of land spread in two 
states · <Kerala and Karnataka) might be helpful in 
circumventing the legal difficulties in largescale 
plantation ventures. 

58. Families involved in agriculture seems to have felt that 
partition causes land fragmentation which is negatively 
correlated to agricultural productivity. This argument is 
one much alive in agronomic anthropology, especially on 
countries like Portugal and Spain. A discussion can be seen 
i n t1or e W. E. < 1 9 7 2 > S,!,;..qn QID..L~;_ !J_g.!!Jf.l_g['_9f1.1l't. Uf.. ~ .. 9.?..!:_§'!:!1 9D.!A. 
9.9Lrtt")e.t:Jl ~Lwope, Arno Press, New York P. 105--125. 

Section 11 <Kechi) 

For reasons unknown to us, the female members 
Perumbadappu clan are called Thampurans with a masculine 
an" gender ending. 

of 
:t __ 

60. Melkoyma can be roughly traslated as suzerinity over 
temples. Reading Veluthat Kesavan (19'/8) ~r.E.b.ml.Jl 
£)ettlements in Kerala, Calicut, one gets the understanding 
that this suzerinity denoted mainly Raja"s responsibility to 
Brahmin Controlled temple bodies than any absolute 
authority. 

61. Elamkulam"s researches hav~ shown that the last of the 
Perumals was Rama Varma Kulashekhara. He also points to 
epigraphic evidence on a partition in 12th century. Appan 
Thampuran in Mangalamala opines that it was Bhaskara 
Ravivarma who partitioned the empire. This is likely to be 
er·r·oneous. 

62. Venattadikal was the King of Thiruvithamkoor and Eralpad or 
Samoodiri was the later King of Kozhikode. As per 
t.~r.::..~)._.QJ..Q~_th i <Ed. Gundert >, the Per .. uwal embraced Islam and 
his so was Samoodiri. 
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63. Chitrakoodam palace in Perumbadappu village, 6 miles from 
Vanneri is said to be _the place where the carnation of Rajas 
of Kechi were conducted before Samoodiri annexed Vanneri. 
Traces of a palace still exist in Perumbadappu in Ponnani 
Taluk. <Padmanabha Menon 1924, History of K~rala Volume I, 
Cochin Government Press, Ernakulam page 540. 

64. Tritalicharthu 
ceremonies of 
eel ebr·ated. 

is the name by which the Thalikettukalyanam 
females of the Perumbadappu clan are 

65. There is another opinion that Perumbadappu Nampoothiri ··was 
actually Perumathura Periyavar the great one from 
Perumathura --a place near Chidambaram in Tamil Nadu. 
(Puthezhathu Raman Menon Sakthan Thampuran 1955 Edn. 
Mangalodayam Publication Pige 5>. Apart from the structural 
similarities between yhe temples of Chidambaram 
Thir~vinchikulam, there is not much basis in this 
hypothesis. 

66. By some accounts Perumbadappu Nampoothiri is cited as the 
Guru <Ritual Teacher> of the clan. Grandhavaris reference 
to him as the performer of the Tali ceremony encompasses his 
role as both spiritual and biological father. 

67. An irony that the founder of a large matriarchal clan based 
his Tharavad on a piece of Patrilineal heritage and then 
melkoyma right from a mixed type of inheritance, where both 
son and nephew are heirs, might indicate the early confused 
phase of the consilidation of marumakkathayam in Kerala. 

613. Ker· al ol path i r·ef ers to him as "Soorya Kshatr· i ya". The Raj a 
of Kechi according to annonymous inventors of Keralopathy is 
the great grand son of Sri Rama, installed on the throne by 
none less than Parasurama. This is the connection to Solar 
dynasty of Sri Rama. By the ten incarnations of Vishnu, 
Parasurama•s period is before Sri Rama. There is a great 
leap through generations when Paras"ur·ama lives to Ct-own the 
great grand son of Sri Rama. 

69. Kuru dynasty is synonmymous to luna dynasty - Arjuna, the 
archer prince of Kuru.dynasty, according to Keralolpathi, 
came to Kerala in pursuit of a horse for Aswamedha. He 
married the daughter of a chieftain and had several children 
by her. This "Kuru• dynasty, with ArJuna as an ancestor 
later merged with Perumbadappu clan, giving luna ambience 
with Perumbadappu Swaroopam. It is by linking native 
chieftains to legendary figures presanctified by scriptures 
that the King makers-mostly Nampoothiris earned their royal 
support. 

70. A feud between two of the 32 Brahman settlements, Sukapuram 
and Panniyoor marks the post Chera period, contemporary to 
the early days of Perumbadappu Swaroopam. Whether the feud 
began as shiva-vaishna conflict or as overdone 
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competetiveness in learning martial and vedic knowledge from 
Scholars outside Kerala, we do not definitely know. But 
several foreign travellers have noted that the Sukapuram 
Panniyoor feud rocked the whole of Kerala dividing the 
ruling Chieftains into two camps. Perumbadappu clan 
supported ·the Sukapuram factor. <Padmanabha Menon 1924, 
tii?t.or·~ of_ Keral,:a , Ernakulam p.481Zl Krishn.:~ Aiyer· K.V. 
1938. Th!E_ .?amor ill.§. of Cali cut. 

71. Sooryaks~atriya was given 5(2) kathams of land says 
Keralolpathi. In Colloquial Malayalam, a Katham is defined 
as the distance till which one"s shout could be heard. For 
a feudal kingdom 50 Kathams was not much. 

The oldest male member of Permbadappu clan was 
Perumbadappu, Moopinnu. Except for a short period, 
convention that he became the king. 

called 
it ~"\las 

73. It was the merging of Madathinkoor swaroopam with 
Perumbadappu swaroopam that give her the name Gosri dynasty. 
The Tamil word "mad~m' in Madathinkoor meant cattle. Its 
Sanskrit equivalant 'Go' suffixed with a sanctifying Sri to 
glorify Perumbadappu as Gosri. 

74. The full official designation used by the Raja of Cochin was 
"Perumbadappu Gangadhara Vira •:::erala Tri kkovi 1 Adhi kar~i kal" 
Achutha !'·Ienon. C. 1911 Coch_tfl §.taJ:e M~I!.r.l.!::.\..S'.L~-· E: . .!...:"J.9...!'_ 
F'<:,l~JI!.eD..El:!..tJ..E. Mf,ll9n ~~p ._ 191_6L._ l<och i Raj .:.~ya Chc.~r i thr am Vol . 1. 
P. 18:~\-184. 

7~. Mahodayapuram, alternatively known as Muchirri, Miziris or 
Makotai, is identified as modern. Kodungallore. The author 
of Perplus Maris Erythraei in 1st century describes the 
trade of Mahodayapuram as at the height of prespeity, 
frequented as it is by ships from "Ar-riake and Greek". {~ 

Tamil Poet of 5th or 6th century describes this town as 
where Greek ships, "bring gold' and 'return laden with 
pepper·' . <The author of Per·p 1 us and the Tami 1 poet as quoted 
by Achyutha Menon Vo. I., 1q-11. P.304, 307, 308). 

76. There does not seem to be any special mention of Samoodiri's 
miltary expedition to Perumpadappu in the late 13th century, 
except in Perumbadappu Grandhavari. Although, mutually 
warring petty kingdom were quite common in the period, 
whether a real milit~ry threat sufficient to warrant a 
southwards flight occured, remain doutful. 

77. Ibn Batuata, as quoted by Achyutha Menon 1911 P.59. 

78. Ma Huan summarised by George Phillips, Journal of Aseatic 
society, April 1896, as quoted by Achutha Menon 1911 p.44-
48. 
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79. The port of Kechi as described by Barhosa 1921 
1518) p • 156. 

<Written 

tl!2l. {khyutha 11enon (1911.· 62> 

81. Vishnu in the form of Bandana Gopala- a god with fertility 
implications - is the deity of Poornathrayeesha Temple. To 
the Perumbadappu clan who prides in its demographic 
strength~ this temple had earlier associations. The name 
Gada Ravi Varma appears in a stone inscription in the 
temple~ but it is undated. 

82. This letter is the 5th one in a bunch of 62 letters written 
in 1875 by a Government official Seshagiri Rayar to another 
Government official Nanjappayyan of Kechi state <See 
Appendix III>. The letters, in manuscript in decaying papers 
are now kept in one of the palaces in Tripunithura - Except 
the first two letters, the manuscripts in neat Malayalam 
letters, are readable. 

83. Kanippayyor Sankaran Nampoothripad (1961. P.105-1!2l7). 

84. 

8 o:::· 
\ . .1. 

Est i mated f rom f'LLcL!_:t !:3,g_g or· t;_ 9!1 d_ f.:!I2.PX...£m r i_g. tj._g.n.. 6.£.~_Q_\.m.:.t§. P .. i 
Gov~.r nmen.t of H. H._ t!ahar aj ah g_i ~oc;.h.t!J. ::. ygar 1..12~. t~-~-.~
JJ 94..'!. ::. 4~ A. D .)! • .1. Reg i anal Archives, •:::och i. 

Budget Estimates of <Various Years> from 1917 - 1948. Since 
continus Time series data was not available~ tabulation was 
not attempted. 

8(:,. Palace E:·:penditure BL1dget Estimate of Kechi <191"7-1918>. 

87. Revenue, Budget Estimate of Kechi 91917- 1918). 

88. Interview with 72 year old Kerala Varma Kochaniyan Thampuran 
6th October, 1992. 

EJ<J. Interview with 87 year old Ikkavu Thampuran, 6th, 7th, 
October 1992. 

8th 

90. Although the estates were in the name of Valiamma Thampuran, 
the seniormost of the female Thampurans, the accounts were 
handled by Elaya Raja. In a letter dated 2nd August 1909~ 

the Raja compliments the Elaya Raja on "Keeping . the 
collection of interest under MuttH:\1 kadam very f c:d r·" and for 
'cent percent collection under Pattern and Michavaram". 
E: .. ~R e r· ~ ~ .. t?...:ll!:l9.. :!;.Q. A b d i cat e d RaJ a t.YJ;;)J? d.. m S!D..!::.\.2!;.C!..P_t.. I. I'~ • 
Menon Collection Regional State Archieves, Ernakulam. 

"Pathivu' in accounting parlance represents 
accounts. 'Visheshal' stands for special accounts. 

rc1ut i ne 

92. Changalavattakutty signifies young lamp bearer employed in 
the residential palaces around Tripunithura. Young boys of 
12-16 age group, mostly belonging to Tamil Brahmin castes, 
worked in each palace to bear the heavy Changalavatta lamp 
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9
.,, . . _). 

and light the way of female Thampurans in their mandatory 
visits to Poornatheyesa Temple at dawn and dusk. 

Ikkavu Thampuran, qLtoting her seniors, <Interview 
years old Ikkavu Thampuran, 6th, 7th, 8th, October, 

~"-lith 87 
1992). 

9'1. "There was a proposal to give stipends to pr· i ncess just as. 
to princes, to avoid complaints and to enable the princesses 
to live comfortably. But H.H. vetoed these suggestions as 
being detrimental t,o the solidarity of the family". 

E: .. ~er·.§. Be.l at.!.iJlfl :t:...R. Abdicated_ B.~j·~· < 1889 
manuscript, I.N. Menon Collection, Regional 
Er-nakul am. 

1914> typed 
Stc.,te {kchi ves, 

95. The famous writer and literary patron Rama Varma Appan 
Thampuran encouraged his wife Ambattu Nanikutty Amma to 
speak English and to be "western• in fashion and 
hobbic:?s. <Rama Vat'·ma K.T. 1983 Ke:}iraliv;tdheY..~.D. Rama ~~r:...rn.s. 
B.QJ;@n. The:\mpuran Dakshina Books, Sukapuram P.118- 119). 

96. This insistance on Thrissur Vedic school probably a hangover 
of the Panniyoor - Sukapuram feud, where the Perumbadappu 
clan took sides with Panniyoor faction of Nampoothris. 

97. Her real name is not known. Gangadhara Laxmi is only a 
title name mentioned in the Grandhavari. 

9U. Shantha Thampuran "Anarkha Nimisham" !,2J.L~riv.! .. 2!l..eslJ.ElH.l Family 
Journal of Perumbadappu clan, October~ 1992. 

Section iii <Kollenkode Case> 

99. Keralolpathi Edited by Gudert <p.58-62). 

100. Kashyapakashethra mahatmyam, as quoted by Raghava Warrier. 
The Nampoothiri Ritual Tradition. <with special reference 
to Kollengode Archives) in Aqni..J... Ib.g, ~~d~ . .£. [<ittJ_al, Itti 
Ravi Nampoothiri, Pamela Mac Farland, Volume II, Motilal 
Banar·sidas, <Indian Edition> 1984 p.285. This fc:tmily 
chronicle could b~ a later composition to perpetuate their 
socio-ritual status. 

11l.l1. Aiyarnani t:::.G. <Date not mentioned) Tt:l.§. I.r...E~.9i ... t.i.Q.!l?. .. 
~gmqanad P,::\1 ace (manuscript) Koll engode Archives, 
for Development Studies Library, Trivandrum. 

112!2. Ibid. P-1. 

9 .. £. tb .. ~ 
Centre 

103. Kashyapakshetramahatmayam, according to Raghava Warrier 
<1984 285) mentions Kollengode in a Sanskritised word 
Ayaskarapura, ayaskara being the Sanskrit for blacksmith. 
Even today, people beyond the river Malampuzha refers to 
Kollengode a Aykara. 
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104. It was believed that if Venganad Nambidi discards his wooden 
footwear and steps an earth, the earth would catch fire. 

105. The name <Ibid. p.286> Hemangada, meaning golden 
complexioned probably as suggestive of Aryin Orgin. 

106. Kollengode, as the land of blacksmiths might be historically 
meanigful. There is some concidence that South Malabar, 
where Kollengode is situated was one place where many native 
iron works were found by Buchanan in early 19th century 
<Buchanan, Frances 1807. A Journey from Madras through the 
countries of Mysore, Canara, and Malabar, Volume 2, London 
Black, Pelly and Kingsbury>. Although one cannot comment on 
the advancement of iron tecchnology in these areas, an idea 
that superior iron weapons, because of their blacksmith 
connection, gave them superiority in warfare is also 
plausible. 

107. Like Brahmins, Venganad Nambidi was permitted to enter the 
mandapa, the porch in front of the central shrine, in 
temples, and to ring the temple bells like Brahmins. He was 
permitted to walk inside the temple on wooden sandals, which 
even Brahmins could not. <Krisha Iyer, K.V.1942 Venganad 
Nambidis, Rama Varma Research Institute Bulletin, 10, as 
quoted by Raghava Warrier 1984 p.284). 

108. It appears that there were two types of Nambidis - one born 
in Nambidi caste, intermediatery between Nampoothiri and 
Khatriya and other, the Nambidi title conferred to Samantha 
or Nair Chieftains, perhaps modelled on the Nambidi caste. 
In some documents, they are also refered to as Nampiathiri. 
Anantha Krishna Iyer (1912> explains that Nambidi caste is 
acutally a Nampoothiri degraded for doing the un-Brahinly at 
of killing a Perumal. Thus it would mean that even the 
title Nambidi is already a sponge absorbing the essential 
sins of killing the beast and skinning it for the Brahmin 
rituals. 

109. Even if Appachi was a later corruption of Apsarastri, it is 
unlikely that someone would be addressed face to face in 
such an elaborate manner and more unlikely that it should 
survive down the centuries. 

11.0. Appac:hi "meaning father"s sister" ties in loosely with a 
tradition in the family which goes on as follows: Once 
Venganad Nambidi is said to have had to live in disguise in 
the forest, leavin~ his posessions to Samoodiri. Since the 
absence of Nambidi made fire rituals difficult for 
Nampoothiri, they pressurised other chieftains to threaten 
Samoodiri with excommunication. Thus Samoodiri relented. 
He is supposed to have approached the senior female of the 
Venganad clan and instituted her son as Nambidi. Aiyamoni 
<undated p.24) .. Whether the tradition is factual or not, 
the implied respect to Appachi points more to the Kinship 
term as "father•s sister. This logically plauisble 
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tradition emphasises the matrilinean Kinship in the family. 

111. The Venganad Nambidi figures among the list of feudatories 
invited for the Ariyittuvazhcha <Coronation ceremony> of 
Samoodiri CKrishan Iyer 1938 P.1) 

112. The Kutiravattathu Nayar, who was Samudiri's son and a 
capable general is mentioned in the grandhavari as active in 
1427- 1428 according to Krishna Iyer 1938 p.133. 

113. Despite having near - Brahmin privilleges, Venganad Nambidi 
was not given Kshatr i yahood. · There is a possbi 1 it y that 
this was intended to put a limit to his monopoly over the 
sacrificial items. 

114. 'Ubhayam' mean rice fields in South Kerala and four fruit 
trees Coconut, arecanut, Jack and Pepper in Malabar 
kalappads stand for cultivable land. Vallichathans are 
bonded labourers associated with land CGundert"s Dictionary> 
Krishna Iyer, 1942, as quoted by Raghava Warrier, 1984. 
p.284. 

115. Krishna Iyer, 1942, as quoted by Raghava Warrier, 1984,P.284 

116. There are many places in ancient Kerala with names similar 
to Venganad. A stanza in Shukasandesham refer to a 
settlement in Kechi called Vengananad <Raghava Warrier and 
Rajan Gurukkal 1992. p.197>. 

117. According to the Palakkad District Court judgement on 15th 
July, 1967 to the Partition Suit of Venganad clan 
<O.S.No.67/64 - subcourt Palakkad) in the 1960"s Venganad 
Clan had ''Mountain, hills and forests to an approximate 
r:-?:-:tent of 140 squ.:we miles". <P •. ::.::>. 

11.8. 1'1ichael Tharakan P.K. 1985 "Indigenous soLtrce Material for 

119. 

hi stor·i cal research". Ani ntroducti on to the Koll eng ode 
Collection of Records''. Centre for Development Studies, 
Tr·ivandr-um. Wor-king Paper No.201_. P.6. 

~=::unjikr·ishnan, <1987)" {~spects of Surplus E:·:traction 
Problem of Capital Accumulation An Overview of 
Kollengode Records, Indian History ·Congress Vol 
proceedings of the 17th. session, Srinagar 1986. P.550 
551. 

and 
the 

I 

120. The senior most male member is known as Valia Nambidi and 
the next in line is called Ilaya Nambidi. 

121. In 1901, he was conferred the personal title of Raja along 
with the Kaisherhind <Caeser -i- hind) medal and was 
knighted in 1925 by the British Government. <Innes. C.A. 1951 
t:ls..~~ a!?.. D i_?.tri..c t 9..!:.\_;_~.t_t_~.!=r s : !ja 1 C.'\.!d ac e d • P • B . Evans G ov t. 
Press, Madras (1901) P.470). 
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1:.~2. Clarke A. B. 1915 In Keral a. A record of a t...P..h.\.r. .. tD.. §_gg:UJ.. g_f_ 
.lo..9.!..9. w ij;JJ_ t l]_~_t ~ !jj g h [l e ~?.!.1 T h e-M ;h;;·E;I~.-·-;,:[1_~~ !.'t~]J_9 r .9.Dl_ 9..9.~L~.9.L 
Laxmi Vilas Press, Baroda. 

123. Unlike earlier Valia Nambidis, Vasudeva Raja became the 
Valia Nambidi in his twenties. He also married twice. 
Interview with Sarada Thambatti, Bangalore, November 
14,1992. 

1 :.? 4 • It~~- 21t~-~.!;Jl P.f.. t.tu~. t.1.9J' ' b .L~. E.~s;~.J . .£..tt g.f.. L.P. .. U .. .§D .. qg_qp_ Pn. :~.b.f:'~. M.n.t..! .. J,m .. 
f..m.:.. .!...§.!?..Y.:f:?. t.fl. !JJtJ..:.9.~_h\.r;.g_ !;_be_ t!..~.lF.""\9_§..t::.. 1D.ll~.r. . .Lt..F.-.Il£::_q_ f.!.!.J.. .. L~J~ d d i son 

1 
, .. ,.,. 
... :: . .J. 

and Co., Madras, 1910. 

There had been court cases against Valia Nambidi 
members of Venganad clan, as early as 1862. -
pocu.m.ent~ 37/23 and 37/24 of Koll enkode Archives, 
by Michael Thar~akan.P.K. <1985) Ibid P.:34. 

by junior 
p ~.!..rrl .!..§.9.f. 
as quoted 

126. The family contract explained in Palakkad District court 
Judgement <V.S.No.67/64-sub Court, Palakkad) P.3-4. 

127. St~nam properties are properties attached to the 
of the socially importaht Tharavad, intended to 
expenditure in maintaining his status. 

128. Palakkad District Court Judgement. Ibid.P.4·. 
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C H A P T E R V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 



CHAPTER V 

Before entering into the reflections suggested by the analysis 

carried out in this work, it would be useful to recall the terms 

in which the general contours of the study was formulated. 

Structural and functional p~tterns of matrilineal processes and 

their resposes to changes in the broader socio-economic realm of 

the society was one of the major objectives of the study. 

Specific emphasis was given to an understanding of the imprints 

of transition from the female line of devolution to a bilateral 

one on the gender status. 

Time served as our major tool of analysis, the use of which 

seemed rather scant in prior anthropological literature on 

Marumakkathayam. Thus at first, we tried to deduce the factors 

favouring the origin, consolidation and transformation of this 

system in 20th century. 

Marumakkathayam: ft historic perspective 

A critical review of the long drawn debate on the origin of 

matriliny in Kerala was thought to be in order and much pertinent 

in placing our understanding of the system firmly in it's 

historical perspective. The central issue of the debate was as 

follows: 

Was matriliny forced on a patrilinous society_by the advent of 

Nampoothiri settlers in reverse to Engels-Morgan scheme or did 

the matriliny already prevalent in the traditional Kerala society 

made to continue undisturbed. The protagonists of the former 

school give the impression that the high male-female ratio and 
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the primo-geniture inheritance system among the dominant groups~ 

i.e., the Nampoothiri settlers that caused the reversal of 

inheritance systems. The challengers of this argument negate any 

reversal. Their argument is that the Nampoothiri settlers only 

institutionalised the elements of tribal matriliny among natives. 

Forming a judgement on a question unsubstantiated by historic 

evidence is however difficult. But, it does seem logically 

impossible that a system, in defiance of all the natural laws of 

development would reverse simply by the advent and pressure of an 

exogenous force. Our gleanings from this debate is that the 

matrilineal tribes gradually evolved to matrilineal castes. The 

Nampoothiri advent might have reinforced these elements of tribal 

matriliny among the natives. 

This meant that the consolidation stage warrants more attention. 

The ·temple centered economy evolving from the establishment of 32 

Nampoothiri settlements and the economic and ritual powers 

wi~lded by the mostly Nampoothiri Uralers of the temple are well 

documented. There are also references on the 10th century to the 

hypergamic alliances between uralers and the females of the 

tenants. Our postulate is that hypergamy of females to the 

uralers were the strategy devised by the already matrilineal 

tenants to influence the uralers in their control over economy 

and rituals. The fact that the matrilineal elements among the 
. 

tenants and the primo-geniture system of Nampoothiris were 

mutually complimentary, could have caused the condition of 

matriliny among the upper clas~ of natives. This 

legitimisation of matrilineal kinship by hypergamy among the 
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upper strata could have percolated to the ether classes, thus 

reinforcing the matrilineal elements of the tribes, even after 

their transition to castes. The faciors like military avocation 

of men in some matrilineal castes might have been supplementary 

to this process. 

The legislations listed in Appendix II were those that gradually 

lessened the forces of matrilineal system of inheritance. Hindu 

Succession Act <1956) was the all India force that made~ 

matr· i 1 i nec:d inheritance compulsorily bilateral. than 

pointing to the superstructure of Government of India on the 

substructure in Kerala the earlier legislations such as Nayar 

Regulations, Ezhava Regulations in various states shew that the 

superstructure was not acting counter to a pressure from below. 

One sought to identify the causes and nature of this pressure. 

What obstructed our search for the precise causes in the 

formation of these pressure groups demanding the legislations in 

the literature en the topic weighed down by a fatalistic 

anticipation of the eventual loss matrilineal 

espec:ie:'\lly e:·:pressibns like "Breakdown Phase". 

institution 

The role of economic transition in the 19th and 20th century 

the commercialisation of agriculture, the deepening and widening 

of 1 abour· market has befn emphasised in 1 i terature, purely on the 

basis of economic variables as responses to the society induced 

by the Great Depression or by prosperities premised by cash 

economy. The ideology of the cash economy and the individualism 

inherent in it have not been adequately projected in the 
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literature. The migration from the Tharavad following 
\ 

the 

expansion of the labour market had far reachin~ implications in 

the kinship structure. A possibility that this was largely the 

influence of patrilineal notions infused by Western education has 

also been pointed out. The impact of all these factors are 

interlinked and seem to follow different patterns in different 

communities. 

In the Kshatriya community on which the study was made,, the 

response to matrilineal reforms in general appeared lagged. 

"Kshatriyas are traditionally considered as an intermediate caste 

between· Brahmins and Nairs. Hyp~rgamy and ritual procedures are 

the characteristic features of this matriliny. A power base, 

claimed or real, was also general!~ associated with a Kshatriya. 

This specific niche in the caste heirarchy as the defender and 

protector of wealth derived from their Brahmin associations 

through hypergamy. Samanthas, whose functional position in 

Malabar seems identical to those of Kshatriyas were for long 

considered ritually inferior to Kshatriyas. Contrary to their 

early policy of restrictions into castefold for preserving their 

claimed exclusivity, Kshatriyas now open their fold to admit 

Samanthas also by extending their endogamous alliances and 

identities in · Kshatriya a~sociations. One deduces that the 

requirement of mass strength, characteristic of democracy prompts 

this demographically minute caste to expand its structure. 

It was also observed that among the Kshatriya community the 

pressure group pleading for matrilineal legislations were 

minimal. Even when such a pressure group was evidenced, as in the 
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legislation, Trava~core Kshatriya Act, its ·Confused articulation 

was obvio~s by its subsequent amendment. Once this process of 

lagged transition from matrilineal kinship was noticed, one found 

that this afforded us an opportunity to study the precess of 

lineage systems in transition. 

Our empirical data on Kshatriya matriliny bases itself on case 

studies of three clan~ - Poonjar, Perumpadappu and Venganad, 

drawn from three erstwhile princely states Thiruvithamkoor, 

Kechi and Malabar. 

A diachronic analysis of the clan dynamics in each case reveals 

Marumakkathayam in Kshatriyas as not.only a unifeatural lineage 

system, but as a cluster of disintegratable features. While some 

of these features of the Tharavad are in various ways related to 

resource control, production, distribution and consumption, 

others are a function of rituals, filiations and sometimes even 

simply social identities with minimal economic consequence. The 

empirical data was approached with the understanding that 

-
legislations necessitating bilateral devolutions made a complete 

adherance of Marumakkathayam impossible in any case. Even then, 

one finds the Poonjar Koyikkal clan partially united in 

production, consumptio~ and totally so in rituals and 

affiliations. In the case of Perumpadappu clan, the economic 

structure of the Tharavad is retained mainly as a distribution 

system. One notes that the clan unity is merely in consumption 

and least in production. With regard to Venganad clan 

<Kollengode) the transition seems to have occured not at the 

recent past that hot oAly was recapitulation difficult but the 
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very kinship seems to have been reduced to a cultural map of 

identities. The processes behind these assymetrical patterns also 

seek clarifications. With the strength of a diachronic analysis 

it is possible to isolate the prime components in this process. 

Poonjar Koyikkal Case 

.Commercialisation of agriculture an~ its ideological corpus are 

understood as the main forc~s that effected the dissolution of 

matrilny.In the Poonjar Koyikkal clan•s case~ the timing of the 

entry of cash crop economy is a crucial factor in determining 

its economic decisions and structural transformations.An early 

dislocation of their reigning powerbase as " Punhattiperumal" by 

the military unification of Marthanda Varma prompted them to 

widen their resource bases drawing the possible alternatives 

from the larger economy.Thus the cashcrop economy came early to 

Poonjar Koyikkal clan.One thus finds the Clan chief trading his 

coconuts and pepper, negotiating long-term leases with foreign 

and Indian planters in the 19th century itself. Thus, the clan 

reached out to the commercial economy before westernization had 

prepared their minds against Marumakkathayam. Commercial 

agriculture and its ideology-reinforced through westernization 

came as single waves so that the threats and benefits in 

each could be clearly identified by the clan. 

Determinants of collective clan behaviour can not always remain 

within the clan - A dynamic leadership tilt in crucial situations 

can officiate changes in kinship or even resist the pressures to 

change. Before one considers Rama Varma Valia Raja"s youthful 

entry to the decision making role as the pullback mechanism in 
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the.clan•s kinship, there was the question what made him capable 

of challenging and attaining t~e authority of the clan's 

Karanavar.This is here that the regional specificity of Poonjar 

becomes important. Poonja~ ~as already in the vortex of agrarian. 

transition.·Already, playing the game by the commercial dictates, 

the elders could un~erstand the scope of collective income, 

'diversification,new forms of investments which the younger 

generation pointed to. In sho~t, the ideology of economic 

initiative was accomodative of new leadership within the 

matrilineal matrix. A third aspect that simplified this Kshatriya 

clan's assimilation to the commercial economy without serious 

kinship transformations could be the relative lack of ritualistic 

entrapments in the clan.Their Nampoothiri affiliations and ritual 

engagements were minimal and just sufficient to qualify for 

kshatriyahood.Even their extant ritual traditions like 

Pattathanam are intensely economy-related. This advantage of an 

economy uncumbe~ed by. cultural intrusons can be better understood 

when the process in the Kechi case is also noted. 

Kechi Case 

Our diachronic analysis of the Perumbadappu clan noted a 

relatively huge powerbase sustained the years by an enormous 

ritual base. This ritual base, assiduously built up by 

legitimising mythifications, associati~ns with Nampoothiri-

controlled Temple Urs and hypergamy was aligned at every level, 

to the Nampoothiri superstructure. The erosion of this 

superstructure seems to be realised onl~ in the 1890's when the 

clan chief, known as the Abdicated RaJa<Rnd.1896-1914) cut short 
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the enormous dowry and binding alliances of females of the clan 

to old Nampoothiris time factor was determinative in the Kochi 

case also. 

Perumbadappu clan's early exit from mercantile trade; 

marginalised by the int~rferences of colonial powers seem to have 

forced them confine wholly to their ritual base.At this point, it 

may be noted tht the gradual evolution of a trade tradition 

parallel 

mutually 

to the ritual tradition was perceived by the clan as 

refudiating. This probably effected the locality 

segregation of the females and their further embedding in rituals 

like Trittalicharthu. Thus the. Perumbadappu clan perceived 

matriliny in ritual terms and expansion of its economic utility 

to new avenues was not welcomed. In short, what keeps matriliny 

alive among the Perumbadapppu clan is mainly, the ritual 

apparatus that has been their common inheritance. 

Kollengode Case 

Our study of Kollengode indicated once again~ a relatiely huge 

powerbase, consisting of high ritual status and forest-based 

material. wealth. In the course of 19th century the value of 

forest wealth multiplied due to the new demands for timber and 

other forest produce emerging from .the intrusion of the colonial 

economy. The clan under the leadership of Raja Sir Vasudeva Raja 

traded this potential wealth for increased social influence and 

status. Vasudeva Raja revolutionised social behaviour within the 

clan as well as at the interface with other groups.They could 

do this primarily because the enormous material wealth emnating 

from the ecological niche in which they ~ere placed. But in the 
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long run, they seem0 to have run into opposition from higher and 

lower social groups as reflected in the long drawn out legal 

dispute about their Melkoyma rights over the Kachankurissi 

Temp 1 E~. 

In short, what the clan did in terms of adaptation was to 

'1 wester·nize" or· "modernise" their social pr··actices and behaviour· 

drawing up on their enormous material resources. This strategy, 

on the one hand, strengthened the position of the clan and 

particularly of the female members who could get educated and 

move out into new social spheres. 

All these adjustments are not always genderbased.What we find 

from these case studies is that when a•royal • clan try to adapt 

to systemic change, the process of change has to be inevitably 

slow and diversified.In periods of such trasnsition, the 

rn.::\t.r· i 1 i nee:\1 inheritance system which was the baseupon which the 

clan•s control over material, social and ritual resources came 

about gets neglected unless it is crucial for the strategies 

used. 

In all three clans the marumakkathayam could not be totally 

:i gnc.1red because 

(1) It continued to provide the matrix withn which all the three 
resources material, social and ritual were to be preserved 

or multiplied 

(2) The concentration inherent or implied in the impartibility 

concept of marumakkathayam tharavad was found useful, 
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provided one was using the strategy o·f common 

production<which is the case in Kollengode and Poonjar). 

Therefore, what we find is that in the transition of Kshatriyas 

from matriliny to bilateral system was dictated by persuasions 

apart from gender-based inheritance.Nevertheless, this transition 

had tremendous implications for the individual woman's exi~tance 

within the clan.their inherited status within the clan assured 

them considerable share in the rerdistibution of resources. But, 

·on the other hand, the gender-based status on which is theorized 

an ideal matriliny and which probably didn"t exist was a thing of 

the past. In the moderri world, the woman's position was 

constr-c'=li ned by 

that 

the paramenters of patrilineal world 

the female members of the clan 

views. It 

a 

comparitively better position in terms of their gender status 

mainly due to their proportionate accessibility to the clan's 

r··esources. 

OnE? hesitates to generalise our conclusions on 

matriliny to other communities. As mentioned at the outset, a 

series of community specific studies from broad spectrum of more 

than twenty matrilineal communities in Kerala coming from varying 

ecological, ritual and economic bases should be examined to bring 

out the total dynamics of the system. In this sense, the answers 

we have arrived at only throws up new possibilities 

perspectives of looking at this system • 
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A P P E N D I X I 
CASTES AS DIFFERENTIATED BY INHERITANCE SYSTEMS 

r··--·--,---·--------------,----------------·--------------------r·--·--·----------··-1 
1 No.1 Makkathayam . IMarumakkathayam IUbhayam I 
·1 I 1 l(.)r l"'ixed 1 
I I I 1 IntH~r·U.:cil.IIC::t"'.) 1 
l====j=================j==-======~======~=~======~~~=====j=====~~=~==j 
j· 1 1 Nampoothid. IThii'"U.rnumpus lsL•.b--divi~;ion 1Pu.l.:-,.yas 1 
1 1 1 1 of P.:-1yyannc1<.."11'" 1 1 
1 1 1 lvilla.ge 1 1 
1-----1·------------. --------------1 -----------l··-----·-------------·---·--·l·--·----------·-·1 
1 2 1 Embrantiri 1Kshatriyas IMalayala- 1Valans 1 
1 1 1 1 t< sh at r i y as 1 1 
I I I ll<oil·- I I 
1 1 1 1 Thampur·c.,ns 1 1 
I 1 1 j Thampa.ns 1 1 
I 1 1 1 Thir-Lut1Lllpads 1 1 
l-----j-----------·---·------·-----·l·--·--------1·----····-----·-----------l--·-·-·---------l 
1 3 1 Pattar ISamanthans 1Adiodi IVelans 1 
1 1 1 · 1unnia.thiri 1 1 
1 1 . 1 1Pandala 1 1 
I I I I Eradi I I 
I I I I Vell<.1di I I 
1 1 1 INe!dl.mg,:~.di 1 1 
l----l·--···-··-·-··-···---··-----l----·-------·--·1·-----··-·---··---·-·-·-~-l --------·---·1 
1 4 1 Musads IAmbalavasis 1Adikal 1 1 
1 1 (in sc1me 1 /Chaki.y<::~.r(i.n 1 1 
1 1 n~g i cm~s > 1 some l'"eg i ems> 1 1 
I I j 1 Ku.ruk k<rll 1 j 
1 1 1 1 Na.mb i d i 1 1 
I I 1 1 Chaky~~.f" NambLar· 1 1 
I I I 1 Theeya.t. t:u Nc.'l.mb i a1~ 1 1 
I I 1 1 Pu!!.;hpt.-1.ka N~i\mb i ar· 1 1 
I I 1 1 Namb i a.r 1 1 
I I I IF'at~.nmni I I 
I I I IPlap<3.lli I I 
I I 1 1 Pi r:.;hc.'l.r·adi 1 1 
I I I 1 Podu.va.l 1 1 
I I I I N<lmb ee~;c:·m I I 
1 1 1 lva,-·iyar 1 1 
I I I IMc'lrar I I 
I . I I 1 They.:lmfl:~}d i 1 1 
I I I I Ku.r·u.p I I 
l-~~-----l--------·.-------------··1-------·-·-··----·l---·--·-·--·---------··-l·---···----:--·-··----l 
I~ I Ma.nnadl. yan.'> I Naya.rs I m.I. !':5Ub-c:.:J.~>b~s I E<!havas I 
I I I 1 e>:cept 1 sou.th of 1 
I I I 1 1'1c.mnad i. y<H"S 1 El.ld 1 c.m 1 
l--·-·l···----··---·-·-···--·-----1-----·---··------l·----·---------·---------l·---·----··-----l 
1 6 1 CtH~.ky.::w·~•.< in 1 Na.nj i n;ad I 11<~':\du-· · 1 
1 1 some regtons> IVellC~.las 1 pa.tt~'ll~s 1 
I I I I 1 ( CcJc:h in> 1 
l.--··-· .. --...l·--··-··-·-·--··---------·-----l·----·--·------·--··l-.. ··-·-··---··---··-------··--·-L-.. - ... - .. ·-··------.J ** There are also Nayar Kurups in north Kerala 

••• Contd ••• Page 2. 
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Append i>: -- p. :2. 

APPENDIX· - I <Cc.mtd > 

CASTES AS DIFFERENTIATED BY INHERITANCE SYSTEMS 
r--·--------1---·----···-·-·-···----·---····r--·-·-----------·-·--·-·-·-----··----··--· .. -·-r--····-------·-·--... l 
1 No. jMakkathayam jMarumakkathayam IUbhayam 1 
-1 ·1 1 1 m· M i >: ed 1 
I I I 1Inheritance1 
l=~===~l====~===~~~==~=j==~o===~=~==~~~=-~-~~=~~===~~====1~====~=====1 

1 7 . 1 Vi lakkatha·-· 1 Arayans I I I 
1 11 avac1s j · I I I 
1 1 (sou.th 1'1al abar· 1 1 I I 
1 1 and Coc:hin> 1 1 I I 
l·-··--·-·--·j-··-·---·---·------·--l-·-----·---·---·----·l·-···------·--··---·--·-----1·-----·-·--···-·--l 
j 8 ll<adupc. .. t·l:ar-s jTiyya.s lof Nc1rth Ker·•:d.c.'l. 1 1 
~------~---------------~-----~--------~------------------l-----------1 
1 9 1Adigal ICharmans jof Trava.ncon:.~ · 1 1 
j------~---------------~--------~-----~------------------~-----------1 
11121 IPi.dar·an jEzhavas lc.1f Sout.h Coc..:hin 1 j 
~------~---------------~--------------~------------------,--~--------1 
11. 1 jl<~:;~.mm.:.~l ar· ll<r· i -:.:;hna-· 1 I I 
1 1 1 vaka.kka.r 1 1 1 
~------~---------------~--------------~------------------j-----------1 
112 jl<anisan IVe1lans jin some rr~gions 1 1 
~------~---------------~--------------~------------------,-----~-----, 
j13 1 Chal i y.:).s 1 The.nda.ns 1 I I 
~------j----------------~--------------~------------------~-----------1 
114 1 Ti yyc.,~• ([·kll.lth j1'1annan 1 I I 
1 1 Malabar·, Nf.wt:h 1 . 1 I I 
1 ICochin,St'"tut.:h 1. 1 I I 
1 1 Travarv.::<.Jre) 1 . 1 1 I 
1·-.. ··~···-.. --1·-·-····- ---·-·· .. --------~·-·~-·--····-·--···--·--j·· .. -· .. ···---.. ····--·~·-····-··-·-·--j- .. -·-.. ···--·-··-·-·"--·1 
11~) IChEwu.mas 1~-h.ll t.r-i.be<.:; IVi.sh<av<:u· j 1 

I I I I Vral ar I I 
I I I 1 Ul tadar· 1 1 
I I I INa.ya.dis I I 
I I I 1 Mut.hl.tva.s 1 1 
1 .1 1 1vadakka.n 1 1 
I I 1 1···parayans 1 1 
I I I ll<ana I I 
/ / I 1·-pul ay.:m5 I 1 
I I I I 1 · I ITa.nda. I I 
11·-·-·--·--·jl·--···· ·-·· .. -·-··-·---·----.. --,'····-·-·-·- _ ,j-pt.\ 1 <.'I. y<3.n!'J II 1 . --- ----- ------------------ ___________ , 
I Ul I Pul ;ayas jl<usc.wans 1 ~ 

1 '1-·.--····-··-11 ~t~~-~-~--~-~-=~~~---··-·-··---'~------------···-----',------···-·······-·-.. ···-·--··-'-·-···l·--'·······-·--·····-·-······-1 
117 IP~u-·a.ya.n IVa.niye~n lin North 1 1 
I I I 1 Ker a.l a. on l y 1 1 
~------j-----~---------~--------------~------------------1-----------, 
11.B 1 Ne~Y<ld is 1 Che?.l i yans 1 1 I 
L-·------L---·------·--·--~----.I-------··-------·-·-..1.-..·----·----·-----··-·---....l..--------···---·-' 

.•• Contd •• Page 3. 
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APPENDIX I <Contd) 

CASTES AS DIFFERENTIATED BY INHERITANCE SYSTEMS 

r-------,·----------·-r-- --·-------- ··---·-r·------·---l 
1 No. IMakkathayam jMarumakkathayam IUbhayam 1 
I I I I or· Mi. :< ed I 

\:::::-:::::::::::::-"::::II:::::::::::::::::::::::-~:::::::::::: .. :::::::::=:::::::: II :::"-:::::::::::::z::::o=:::t:=:::::=::::-.:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::.,~.:.,::;::::::-~:=:::::::::::.~:.-.:::::::.-::::: II==~::::.~:.:~~,:', 
j19 1Pi::"\niyc?\rH3 IVcmn.ans jin l\lot~th I I 
1 1 · 1 jMalabat~ only 1 1 
j·----·-~-~·-··----··----··-·---··--·-1-··---·-·-·---·-----·l·-·----·--·-·-··--·-·--·-----·-l-·--·------·----, 
j20 jKalikolan jMapillas jin North 1 1 
I I 1 jl"lalabar only 1 1 , ______ , _______________ , ______________ , __________________ ~-----------, 
121 lchakkiliyan 1 · 1 I I 
,------~---------------~---~----------j------------------~-----------1 

j22 1 Chet t i 1 I I I 
. l----·-·------1---·-------------L.----------L--------------·-·-·----L.-.--·---------...l 

The above classification compiled based on Iyer (1912>, 
Puthenkulam <1977> and Balakrishnan <1981) is not likely to 
be a comprehensive picture. 

t 5"1 



Appendi :·( - p. 4. 
A P P E N D I X - II 

tl.l1.J~~:Ji!OI\IE §. l!i 1'1{\HUM(~I<KATHA Y Al'l b.~G I_§J::.t:ULQtJ 
r--··----·--·-·--r--·--------·---·--·-----·------·-------T·--·-·---·-·----------·1---------·-------···-·-·---·-----------·-------·---·--l 
IVEAR !LEGISLATION jPLACE jlMPLICATIONS I 
j======j===================j=~==========~=j============================j 

\1896 \Malabar Marriage \Malabar \Registration of Sambandham \ 
1 1Ac:t 1 1at fiJill 1 
I j 1 1 Ri qht. to l:leqt.H;!:,:..t.h thr·ouqh 1 
I I 1 jwill hal·f thE~ sel·f ;..,_cqu.il'"£:!d 1 
1 j 1 jpt·oper·t.y t.o \·lift:~ <.:c.nd 1 
1 1 1 lc:hilclnz.n 1 
I I I I I 
11898 jMalabar Wills IMalabar !Right to bequeath through 1 
1 jAct 1 lwill, any property that. 1 
I I 1 1c:ould have made over as a 1 
1 1 1 1 g i f t wh i 1 f..~ 1 i vi n q 1 
I I I I . I 
j1899 ITravancore Wills ITravancore IRight to bequeath through 1 
1 jAc:t 1 lwill half the self-acquired 1 
I I 1 1 pr·opt.~r-i: y t.o I'd. f e a.nd 1 
1 1 1 lc:hild,~en 1 
I I I I I 
1191 ::~ 1 T1'" .:.wa.nr.::or·e 1 I I 
1 1 M<:?..r··•.Jm<:-dd::;;d: '1:.<:!1. Yi::>.m 1 Tt- av~1.nc.:or·~~ 1 ~:l<'Amb a.ndh<:l.tn \!Hl~i'l r"f:.:?coqn i ~:H:'!d a!:> 1 
I 1Ac:t 1 llegal marriage. Half of thel 
I I 1 lintestate male"s self- 1 
I I 1 lacquin:~d r.wopt~l'"ty could tH':! 1 
I I 1 jclaimed by wife and childrenj 

I I I I I 
11918 jMapilla Succession !Malabar ISelf acquired property of 1 
I IAct 1 IMappilas < who follow 1 
I I I /matrilininy) to be governed ! 
I I I 1 by Mu.sl i m L'"'.'-'4 ! 
11920 ~~ochin ~ayar /cochin /a> Sambandham was recognised' 
I jf.:E~gulat.l.on I 1 1 .:H.> l~:?qal m.:'H·r-i<3ge 1 
I I I I b) B1··a.nc:h~?~.; CJ·f a m<.~.tr· i 1 i ned 1 
I I I I f .:Hni 1 y ~H::!t" .. m:i. t:ted to ., 
I I I I divide and seperate. 1 
I / I jd Ha.l·f o·f t:.hf~ int:.i2~~t.at.1:? 1 
1

1
1 

1

1
1 

1

1

1

1 

II :~.~~7~1~. n~d 1J~~!~~::~:~ty co:~~!/ 1

1

1 
be claimed by wife and 

" " I 1 c.:h i. l dr· E.m 1 

jl 92~i l'_~·r- avanc~:1r·f.~ Nc:~:;.~ar· II Tr- av.:oirtcon~ II.~) T. nd i. vi. du<~l ~::; r-i. ·~~ht t:o II 
I IRt':!I)Ula.t:J.an I 1 1 ch=:-mand divi~:;ion o·f 1 
I I I I family and per capi.t,'::'\1 1 

11 II II II :~'~;~':!~.~g o·F .:-1ssE~ts we;··f~ 1 

I I I I b) Intf::!:';tat.E? Nc"'\y.:~t~ m<d E:~' H II 
I I I 1 self acquired property 1 
I I I j could b~.:. ·fu.lly c:lo:dmed byj 
I I - 1 1 ~"ih" a.nd c.hi.ldnm. 1 
l---·----·---J ____________________________________ J ____________________ J _____ ·--·-------------·-·----·-----------------·---·------·-J 

•.•• Contd ... Page .5. 
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APPEND I X- II <Cantd.) 

r··----·-------,..-·----------·-----·-----·--------1·--·-·------- ------r·-------·---------------·--·----·---------·1 
IYEAR ILEGISLATION IPLACE IIMPLICATIONS I 
l====~~~~====~=====c==~==~~~~~==~~~~==~=~~~=~~==•~==~=======~====~====~j 

I I I I . I 
j1925 ITravancore Ezhava ITravancare Ia) Individual's right ta 1 

1 Act 1 1 denw.nd pa.1··t it ion and per 1 
I 1 1 c:api. t.:.\ !•~h<:lf"f,~ of <.HH:iets; 1 
I 1 1 b > Intestate Ez:havc:\ male~ s 1 

I
I II II S(~~ 1 f ~~ct.li r-t.=::!d pn:1per·t y II 

could be fully claimed 
I I 1 by wife and children 1 
I I I I 
ITravancore ITravancore ja> Indi.vidual"s right to 1 
INanchinad Vellala 1 1 demand partition and 1 
1Act 1 j per capita share of 1 
I 1 1 c.~sSf?ts. 1 
I 1 1 b) Int:esf:atf~ Nanch i. nad 1 
I 1 1 Vellc.1la male's <E:;el·f·-· 1 

I
I 1 1 acqui.r·ed pr·ap€:!r·f:.y c:auld 1 

I 
II II be fully cl a.i mecl by II 

wife and children. 
1 Tt'"c.wa.nc:r.Jt'"e 1 1 I 
IK~:.h .. ,\t..:r·iya {~c:i: jTra.vc.·mcar·e j<1>. Individual's right to 1 
I I 1 demand p<.:u··t it ion and 1 
I 1 1 pE!n:.;:~.p.i ta -::.;tHu·e of 1 
1 1 1 as-=-;etf~ 1 
I I 1 b > Inb:~st.H.t.e l<sho:d:.r-i. y,;.l 1 
I I j male's self acuqired 1 
I I 1 property could be fully 1 
I I 1 claimed by wife and 1 
I I I children 1 
I I I ~ I 
IMadras IMadras ja> Sambandham was 1 
IMarumakkttayam IResidency 1 recognised as legal 1 
1Act 1 1 marriage 1 
j 1 1 b > t1othE!I'", L·Ji ·fe and 1 
I I 1 c:h i.l dn:1.n d·:~c: 1 ar-ed tu-?.i r·c.:; 1 
I j 1 of sel·f·-c.~.cquil~ed ps'"oper-tyl 
I I 1 c > T~'"'1az is could demand 1 
I I 1 pa.r·tit.it.'1n of ·fa.mily 1 
II I I as.mE.~t ~; I 

ICochin Nayar \ccchin \ Nayar i.ndividual"s right \ 
IRegulatian II 1 1 to seek percapita parti- 1 
I I 1 tian of family assets 1 

\cochin \cochin \a> T~wazis of Nan-Nayar \ 
I t·1e:i.I'"Uil\c:\kka.t.ha.yc.'l.m 1 1 Tara,..J~~d~. cau.l d dem.3.nd 1 
I Act 1 1 pr.?o.r·t.i. ti. c.m fn.1m orH~ 1 
I I 1 anc1t.:.tu~r- 1 
I ·I lb> Wife & children declared 1 

I I I 1 hein:. of ha.l·f the sel·f 1 
I I I I· acquir-ed pr·oper·t.y of 1 
I I I I intestate non-Nayar male 1 
l-·-----. .l·--------·-------------·---------'------------·--.J---·----------··--···-·--·-·----------·------1 

1926 

~ "'~ j19~,.:~ 

~ 
I 

I 
119:::;3 

jl.93B 

:I 
119:39 

~ 
•.•• Contd ••.• Page.6. 
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APPEND I X- II <Contd.> 

t1IL.ESTONEH IN t-1ARUt1A~::KATHAVAN l.EGISLPtl:_!_QN 
r··---·----r----·------·----------r-------------T---------·---·--------·--------------·-----1 
IYEAR fLEGISLATION IPLACE llMPL.ICATIONS I 
!=~====l=•=================l==============l===============~===~===m===~~ 

11939 jMappila IMalabar IM~ppila individual's 1 
1 IMarumakkathayam 1 1r1ght ~o deman~ . j 
1 jAc:t 1 lpercc"l:PJ.~Cl. pa.rt1.t1on j 
1 1 1 1 of fam1l y as~-~et.~.L 1 

\1947 \Madras \Madras \Lega! vali~ity !ar all \ 
1 IMarumakkathayam 1 1marr1ages 1n whtch one 1 
1 1 ?'\<: t ( Amc-?.ndm€.'!n t) 1 1 pat- t:.ner wa.'!.; d<"~i:.\d . br,~f ewE! 1 
I I 1 jMadras Ma~umakkathayam 1 
I I 1 IAct (1.9~.3> wc.'s p~~.s<:.ed 1 
11948 1Cochih ICochin !Non-Nayar Individual also 1 
1 11'1an.unakkath.:l.yam 1 lgiven r-i.l:;)ht to pe.w--capit.c.' 1 
1 jAc:t <Amendment) 1 lpartition. 1 

I I . I I· h t ·t t·t· 11 
11956 jHindu Suc:cesion 1~:n 1 Over~ IR1g t ·o p€':.'r··c:,3.p1 ·.a. p~.~~ 1 ·um 
1 1Act llndia 1was extended to matrilineal 1 
I I 1 lfamilies in Malabar al6a 1 
I I . I I _ . . . I 
11958 IKerala IAll Over IR1ght of w1fe and ch1ldrenl 
1 IMarumakkathayam 1Kerala jto the entire self acquired 1 
I 1Act 1 lproperty of intestate male 1 
I I 1 1m: tended b:.1 m;~t.r· i lineal 1 
I I 1 lfamlies in Malabar also 1 

~1963 /Mappila /Kerala /All Muslims dying after I 
1 IMarumakkathayam 1 13/9/1962 to be governed 1 
1 1Act <Amendment> 1 lby Islamic law 1 

~1976 ~Joint Hindu Family /Kerala /Government withdrew I 
j ISysd:e:~m (Abt.llition) 1 lth~~ recr.:Jgnit.ion r.Jf 1 
/ I I 1 • c:orpor·aten<:!Ss:.' c.1·F 1 
I I I 1matrilineal Tarav~d 1 

I I I I I 
L-------l--·--------------------..l.-----------1------------·------·--·-----l 

Sow··ces 

The regulations and proclamations of Travancore -Val VII 1105-
11.09 M.E compiled by R.Ramalingaatyer and N.Krishnaswamy 

Aiyer, 1934. The Anantha Rama Varma Pre~s, Trivandrum. 
J. Puthenkalam, Marriage and t.he Family in Kerala C Calgary 
Journal of c:omparitive Family Studies, Univer~ity of Calgary 
19T7> p.l99 
Velayudhan Nair.M "Permanent Alimony and Maintenance under the 
Marumakkathayam Act Kerala Law Journal Vol VI Journal Cl962>, 
p.51-55 
Jeffrey.R (1992> Politics, Woman and Well-being, How Kerala 
bacame a model, p.43-44 
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APPENDIX - III 

Trittalicharthu of 1000 M.E 

Let .tJ?..r.: F i.Y.Q. 

Submitted that the requirement of the Sahibs, the company-

men and the common soldiers who are arriving, 

about 165 goats at the rate of five goats a day and about 

1000-1500 fowls. Since from Kochi-Kanayannor area, only 30-

40 goats and few fowls can be arranged and getting more 

Men~v may prove difficult, it is ·necessary to issue 

directions to Thasildars and ThaneNaiks of Mukundapuram, 

Tr i ssi vaperur·, Enammavu, Thalappally and 

Chelakkara to arrange about 100 goats and 500 fowls of good 

quality. 

1000 M.E.Dhanu 21 

S/D 

Sheshagirirayar 

Tripunithura 

§.Qb'<L£.g,;_ This letter is the 5th in a bunch o-f manuscripts 

kept in one of the palaces in Tripunithura. All 62 letters 

in the collection are instructions written by a Kechi 

Government official Sheshagirirayar to another official 

Nanjapparayan in 1825 A.D. 



Aacharavedi 

Ayam 

Bl~ahmaswam 

Chakkala Nayar 

Chakyar· 

Chaaliyan 

Chan nan 

Changalavatta
kutty 

Changazhi 

Dakstri na 

Des am 

El C:Hnul akkar 

Embr· anti r i 

Ettupanam 

Ezhuthi ni r·uthu 

Hi ranyagar·bham 

Ill am 

Janrni 

kaikottikkali 

Kal c:~ppads 

~ GLOSSARY OF MALAYALAM WORDS USED 
IN THE TEXT 

Reverintial shots heralding a royal occassion 
or ritual ceremony in the Temples. 

Property, Wealth 

Property which belongs to Brahmins. 

A sub-caste of Nayars (oil mongers). 

An Ambalavasi caste. 

• Belonging to the weaver caste. 

A sub-caste of Ezhavas, 
them. 

aristocracy among 

Tamil Brahmin boys employed as lamp bearers. 
Changalavatta, being a heavy lamp, was used 
only when an accompanying aid was available. 

Southern Kerala measure of paddy equivalent 
to 2 Nazhis. 

Gift to elders, especially gifts to Bhramins. 

Property belonging to the temple. 

A group of tharas in north Kerala. 

Junior male members of Kshatriya Tharavads 

Brahmins of Canara in Malabar. 

The mon~y payments for the expenses of 
confinement. (among Thiyyas) 

Initiation to education <Kalari> in early days. 

Family Chronicles (Also of Temples) 

A ritual in which a life sized cow made of 
gold is gifted t6 Bhramins. 

Homestead of Nampoothiri Brahmins. 

Landlord 

A clapping dance. 

Cultivable land 



Kanam 

Kanapanam 

Kara 

~<arm am 

Karyasthan 

KathukLtthu 

Ketteduppu 

Kettukalyanam 

Koviladhikarikal 

Koil Thampuran 

l<cJvi 1 akam 

Kudiyan 

~=::ul i chekam 

Kuthuvilakku 

Mad ham 

Melkoyma 

Mann an 

!"'ana 

11appi 11 a 

rlat~umakan 

Mc:\r·umak kathayam 

Mundu 

A forum for teaching martial arts and the 
three R's. 

Literally, an auspicious event, 
marriage. 

A right on land. 

The brid-price. 

A group ·of tharas in south Kerala. 

generally 

The male head of the Tharavad ~ho is the 
seniormost maternal uncle holding supervisory 
powers over the common family property. 

The rites. 

The paid master. 

Piercing of the ears for wearing ornaments. 

The pilgrim"s baggage. 

See Thalikettukalyanam. 

Patron of the temple 

The consort o·f Th i r·uvi thamkoor pr· i ncess. 

Palace. 

The temple edifice. 

Cultivating tenant. 

The land gift.offered to soldiers in north 
Kerala 

A type of lamp used in Kerala. 

The Brahmin"s house. 

Suzerinity over temples. 

Washermen community 

The Nampoothiri"s house. 

The Malabar Muslim. 

Sister's son 

Lineage through sister's sons and daughters. 

Dhothi. 

(57 



Muthalpidikkaran : Rent collector. 

Muthal sambandham: Holding of common property. 

Nattupattar A name for Ezhuthachans. 

Nayar Pattalam Nayar millitia of Thiruvithamkoor 

Ochirakkali Mock fight on Ochira temple grounds. 

Onam The national festival of Malayalees 

Onathallu Mock fight during Onam festival. 

Panam Currency of olden times in Kerala. 

Para A full measure 

Pathittupattu An anthology of the Sangham ~eriod 
5, 6 century A.D. 

Pathivu Monthly allowance. 

Pathivu<in ace- Routine allowance 
ounting parlance) 

Pattu Song 

Pudava Cloth 

Pula Pollution 

Samantha A sect of Kshatriya 

Sarnbandham 

Seshakriya 

Sudra 

The old accepted practice 
males entering into liasons 
lower castes. 

The obsequies 

A caste in Chathur Varna 

of Nampoothiri 
~·Ji th women of 

Taavazhi Collateral branches of a clan from a maternal 
ancestor. 

Tan dan 

Thare:\ 

Thar-avad 

Thali 

A caste name 

Small locality. 

The homestead of the Marumakkathayam family. 

Normally, a piece of gold which sanctifies 
tt1e marr-iage 
bond. 



Tt1alikettu
kalyanam 

Theiyam 

Tller-andupattu 

Thi n.tmul pad 

Tr- i thal i char-thLI 

Ubhayam 

Ulladans 

Ur-

Ur-al~:?r-

Valichattans 

Vani y.::\n 

Van nan 

Vf.~l an 

Velakali 

Veluthedan 

Viclhyar-ambham 

Vir-uthi 

War-r-ier-

Thali tying cer-emony and feast. 

Cor-r-uptio~ uf Daivam, meaning God 

Puber-ty r·i tes. 

A sect· of l<shatr-i yas; 

The tali r-itual celebr-ations of females in 
the er-stwhile Kechi r-oyal +amily. 

""" t· ·Rice fields <in souther-n Ker-ala)~; Four-
fr-uit tr-ees - coconut, ar-ecanut, Jeckfr-uit 
and pepper- in Malabar-. ~ 

One of the abor-iginal tr-ibes of Ker-ala. 

A village. 

Temple tr-ustee. 

Bonded labour- associated with land 

The oil monger-ing caste 

The launder-ing caste 

Coconut tr-ee climber-s by pr-ofession 

Mock war- dance. 

Nayar· 1 aundr-er-

Ritual star-t to education. 

Land gift offer-ed by the feudal chieftain to 
newly enr-olled soldier-s. 

Temple ser-ving caste 



(.~ber·le David F. (1961> 

Abe~le David (1961) 

Appadu~ai~ A <1976) 

Aiyamani K.Ga <Date Not 
l"'ent i rJned ) 

Aiye~ K~ishna K.V. <1938) 

Ayyappc.m A. ( 1965> 

Balak~ishnan P.V. (1981> 

Balak~ishnan P.K. (1987) 

Ba~bosa, Dua~te <1866> 

Buchanan, F~ancis A. <1870) 

Clar·ke A. B. (1~15) 
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